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Presentation of ISGA

ISGA: Institut Supérieur d’inGénierie et des Affaires is a private higher education group
created in 1981. It is made up of five campuses spread over Morocco: Rabat, Casablanca,
Marrakech, Fes and El Jadida. The campuses are postgraduate schools in Management and
Engineering. ISGA has a research activity that is handled by the CRI.
The CRI (ISGA Research Center) deals with all the research and development of the group.
The objective of the CRI is to:

• To give the conditions for the researchers and students to develop a good quality research.

• To encourage the researchers and the students to produce high level research articles.

• To participate to the organization of international conferences

• To fund the best students for a research stay of some months in international labs

The CRI is composed of the students enrolled in PhD program and permanent teachers and
researchers. Thanks to the different collaborations, the CRI welcomes several researchers from
different labs of:

• University Hassan II.

• CRAN (Centre de Recherche en Automatique de Nancy).

• LORIA (Laboratoire Lorrain de Recherche en Informatique et ses Applications).

• Doctoral school of UBS (Université de Bretagne Sud).

• Doctoral school of Senghor.

Twice a year, the CRI organizes the doctoral days, one for each research department. This is
an opportunity for all the PhD students to present their work progress. Supervisors, industrial
partners and renowned research guests participate to these events. A report of the thesis is
presented and a schedule for the PhD defense is discussed with the most advanced students.
More information concerning the CRI are provided at http://www.isga.ma (”Research & De-
velopment”).
The CRI proposes an interdisciplinary journal (ISGA: International Science and General Ap-
plications http://www.journal.isga.ma/) whose primary objective is to fulfill the need for dis-
cussions of basic and applied research results. This journal meets the needs of professionals and
researchers working in several scientific topics. Its aim is to bridge the gap between theoretical
research and practical applications with potential real-world use. ISGA journal launches twice
per year special issues since the topic of science is large. The editorial policy and the technical
content of the Journal are the responsibility of the Editors. The next number will include the
10 best papers of ICNLSSP 2017 http://www.icnlsp.ma.
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Welcome Message of the ICNLSSP 2017 chairs

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we would like to welcome you to ICNLSSP 2017 in
Casablanca, Morocco.

ISGA organizes several conferences related to different domains, this edition is dedicated to
Natural language, Signal and Speech Processing (ICNLSSP).

The objective of ICNLSSP 2017 is to create a synergy between different areas related to
language processing: Speech Recognition, Social Network, Opinion mining, Images, Videos,...
The conference highlights new approaches related to the language from basic theories to ap-
plications. ICNLSSP is an international conference dedicated to Natural Language Processing
and Speech recognition. It is a technical conference not only proposing new researches on the
concerned topics but also permits exchanging ideas between researchers from the world that
will be very useful for PhD students and developers in this area.

Four very well known keynote speakers will present their authoritative views on the state
of the art of the topics of ICNLSSP. An expert of NLP in Arabic will present a tutorial on an
unavoidable NLP platform for Arabic.

Concerning the origin of the submissions, 25% of the authors are from France, 20% are
from USA, 15% are from Tunisia, 9% are from Morocco, 9% are from Algeria, 5% are from
Netherlands and 17% are from other places.

The selection criteria were similar to those used for Large conferences. Between two and five
reviewers, having strong experience, were assigned to each paper. The majority of the papers
(71%) had 3 reviewers, 16% of the papers had 4 reviewers, 7% of the papers had 5 reviewers and
6% had 2 reviewers. Each paper has been weighted, the best one get a score of 35 and the last
one -13. All the papers between 35 and 14 have been kept for publication and oral presentation.

Finally, we want to thank all of you who have sent your articles to the conference. We
would like to thank also the committee program who has done a a good work on revising all
the papers that helped us to have an excellent program. Our thanks also for Abdellah Lalaoui
Hassani for the design of the website and the different exchanges with authors and for Hanane
Laguesir for the design of the covers, badges, ...

See you in Casablanca.

Prof Kamel Smäıli Dr Mohammed Diouri Dr Khalid Benzakour

(PC chair) (Co-chair) (OC chair)
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Program committee - chair Pr K. Smäıli

• Frédéric Béchet ( Professor, Univer-
sity Aix-Marseille, France)

• Laurent Besacier (Professor, Univer-
sity of Grenoble, France)

• Khalid Choukri (Executive director
of the European Language Resources
Association (ELRA))

• Mona Diab (Associate Professor,
George Washington University)

• Yannick Estève (Professor, Univer-
sity of Le Mans, France)

• Dominique Fohr (researcher, CNRS,
France)

• Emmanuel Vincent (Researcher Inria
Lorraine)

• Jean-Paul Haton (Professor emeri-
tus, University Lorraine, France)

• Salma Jamoussi (Assistant Professor,
University of Sfax, Tunisia)

• Denis Jouvet (Researcher, INRIA
Lorraine, France)

• David Langlois (Assistant Professor,
Lorraine University, France)

• Chiraz Latiri (Professor, University
of Tunis, Tunisia)

• Yves Lepage (Professor, University
Waseda, Japan)

• Mikolaj Leszcuk (Assistant Profes-
sor, Poland)

• Khalifa Mansouri (Professor, Univer-
sity Hassan II)

• Odile Mella (Assistant professor,
University of Lorraine)

• Franck Poirier (Professor, University
of Bretagne sud)

• Fatiha Sadat (Associate Professor,
UQAM, Canada)

• Karim Bouzoubaa (Professor, the
Mohammed V University in Rabat,
Morocco)

• Christophe Servan (Research Engi-
neer chez Systran)

• Khaled Shaalan (Professor, The
British University in Dubai, UAE)

• Olivier Siohan (Researcher, Google,
USA)

• Yahya Slimani (Professor, University
of Tunis, Tunisia)

• Kamel Smaili (Professor, University
Lorraine, France)

• Juan-Manual Torrès (Assistant
Professor, University of Avignon,
France)

• Imed Zitouni (Researcher, Microsoft,
USA)

Organization committee - chair Dr K. Benzakour

• Khalid BENZAKOUR (Director General, Director of Research and Development)

• Nabil CHERKAOUI (Educational Director)

• Imane CHLYAH (Responsible of studies)

• Dounia ENNAJY (Responsible of the information system)

• Said HARCHI (Technical director)

• Abdellah LALAOUI HASSANI (Director of the Information System)
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• Hanane LAGUESIR (Digital Brand Manager)

• Siham RAIS (Assistant to the Director of Studies)

Subreviewers

We would like to thank the following people who accepted in a last minute to reviews articles
for ICNLSSP 2017.

• Dr Salima Harrat (ESI - Algeria)

• Dr Karima Meftouh (University of Annaba - Algeria)
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Keynotes and Tutorial

ISGA invited to ICNLSSP 2017 high-profile talks from USA, Japan, France and Morocco.
The first day, two plenary talks are given by Professor Jean-Paul Haton (Institut Universitaire
de France) and by Professor Yves Lepage (University of Waseda - Japan). The second day,
Plenary talks are given by researchers Dr Olivier Siohan from Google (USA) and Dr Imed
Zitouni (from Microsoft (USA). At the end of the second day, a tutorial is given by Professor
Karim Bouzoubaa form University of Mohammed V (Morocco).

Jean-Paul Haton
Professor emiritus

Biography

Jean-Paul Haton is Emeritus Professor in Computer Science at Université de Lorraine, Nancy,
France. He is a senior member of the Institut Universitaire de France where he created the first
chair in computer science. Jean-Paul Haton has been Director of the French National Project
on Man-Machine Communication from 1981 to 1993, and Research Director at INRIA from
1988 to 1993. His research interests relate to Artificial Intelligence and Man-Machine Com-
munication, especially in the fields of automatic speech recognition and understanding, speech
training, signal interpretation, knowledge-based systems, and robotics. He has supervised or
co-supervised more than 100 PhD theses in these fields. He authored or co-authored about 300
articles and books. Jean-Paul Haton is a Fellow of IEEE, a Fellow of International Pattern
Recognition Society, IAPR and a Fellow of the European Artificial Intelligence Assocviation,
ECCAI. He served as chairman of AFIA (French Association for Artificial Intelligence) until
1994 and of ASTI, the French federation of associations for information processing. He is Vice-
president of Académie Lorraine des sciences and he was awarded a Doctorate Honoris Causa
from the University of Genève, Switzerland.

Keynote1: Artificial Intelligence: past, present and future

During the last decades, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has experienced impressive successes in var-
ious domains: games (chess, Go, poker. . . ), robotics, perception (speech, vision), autonomous
vehicles. The term AI is now frequently cited by the media, and it is known by the public. But
despite these successes, AI is still far from reaching human intelligence in many domains. AI
systems are based on two alternative approaches, based either on knowledge-based reasoning
engines, or on biologically inspired neural networks. Besides, in several domains, including
automatic speech recognition (ASR), and pattern recognition and image understanding, the
role of statistical model is often of paramount importance. An example is the one of Hid-
den Markov Models that are present in all present ASR systems. Recently, approaches based
on neural networks have been highly successful in almost domains of AI, under the form of
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Deep Neural Networks (DNN). Hybrid models including neural networks have obtained the
best results since a long time in ASR or character recognition, but these new DNN models are
characterized by the fact that they have a large number of layers, much higher than previous
networks, thanks to powerful deep learning algorithms and the availability of big data files. In
this talk, we will present the different approaches and models of AI together with applicative
examples in various areas, including ASR. The future of AI will also be explored
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Yves Lepage
Professor

Biography

Professor Yves Lepage received his Ph.D. degree from GETA, Grenoble university, France. He
worked for ATR labs, Japan, as an invited researcher and a senior researcher until 2006. He
joined Waseda University, graduate school of Information, Production and Systems in April
2010. He is a member of the Information Processing Society of Japan, the Japanese Natural
Language Processing Association, and the French Natural Language Processing Association,
ATALA. He was editor-in-chief of the French journal on Natural Language Processing, TAL,
from 2008 to 2016.

Keynote2: Automatic production of quasi-parallel corpora for ma-
chine translation

Abstract

This talk will address the problem of data scarcity in building machine translation systems in
the data-oriented approach. It will show how to automatically produce quasi-parallel data from
unrelated monolingual data to be added to a basic training corpus, so as to increase transla-
tion accuracy, as measured by BLEU, in statsitical machine translation between Chinese and
Japanese.

Index Terms: Machine translation, Quasi-parallel data

The problem: scarcity of bilingual aligned data

This talk will address the problem of data scarcity in building machine translation systems
in the data-oriented approach. The work reported concerns statistical machine translation
(SMT). The language pair addressed is Chinese—Japanese. Individually, Chinese and Japanese
are relatively well-documented languages with efficient segmenters, morphological analysers,
parsers, etc. However, the language pair itself suffers from a lack of bilingual corpora. Only
recently have two large corpora been released in the domain of scientific and technological
domain been released, but neither of them is freely accessible for download. The lack of data
is thus an acute problem for this particular language pair.

Different possible solutions to augment the size of parallel corpora have been proposed in the
past. They range from the manual creation of data to the automatic extraction of comparable
corpora, with attempts at creating bilingual data from monolingual data [1, 2, 3]. In statistical
machine translation, where the translation table is crucial, directly augmenting the data in the
translation table has also been proposed [4]. All these methods may solve the problem of data
scarcity to some extent and lead to slight increases in BLEU points improvement in different
language pairs when used in addition to existing training data.
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The method: automatic generation of quasi-parallel data from unre-
lated unaligned monolingual data

Here, we propose to follow a path which has been described as ’hallucinating’ linguistic data [5].
It consists in creating synthetic data, parallel sentences, from unrelated unaligned monolingual
data [6], not necessarily comparable corpora. The ’hallucinated’ data are added to an existing
basic training corpus to train an SMT system. We will show that this may lead to variable
improvements, as measured by BLEU, ranging from less than a half point on difficult tasks, to
several points in other tasks, depending on the experimental conditions [7].

The method is based on the use of a well-know operation: proportional analogy. The goal
here is to produce a relatively important number of small variations in the training data. The
variations are found in monolingual data and should thus be characteristic of each language [8].
We show that the introduction of these small variations increases the size of the translation
tables and that the new phrases are actually used and contribute to translation accuracy [9].

The method consists in several steps. The first step is to produce a representation of
the small variations by collecting analogical clusters independently in each language, from
independently collected monolingual data. We will explain the method and introduce some
tools to produce such analogical clusters, which have been publicly released. The second step is
to align the small variations across the two languages of the language pair considered [10]. We
adopt a relatively simple method which consists in computing a similarity coefficient between
analogical clusters relying on a bilingual dictionary. The third and the fourth steps consist
in producing variations in the basic training corpus and avoid over-generation due to analogy.
This achieved by the use of filtering techniques [9].

Results and analysis: quasi-parallel rather than parallel, but gram-
maticality correct data

The talk will present various experiments conducted over several years in different settings. It
will stress two important points that can be made on the method.

First, several experiments tend to show that the quality of the alignment of the produced
sentences is not so crucial. What seems to be crucial is the grammaticality of the sentences
produced. For that, different configurations and various methods have been tested so as to
automatically ensure a very high level of grammaticality or semantic correctness. We will
mention the different methods that may be used and present those that led to te best results,
in particular the N-sequence filtering method.

Second, the relationship or rather the absence of relation between the basic training data
and the monolingual data seems to be important. Monolingual data from the same domain
or the same collection of texts do not seem to conduct to significant improvements. Thorough
experiments still need to be conducted to confirm this impression, but it seems that variations
unseen in the basic training data, i.e., rather from the general language, are necessary to obtain
improvements in translation accuracy.

Acknowledgements

Part of the work reported here was supported by a JSPS Grant, Number 15K00317 (Kakenhi
C), entitled Language productivity: efficient extraction of productive analogical clusters and
their evaluation using statistical machine translation.
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Olivier Siohan
Research Scientist Google

Biography

Doctor Olivier Siohan is a Research Scientist working on speech and language technologies at
Google Inc. His major research interests are speech and speaker recognition with a special
focus on acoustic modeling and noise robustness with deep neural networks. From 2003 to
2007, he was a Research Staff Member at IBM T. J. Watson Research Center working on large
vocabulary speech recognition. Prior to that, he was a Member of Technical Staff at Lucent
Technologies - Bell Labs where he led a broadcast news speech recognition project. He also
worked on speaker recognition at AT&T Labs from 1996 to 1998, and held a post-doc position
at AT&T Bell Laboratories in 1996. He is currently serving his second term as a member of the
IEEE Speech and Language Technical Committee and is a former associate editor of Pattern
Recognition Letters.

Keynote3: Advances in Acoustic Modeling for Speech Recognition
at Google

In the past decade, speech recognition technology underwent some profound changes driven by
access to large computational resources combined with the availability of massive training sets
for both acoustic and language modeling.

Statistical speech recognition, as defined in the mid 70’s, treated the speech signal as the
output of a generative stochastic process. This led to the development of acoustic models based
on hidden Markov models (HMM) to represent the temporal variability of the speech signal,
with Gaussian mixture densities (GMM) to represent the statistical distribution of speech
features within an HMM state. For the next four decades, GMM-HMMs, which could be
estimated in a fully data-driven manner from a transcribed audio corpus and easily adapted to
new acoustic environments, became the dominant approach for acoustic modeling. Combined
with N-gram language models estimated from large amount of text, HMMs have been the
foundation of the first dictation systems as well as the first voice assistants such as Siri or
Google Voice Search.

In the past several years however, acoustic models based on GMM-HMMs have been pro-
gressively replaced by deep neural networks (DNN). Rather than attempting to model the
statistical distribution of the speech signal associated to HMM state, DNNs attempt to directly
predict the HMM state associated to a short sequence of acoustic features. While a similar ap-
proach was developed in the mid 90’s, it failed to outperform GMM-HMMs. This was mostly
attributed to the compute power available at that time, which did not enable the use of deeper
network with a large number of HMM states that made this technology successful. Following
the success of DNNs, new classes of recurrent neural networks such as the long short term mem-
ory networks (LSTM) have also been developed to explicitly model the temporal variability of
the speech signal, bringing additional performance improvements.

More recently, neural network based acoustic models have progressively evolved from being
designed to predict the phonetic class associated with a short temporal slice of the acoustic
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signal, to sequence-to-sequence models optimized to directly predict an entire sequence of words
from the entire audio signal. This latest family of models brings significant changes in speech
recognition technologies, in some cases alleviating the need for human-derived lexicon and text
normalization grammars, in favor of a fully integrated end-to-end recognition system.

In this talk, we will describe those technological changes and illustrate the related per-
formance improvements they brought on various speech products and services developed at
Google, including some advances in far field recognition developed for Google Home and speech
recognition for YouTube.
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Imed Zitouni
Research Manager Microsoft

Biography

Imed Zitouni is a Principal Research Manager of the Conversation Understanding Sciences
group at Microsoft AI+R, in charge of dialog systems and language understanding technology
for the digital assistant Cortana. Prior to joining Microsoft in 2012, Imed was a Senior Re-
searcher at IBM for almost a decade, where he led several Multilingual NLP projects, including
Arabic NLP, informatics extraction, semantic role labeling, language modeling and machine
translation. Prior to IBM, Imed was a researcher at Bell Labs, Lucent Technologies, for almost
half dozen years working on speech recognition, language modeling and spoken dialog systems.
Imed received his M.Sc. and Ph.D. from the University-of-Nancy1 in France. He also obtained
a MEng degree in computer science from ENSI in Tunisia. Imed is a senior member of IEEE,
served as a member of the IEEE Speech and Language Processing Technical Committee, and is
the associate editor of IEEE Trans. on Audio, Speech and Language Processing as well as TAL-
LIP ACM journals. He is also the Information Officer of the ACL SIG on Semitic-Languages
and served as chair as well as reviewing-committee-member of several conferences and journals.
Imed is the author/co-author of two books as well as more than 100 patents and scientific
papers. His research interest is in the area of Natural Language Processing, including dialog
systems, language understanding and Information Retrieval.

Keynote4: Conversational Semantic Search: looking beyond web
search, Q&A and dialog systems

Voice-controlled intelligent personal assistants, such as Cortana, Google Now, Siri and Alexa
are increasingly becoming a part of users’ daily lives, especially on mobile devices. They allow
for a radical change in information access, not only in voice control and touch gestures but also
in longer sessions and dialogues preserving context, necessitating to evaluate their effectiveness
at the task or session level. The first part of this talk presents innovative approaches that
evaluate different tasks in voice-activated intelligent assistants. These approaches use implicit
feedback from users to predict whether they are satisfied with the intelligent assistant as well
as its components, i.e., speech recognition and intent classification. Using these techniques,
we can potentially evaluate and compare different tasks within and across intelligent assistants
according to the predicted user satisfaction rates. This is characterized by an automatic scheme
of categorizing user-system interaction into task-independent dialog actions, e.g., the user is
commanding, selecting, or confirming an action. We use the action sequence in a session to pre-
dict user satisfaction and the quality of speech recognition and intent classification. The second
part of the talk considers the new golden age that has opening-up for conversation systems that
are at the heart of intelligent assistants. The recent influx of Deep Learning approaches that
remove the burden of input featurization and dialogue-state design. Sequence-to-Sequence and
Information Retrieval methods that make it easy to stand-up shallow chatbots that – despite
their lack of understanding – are able to converse in convincingly natural language. Search En-
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gines that are attempting to incorporate elements of dialogue state-tracking and deliver actions,
e.g. deep links to Apps, to users. The confluence of these approaches offers the potential for
exciting new ways of building and training conversation systems, repacking statistical dialogue
management in forms that non-experts can use, and thus deliver on some of the promises of
Conversational AI.
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Karim Bouzoubaa
Professor

Biography

Karim Bouzoubaa is a full professor of computer science in the Mohammadia School of En-
gineers at the Mohammed V University in Rabat. He has published two books and over 70
journal and conference papers on all aspects of intelligent systems and Arabic language pro-
cessing. Karim Bouzoubaa holds a MSc and a PhD from Laval University in Canada in the
artificial intelligence and multi-agent systems fields. He contributed in the release of Amine
platform for the development of intelligent systems. Since 2006, he is focusing on the Arabic
NLP field. His experience on that field has been expressed in many directions: heading a
research group in his institution, reviewing papers, organizing local and international events,
being invited as a speaker as well as a visiting professor, participating in the creation of a lo-
cal Arabic NLP association as well as participating in local, regional and international projects.

Tutorial: Safar framework for Arabic NLP

This tutorial has two parts. The first one is a theoretical presentation of the Safar framework.
In the context of NLP, we discuss the advantages of exploiting a framework when it comes to
implement a NLP solution instead of relying from scratch on the use of a specific programming
language. We also explain the differences between a toolkit, a platform and a framework using
a software engineering perspective and present advantages and disadvantages of the available
ones in the case of the Arabic language. Finally, we present the architecture of Safar and
explain how it could easily be used and exploited to implement different Arabic NLP problems.

The second part of the tutorial is practical-oriented. Attendants are invited to bring their
own computer and learn how to use Safar framework. At the beginning, we explain how non-
programming users (such as linguists) can use the framework via dedicated web applications.
For programming users, we start with basic levels and needs of an NLP application calling
morphological and syntactic functions. Then, we demonstrate how to call utilities functions
(such as removing stop words) and resource-oriented functions. Finally, we show how to build
pipelines, taking the most known examples such as preprocessing algorithms for ML algorithms,
etc.
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Employing Context-Independent GMMs to Flat Start Context-Dependent
CTC Acoustic Models

Mohamed Elfeky, Parisa Haghani, SeungJi Lee, Eugene Weinstein, Pedro Moreno

Google Inc., USA
{mgelfeky, parisah, leesj, weinstein, pedro}@google.com

Abstract
Context-Dependent (CD) CTC acoustic models have been
shown to outperform Context-Independent (CI) CTC models.
Although a temporal alignment of speech signals is not essen-
tial to the core CTC training algorithm, a bootstrapping acous-
tic model is still needed for producing the CD phone inventory
used as the output of the CTC model. Previous work has shown
that forced alignments using an acoustic model trained to op-
timize conventional alignment-based criteria, e.g., a CD-GMM
or a cross-entropy trained CD-DNN, can be used for this pur-
pose. However, both types of models take several days to train,
increasing the end-to-end training time of a CD-CTC model.
More recently, it was shown that a bidirectional CI-CTC model,
whose training takes less time than a CD-GMM or CD-DNN
model, could be used as a bootstrapping model. In this paper,
we investigate using a CI-GMM that takes only a few hours to
train, to generate the target CD inventory. We show that the CD-
CTC model bootstrapped using this technique performs at sim-
ilar accuracy to the ones bootstrapped from computationally-
more-expensive and slower-to-train models. Furthermore, our
evaluation results show that a CD-CTC model bootstrapped us-
ing a CI-GMM’s alignments is significantly more accurate than
its bidirectional CI-CTC alignment bootstrapped counterpart,
and thus suggest that CI-GMM alignments are more accurate.
Index Terms: Flat start, CTC, LSTM RNN, GMM, acoustic
modeling

1. Introduction
Deep neural network (DNN) architectures are currently at the
heart of most modern algorithms for acoustic modeling in au-
tomatic speech recognition. Acoustic model training generally
assumes the presence of labeled training data, that is speech
recordings annotated with ground-truth transcripts. In the clas-
sical training scenario, training transcripts, after conversion into
the phonetic units that are the outputs of the acoustic model, are
aligned to the speech signal using an algorithm such as Viterbi
forced alignment. Providing such an alignment enables the
acoustic model, implemented as a multi-way classifier, to re-
ceive pairs of feature vectors and corresponding phonetic label
as training examples.

In recent years, recurrent neural network (RNN) architec-
tures such as long short term memory (LSTM) [1, 2] have been
shown to perform better than conventional feed-forward neural
networks. In the basic RNN approach, the network receives the
sequence of feature vectors and attempts to label each feature
vector with the correct phonetic label by using the information
about the feature vector itself, as well as the recurrent “state” in
the network’s memory. However, these networks have no con-
cept of trying to learn the actual sequence of labels that must be

produced to generate a correct transcript.
Recently, connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [3]

techniques have become adopted to remedy this limitation of
standard RNNs. CTC models attempt to learn the sequence of
labels that is required to produce the correct transcript, but do
not attempt to model the label that should be given to a spe-
cific feature vector, nor do they attempt to output the labels in a
way that is aligned temporally with the speech signal. Because
of this characteristic of CTC training, this type of algorithm is
notable in that an alignment of speech features to phonetic la-
bels is no longer necessary in the core training algorithm of the
model. However, there are several reasons why an alignment
is still beneficial. First, while training transcripts are generally
provided on the word level, obtaining a forced alignment al-
lows for the correct phonetic transcript to be selected among
multiple alternative valid pronunciations. Second, in the train-
ing of a context-dependent (CD) CTC acoustic model, it is still
necessary to learn the CD phone inventory, e.g., by way of a
tree-clustering algorithm which needs alignments. And third,
using alignment information during CTC model training allows
for the training to be constrained in a way such that phonetic
labels are generated within a certain time window of the feature
vectors corresponding to those labels [4].

Training alignments may be obtained by forced align-
ment using any acoustic model previously trained to optimize
conventional alignment-based criteria, e.g., Gaussian mixture
model (GMM), as well as RNN models such as LSTM and
CLDNN [5] trained without using the CTC algorithm. We re-
fer to this process of training a model from an existing align-
ments as bootstrapping. Model recognition accuracy (such as
word error rates) is typically used to judge whether a bootstrap
model will produce good alignments. This is partly due to the
absence of universally accepted and easy-to-compute measures
of alignment quality, as well as the absence of large current
speech corpora annotated with ground-truth phonetic segment
labels. However, the authors are not aware of published work
showing conclusively that recognition quality and forced align-
ment quality are positively correlated. In fact there is some evi-
dence to the contrary [6]. Additionally, training a sophisticated
context-dependent acoustic model that can achieve good recog-
nition quality from scratch is a complex and time- and resource-
consuming multi-step process. So it is appealing to consider
techniques that do not require such complexity and resources.
We refer to the process of building a model from scratch as flat
starting. Flat starting is necessary in many settings, e.g., train-
ing a new system for the first time for a new language.

In [7], the authors showed that a CI-CTC bidirectional
LSTM (CI-CTC-BLSTM) model can effectively provide align-
ments for training a unidirectional CD-CTC-LSTM model that
outperforms a previous best non-CTC CLDNN model. In this
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paper, we propose a much simpler bootstrap/alignment tech-
nique based on a CI-GMM. Not only can it be trained quickly
and without using large quantities of computational resources,
but we will demonstrate that such a bootstrap model can be used
to produce a final CTC model of superior quality.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we will present a brief overview of the CTC training
technique and GMMs. In Section 3, we outline our proposed
technique of flat starting a CD-CTC model using a CI-GMM,
describing the details of generating the target CD phone inven-
tory in Section 3.1. We present and discuss evaluation results in
Section 4 and finally conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Background
2.1. Connectionist Temporal Classification

Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [8] is a method
for training recurrent neural networks, in which the model is
trained on just a sequence of outputs and temporal alignment to
the inputs is not required. Since the sequence of inputs (e.g.,
acoustic feature vectors) is usually longer than the sequence of
outputs (e.g., phonemes) the network is permitted to output a
special ”blank” output. During training, the network is contin-
uously integrating over all possible alignments and tries to op-
timize the total likelihood of all possible labelings of an input
sequence with its target sequence.

However, lack of temporal alignment supervision can result
in the recurrent model (which is capable of keeping state for use
in the future) to arbitrarily delay outputting a non-blank label
until it has observed a sufficiently large future context. In prac-
tice, as shown in [4], a CTC model delays outputs compared to
a conventional model trained with temporal alignments. This
characteristic is especially undesirable when using the acous-
tic model as part of a live streaming speech recognition ser-
vice. In [4] the authors present a method for preventing such
delays: during training, the set of search paths in the forward-
backward algorithm is restricted to those that do not exceed a
certain threshold between the CTC model output and the orig-
inal ground truth alignments. Their reported experimental re-
sults show that this technique is effective in reducing the CTC
model’s output delay without causing regressions in the accu-
racy of the final sequence-trained CTC model.

It is well known that acoustic models predicting con-
text dependent (CD) phonetic states result in more accurate
speech recognition results compared to their context indepen-
dent counter-parts. This is true for CTC models as well, and as
such a bootstrapping model that can be used for generating the
target CD inventory is needed. Earlier work [9] relied on the
existence of a conventionally trained CD-DNN (or LSTM) for
that. More recently the authors in [7] have shown that a bidirec-
tional CI-CTC model can achieve the same goal. The intuition
is that in bidirectional training, the model will try to delay out-
puts in both directions, thus the final delay during inference will
not be in just one direction and the model will be able to gener-
ate sufficiently accurate time-alignments to be used during CD
inventory generation. We will discuss the details of generating
the CD phone inventory in each case in Section 3.1.

2.2. Gaussian Mixture Model

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is a probabilistic model, de-
fined as a weighted sum of Gaussian density functions. In
speech recognition, GMM is used in conjunction to Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to model acoustic posterior probability,

Pr(x|z), where z denotes a phonetic state and x is an acoustic
feature vector. Then, Pr(x|z) becomes

Pr(x|z) =
M∑

i=1

λiN (x;µi,Σi) (1)

whereN is a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covariance
Σ, and M is the number of Gaussian components in the model.

When training a GMM the iterative Expectation Maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm can be repeated many times in phases and
between each phase the complexity of the model or features can
be changed. For example during the first phase, CI states are
modeled, corresponding to a small M , which limits the number
of parameters learned during this phase and allowing for faster
training times. In follow-up phases, more complex features,
for example discriminatively trained features such as linear dis-
criminant analysis (LDA) features, may be used. Much larger
CD states may replace the simple CI states and the number of
mixture components (M ) could be increased, all resulting in an
increase in the model’s accuracy and refined alignments.

3. CI-GMM to CD-CTC
Before our proposed flat starting technique, there were two op-
tions to bootstrap a delay-constrained CD-CTC model from
scratch:

• Train a CD-DNN model from scratch, which takes more
than 7 days including the time needed to build the CD
phone inventory.

• Train a CI-CTC-BLSTM model, which takes 3 days to
build.

Our proposed flat starting technique, outlined below,
cuts the time to build such bootstrapping model for delay-
constrained CD-CTC training to an average of 6 hours. This
is a significant reduction in this time-consuming multi-step pro-
cess.

1. We train a CI-GMM that predicts 3-state HMM con-
text independent phonemes. As the acoustic features for
training this model, we use simple perceptual linear pre-
dictive features (PLPs) with deltas and delta-deltas. The
standard Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is
used for training this model.

2. We use the trained CI-GMM to force align the training
data. From forced-alignments we generate the context-
dependent (CD) phone inventory that will be used as the
target outputs of the CTC model. Section 3.1 presents
more details on this step.

3. We train a delay-constrained CD-CTC model that uses
the alignments generated by the CI-GMM as ground-
truth alignments for constraining CTC output delay. To
achieve this, we compile the CD inventory model as a
context dependency transducer that maps CD phones to
CI phones. Using this transducer we map the forced-
alignments to the newly generated CD inventory and use
the technique introduced in [4] to constrain the CTC out-
put delay.

3.1. Generating the Context Dependent Phone Models

As previously mentioned, it has been shown that unidirectional
CD phone CTC models outperform unidirectional CI phone
CTC models. Furthermore, since the underlying architecture
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of CTC models is an LSTM, target CD phones instead of CD
states are preferred [10]. Previous work [4] has shown how to
generate the target CD inventory using a conventional 3-state
CD inventory. For our proposed technique, we need to gener-
ate the target CD inventory using a 3-state CI-GMM. First, we
force align the training data using the the CI-GMM. This will
produce 3-state CI alignments. We map all the 3 states of a CI
alignment to the corresponding phoneme and collect acoustic
features for that phoneme in its phonetic context (the usual left
and right context). For each phoneme we then use the standard
iterative decision tree building algorithm by Young et al. [11].
At each node of the tree a set of binary phonetic questions on
the context are asked (for example whether the right context is
a fricative). Each question divides the data into two disjoint sets
and for each set a Gaussian model based on the corresponding
features is computed. The question with the greatest likelihood
gain is chosen for splitting and the process is continued until
there are not enough observations at a node to divide it further.

As the acoustic features, we use the usual 40-dimensional
log filterbank energy features. However, following the reason-
ing from [10] we take one representative feature vector from
each segment of the alignment instead of all features. This is
because in case of LSTMs we are interested in modeling the
trajectories of the acoustic features and not their piecewise sta-
tionary periods. So for each segment of the alignment, we take
the feature vector from the middle frame. Since we are using
three state alignments, we concatenate three such feature vec-
tors for each phoneme sample.

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of how the CD phone
models are generated using different bootstrapping models. The
vertical rectangles show the acoustic feature vectors (in our case
40-dimensional log filter banks). For simplicity, we have have
assumed that the 3-state CD-DNN model and the 3-state CI-
GMMs generate similar alignments time-wise, but that is not
true in experimentation. In all cases, only one feature vector is
taken from each alignment segment. For 3-state models, the 3
segments of the same phoneme are grouped together and their
corresponding feature vectors are concatenated. For the 1-state
CI bidirectional CTC model, the generated alignments are very
spiky, i.e., many frames are aligned to the “blank” target while
phone outputs get aligned to only a few frames.

A2.23 A3.8A1.12 B2.12 B3.55B1.1 C2.12 C3.64C1.7

A2 A3A1 B2 B3B1 C2 C3C1

B
A C

BLANKA B BLANK BLANKC

B
A C

a.
b.

c.

Figure 1: Phoneme sample from alignments generated by: a.
3-state CD-DNN model, b. 3-state CI-GMM, and c. 1-state CI
bidirectional CTC model

4. Experimental Results
Our experiments were performed in five languages: Arabic,
Farsi, Greek, Korean and Spanish. Each language has a train-
ing corpus of around 3M anonymized user utterances (approx-
imately 2,000 hours), and a testing set of 25K anonymized and

manually transcribed utterances (approximately 12.5 hours).
For each language, two test sets of similar size are available:
one consisting of voice-search (VS) utterances, and the other of
dictation (DT) utterances. For evaluation purposes, we measure
word error rates (WERs) on the test sets. We use a five-LSTM-
layers architecture with CTC training running for five days for
each evaluated model.

To evaluate our proposed technique, we compare the perfor-
mance (WER) of the CD-CTC model when bootstrapped using
the proposed flat start CI-GMM versus two other bootstrapping
models:

• An existing non-CTC trained CD-DNN model. This
is considered the bootstrapping baseline to compare
against.

• Flat start CI-CTC-BLSTM [7]. To the authors’ knowl-
edge, this is the only known other flat starting technique
for CD-CTC training.

It is important to reiterate that a CD-DNN model is not al-
ways available, as e.g., when training a model for a new lan-
guage, and hence the need for flat starting. Of course, one
can start from scratch and train that CD-DNN model to use for
bootstrapping, but this is a complex and time- and resource-
consuming process. In our experiments, we assume that these
DNN models already exist for the five languages, and that they
are the best performing non-CTC-trained DNN models.

The left subtable of Table 1 shows the results when using
delay-constrained [4] CTC training. As expected, the baseline
bootstrapping using an existing CD-DNN model outperforms
both flat starting techniques. This is clearly due to the better
training alignments generated from a previously well-trained
model rather than from flat starting. However, when flat starting
is inevitable, Table 1 shows that our proposed CI-GMM signifi-
cantly outperforms CI-CTC-BLSTM by huge margins (ranging
from 5.3% to 27.2% absolute points). Again, this is due to the
better alignment we get from our CI-GMM technique, as we
will illustrate later. Moreover, the inevitable quality losses from
flat start CI-GMM bootstrapping is acceptable (ranging from
0.6% to 4.8% absolute points).

Our justification of the results in Table 1 has been about
the training alignments produced by the bootstrapping model.
To illustrate this further, Figure 2 visualizes the alignments of
the same Arabic utterance as produced by the two flat starting
techniques. Observe how our proposed CI-GMM aligned the
utterance almost perfectly, whereas the CI-CTC-BLSTM is off.
For example, the second word starts exactly at time 1.060s, and
the CI-GMM aligned it perfectly, whereas the CI-CTC-BLSTM
aligned it at time 0.87s. The same for the other two words.

To further investigate why the flat start CI-CTC-BLSTM
bootstrapping performance is inferior to that of CI-GMM boot-
strapping, we conducted two more experiments. First, we
trained unconstrained CTC models using the same training
alignments generated by CI-CTC-BLSTM for two of the five
languages, which are shown in the right subtable of Table 1.
Although the performance improved significantly over the con-
strained version (as expected [4]), it is still worse than the con-
strained version of our proposed flat start CI-GMM bootstrap-
ping model. This implies that our proposed CI-GMM flat start-
ing technique outperforms the CI-CTC-BLSTM technique even
for unconstrained CTC training. Second, we trained CTC mod-
els without using the training alignments generated by the boot-
strapping model, but rather let the CTC trainer optimize over
all possible alignments [4]. In other words, the bootstrapping
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Table 1: Absolute word error rates (WER) of CD-CTC models bootstrapped using different techniques

Test set
Constrained Unconstrained

CD-DNN CI-CTC-BLSTM CI-GMM CI-CTC-BLSTM

Arabic DT 25.5 35.4 30.1 30.7
VS 22.6 32.5 26.3 27.6

Farsi DT 32.7 40.5 34.4 -
VS 28.0 35.2 29.7 -

Greek DT 19.9 30.4 20.6 28.5
VS 25.0 35.1 25.6 32.8

Korean DT 13.9 35.7 14.9 -
VS 19.6 43.9 21.9 -

Spanish DT 16.6 29.5 21.1 -
VS 15.6 47.6 20.4 -

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Alignments of an Arabic utterance produced by (a) CI-GMM and (b) CI-CTC-BLSTM flat starting techniques

model is only used to generate the CD phone inventory. The re-
sults for two of the languages are shown in Table 2. With respect
to the CI-CTC-BLSTM bootstrapping, the performance has
improved significantly over the constrained/unconstrained ver-
sions. The fact that ignoring alignments provided by CI-CTC-
BLSTM bootstrapping yields substantially better final model
quality serves as further evidence that these alignments are not
of consistently good quality. Although in this experiment we
don’t see as big a quality difference as in Table 1, it is still gener-
ally the case that our proposed CI-GMM flat starting technique
outperforms CI-CTC-BLSTM one. Nevertheless, the baseline
bootstrapping using an existing CD-DNN model (Table 1) still
outperforms both flat starting techniques.

Table 2: Absolute word error rates (WER) of CD-CTC models
bootstrapped (CD phone inventory only) using different tech-
niques

Test set CI-CTC-BLSTM CI-GMM

Greek DT 24.2 25.6
VS 28.1 27.7

Spanish DT 20.9 17.0
VS 20.9 15.8

Finally, let us compare the two flat starting techniques in
terms of the time needed by each. For CI-CTC-BLSTM, we
found that training it for less than 3 days will not produce a
good enough model to be used for bootstrapping the CD-CTC
model. Therefore, all the results above are obtained after train-
ing the CI-CTC-BLSTM model for 3 days. On the other hand,
the average running time to obtain the CI-GMM was 6 hours.

This is undoubtedly a drastic reduction in end-to-end training
time. Had we chosen to start from scratch and train a CD-DNN
model, it would have taken 7-8 days to obtain the best model.
Hence, a flat starting technique is preferable, and our proposed
one is superior in time and performance.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the possibility of using a CI-GMM
for bootstrapping state-of-the-art CD-CTC acoustic models. CI-
GMMs have the benefit of being very easy and fast (only a few
hours) to train. This makes them a very attractive alternative
to previous expensive bootstrapping models. Our extensive ex-
periments are carried over several languages using both delay-
constrained and unconstrained training, and without using the
bootstrapped alignments at all. They show that the recognition
accuracy of a CD-CTC model bootstrapped using our proposed
technique is close to that of the one bootstrapped from a non-
CTC trained model; and is significantly better than that of the
one bootstrapped from a bidirectional CI-CTC model. Our re-
sults emphasize that time-accurate alignments are a necessary
requirement of the bootstrapping model for the resulting CD-
CTC model to produce accurate recognition results.
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Abstract 

This paper discusses the adaptation of vocabularies for 

automatic speech recognition. The context is the transcriptions 

of videos in French, English and Arabic. Baseline automatic 

speech recognition systems have been developed using 

available data. However, the available text data, including the 

GigaWord corpora from LDC, are getting quite old with respect 

to recent videos that are to be transcribed. The paper presents 

the collection of recent textual data from internet for updating 

the speech recognition vocabularies and training the language 

models, as well as the elaboration of development data sets 

necessary for the vocabulary selection process. The paper also 

compares the coverage of the training data collected from 

internet, and of the GigaWord data, with finite size vocabularies 

made of the most frequent words. Finally, the paper presents 

and discusses the amount of out-of-vocabulary word 

occurrences, before and after update of the vocabularies, for the 

three languages. 

Index Terms: Speech recognition, vocabulary, vocabulary 

adaptation, vocabulary selection. 

1. Introduction 

The vocabulary is one of the key components of an automatic 

speech recognition (ASR) system. It needs to be adequate with 

respect to the considered speech recognition task, and this is 

usually achieved through a training or adaptation process. That 

is the object of this paper, which discusses the adaptation of 

vocabularies for automatic speech transcription of videos in 

French, English and Arabic, for AMIS (Access Multilingual 

Information opinionS) project1. AMIS project aims at helping 

users to access information from videos that are in a foreign 

language, that is to understand the main ideas of the video. The 

best way to do that, is to summarize the video for having access 

to the essential information. Therefore, AMIS focuses on the 

most relevant information in videos by summarizing and 

translating it to the user. Obviously, the process starts by an 

automatic transcription of the audio channel. 

Baseline ASR systems used at the beginning of the project 

have been developed from available corpora. For what concerns 

the linguistic part, that means that the vocabularies and the 

associated language models have been elaborated from quite 

old text data. Consequently, the vocabularies are somewhat 

outdated, and they are not relevant for a proper processing of 

person names and locations that have recently emerged in the 

news. Besides the fact that out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words 

affect speech recognition performance (in average, each out-of-

vocabulary word produces 1.2 errors [1]), names of persons and 

of locations convey a very important and useful information for 

understanding the content of the videos. One way to cope with 

                                                                 
1 http://deustotechlife.deusto.es/amis/project/ 

this aspect is to collect large amounts of text data over the web, 

that correspond to about the same time period as that of the 

videos to be processed, and build new speech recognition 

vocabularies from this new text data. 

Unknows words are also problematic in natural language 

processing, for example for syntactic parsing and for machine 

translation. Several papers have investigated the handling of 

unknown words [2], including the use of a probabilistic model 

for guessing base forms [3] in English and Finish, and a 

morphological guesser for lemmatization in Arabic [4]. 

However, such approaches for dealing with written texts are not 

applicable to speech recognition. 

With respect to speech recognition, several approaches 

have been developed in the past for elaborating vocabularies 

that are adequate for a given task. When a single text corpus is 

available, and when this corpus is homogeneous, the selection 

method is straightforward, it simply consists in selecting the 

most frequent words in the training corpus. However, since 

many years, the selection is done from numerous and 

heterogeneous corpora, which differ strongly in term of source 

or content (e.g., various radio or TV channels, journals, speech 

transcripts, …), time period, and size (from a few million words 

up to more than several hundred million words). In such case, it 

is not suitable to concatenate all the text corpora and just select 

the most frequent words. A frequent word in a small corpus, 

thus interesting to select, may end up with a small frequency in 

the concatenated data, and would thus not be selected.  

When dealing with a heterogeneous set of text corpora, 

various selection methods have been proposed that rely on the 

unigram distribution of the words in each sub-corpus. A 

conventional approach consists in finding the linear 

combination of the unigrams associated to each sub-corpus, that 

matches the best with the unigram distribution of some 

development set [5],and [6]; then the words having the largest 

unigram values (according to the combined unigram 

distribution) are selected. The combination parameters are 

obtained through an expectation-maximization process. 

Selection approaches based on neural networks have also been 

investigated [7]. It should be noted that all these techniques 

require the availability of a development set, representative of 

the task, for optimizing the unigram combination weights. 

This paper investigates the selection of speech recognition 

vocabularies in French, English and Arabic, for the automatic 

transcription of videos in AMIS project. It is organized as 

follows. Section 2 presents the baseline speech recognition 

systems. Section 3 describes the collection of the textual data 

over internet. Section 4 presents an analysis of the collected 

data, with a comparison to the GigaWord data sets. Finally, 

Section 5 details the selection of speech recognition 

vocabularies and discusses some evaluation results. 
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2. Baseline ASR systems 

The speech recognition systems are based on the KALDI speech 

recognition toolkit [8].  

Acoustic modeling is based on Deep Neural Networks 

(DNN), as such modeling provides the best performance [9]. 

The DNN has an input layer of 440 neurons (11 frames of 40 

coefficients each), 6 hidden layers of 2048 neurons each, and 

the output layer has about 4000 neurons, corresponding to the 

number of shared densities of the initial GMM-based speech 

recognition system. The classical n-gram approach is used for 

language modeling. 

Table 1. Some characteristics related to linguistics 

aspects of the baseline ASR systems. 

 French English Arabic 

 Text training data  

 (number of word occurrences) 
1,620 M     155 M  1,000 M  

 Vocabulary size  

 (number of words) 
97 k   150 k   95 k   

 Number of pronunciation 

 variants per word. 
2.1   1.1   5.1   

Table 1 presents some characteristics of the baseline ASR 

systems, with respect to some linguistic aspects. Vocabulary 

sizes vary from about 100 k words (for French and Arabic) to 

150 k words (for English). The average number of 

pronunciations variants vary from 1.1 for English, to 2.1 for 

French, and 5.1 for Arabic. In French, most of the pronunciation 

variants are due to the optional mute-e at the end of many 

words, and to possible liaison consonants with following words 

starting by a vowel. In Arabic, the larger number of 

pronunciation variants is due to the absence of diacritic marks, 

which indicate short vowels, in the spelling of the vocabulary 

words. 

3. Web textual data 

As the vocabularies in the baseline ASR systems haven been 

defined according to available text corpora, that are rather old, 

the vocabularies are somewhat outdated, and they do not 

properly reflect the names of persons and locations observed in 

the recently collected videos of AMIS project. To update the 

vocabularies, new text data has been collected over the internet, 

in a period matching the period of the videos. This section also 

describes the elaboration of the test and development sets. 

3.1. Training corpus 

A few newspaper, radio and TV web sites in French, English 

and Arabic have been selected for collecting text data. A script 

was used to crawl web pages from the given sites over several 

months. The period over which text data was collected, was the 

same for the three languages.  

A preprocessing has been applied on the raw text data 

collected from the various web sites. It mainly consists in 

removing useless data (e.g., date tags, hour tags, some 

keywords such as "view image", "download", ...), long non-

Arabic text in Arabic web pages, ... Moreover, all duplicated 

sentences were also removed. About 80% of the amount of 

collected data is thus ignored. The amount of word occurrences 

available per language, after this preprocessing, is reported in 

Table 2. Note that during this preprocessing, all capital letters 

have been kept. 

Table 2. Amount of word occurrences per language 

for the web training data, and for the GigaWord data. 

Language Web data GigaWord 

French 1.9 G 0.8 G 

English 2.9 G 4.1 G 

Arabic 0.7 G 1.1 G 

3.2. Test corpus 

The videos processed in AMIS project have been collected from 

Youtube. They correspond to various channels such as 

Alarabiya, Alquds, BBC, EnnaharTV, Euronews, France24, 

RT, SkynewsArabia… For most of the videos, Youtube 

provides short descriptions which correspond to the content of 

the video, and thus contain names of persons and locations 

occurring in the videos. Such data has been collected for all 

AMIS videos (a few thousand videos per language). This data 

is used as a test data set for evaluating the percentage of 

occurrences of out-of-vocabulary words. Table 3 indicates the 

amount of word occurrences in the development sets, for each 

language. An example of YouTube description is available in 

the top part of Figure 1. 

3.3. Development corpus 

On Euronews web site, one can find descriptions of Euronews 

videos. Such descriptions generally provide detailed 

information on the content of the video, which in some cases, is 

rather similar to a transcription of its content. 

Independently of the collection of videos for AMIS 

project, another set of about 8000 videos, in Arabic language, 

were collected from Euronews web site. Cross language links 

available in the Euronews descriptions make possible to collect 

also the descriptions in French and in English for those videos. 

This led to about 8000 text descriptions in French, in English 

and in Arabic. This data set, which is not associated to AMIS 

videos, but comes from a similar period was used as a 

development set for the selection of the new vocabularies. 

Among the videos collected in AMIS project, a part of 

them corresponds to Euronews. Hence, you can find in the top 

part of Figure 1 an example of a Euronews description (long 

description), along with the YouTube description (which is 

much shorter, four lines only). 

Table 3. Amount of word occurrences per language in 

development and test sets. 

 French English Arabic 

Development set 1500 k 1720 k 1240 k 

Test set 250 k 280 k 70 k 

4. Analysis of the collected web data 

An analysis of the data was carried out. For each data set 

collected from internet (i.e., French, English and Arabic), the 

frequency of occurrences of the words has been analyzed. The 

same analysis was applied on the GigaWord corpora available 

from the LDC (French [10], English [11], and Arabic [12]).  
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As a result, Figure 2 displays, for each corpus, the 

coverage of the word occurrences with respect to the most 

frequent word tokens of the corresponding corpus. For example, 

for English with data collected over internet the 100,000 most 

frequent words cover about 96.6% of the 2,880 million word 

occurrences of the English data; whereas for Arabic, the 

100,000 most frequent words cover only 92.7% of the 690 

million word occurrences of the Arabic data. Solid lines 

correspond to the data collected on internet. Dotted lines 

correspond to the GigaWord corpora.  

 

Figure 2: Coverage of text data with respect to the most 

frequent words (of each data set). 

On the figure, the 4 curves corresponding to “French 

(gigaword corpus)”, “French (internet data)”, “English 

(gigaword corpus)”, and “English (internet data)” are very 

similar. For each language, internet data and GigaWord data 

leads to very similar results. The figure also shows that to reach 

a given coverage, much more words are needed in Arabic than 

in French and English languages, probably due to the 

morphological richness of Arabic. 

5. Updated vocabularies 

The new text data collected over internet is used here as text 

material from which new ASR vocabularies are selected for 

transcribing AMIS videos. Results are then analyzed mainly in 

terms of percentage of out-of-vocabulary words in the test sets 

for the different languages and different vocabulary sizes. 

5.1. Selection of vocabulary words 

The selection process relies on the conventional approach. First 

a unigram is estimated on each subset of the training corpus, 

corresponding to a radio channel, a TV channel, a journal, etc. 

For example, for the French language, the various subsets 

correspond to Euronews, France 24, France Inter, Le Monde, 

Le Figaro, L’Humanité, and so on. Overall, there are about 30 

subsets for the French language. A similar splitting, according 

to web site, is done also for English and Arabic data, leading to 

22 subsets for English and 29 subsets for Arabic.  

Once unigrams models are trained on each subset, they are 

linearly combined to make a global unigram. The weights of the 

linear combination are estimated with an Estimation-

Maximization (EM) algorithm to match as best as possible the 

unigram estimated on the development data. The objective 
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Figure 1: Display of speech recognition results achieved with the old and new vocabularies. Both speech recognition results 

(ASR-V01 corresponding to the baseline ASR, and ASR-V02 corresponding to ASR with the updated vocabulary) are displayed 

as synchronized subtitles (bottom-left) and in separate frames (bottom-right). For helping checking recognition performance, 

when available, the YouTube and Euronews description are also displayed (middle part). 
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function that the E.M. algorithm optimizes is the Kullback-

Leibler distance between the unigram distribution 

corresponding to the linear combination of the unigrams 

estimated on each sub-corpus, and the unigram distribution 

estimated on the development corpus. 

On the French data, the two largest combination weights 

and the associated sub-corpus are the following: 0.876 for 

Euronews, and 0.106 for France24. All the other weights are 

below 0.01. A similar behavior is observed for the other 

languages. The large weight obtained for the Euronews channel 

may be due to the fact that the development set is made of 

descriptions of Euronews videos. 

Finally, the selected vocabulary corresponds to the words 

that have the largest probability in the combined unigram. For 

each language, four vocabularies have been extracted 

corresponding respectively to the 100 k, 200 k, 400 k and 800 k 

most probable words. 

5.2. Analysis of results 

The best analysis that could be carried out requires a manual 

transcription of a large subset of AMIS videos. As such 

transcription is not available for AMIS videos, we have used the 

text data corresponding to the Youtube descriptions as test sets. 

On the test sets, we evaluated the amount of out-of-vocabulary 

words for the various vocabularies: baseline ASR vocabulary, 

and new vocabularies (100 k, 200 k, 400 k, and 800 k words). 

Results for the 3 languages are reported in Table 5. For 

comparison purpose, Table 4 reports the percentages of out-of-

vocabulary words on the development sets. 

Table 4. Percentage of out-of-vocabulary words in the 

development sets for each language and vocabulary. 

Sizes of baseline vocabularies are specified in Table 1. 

 French English Arabic 

Nb. words 51 k 64 k 129 k 

Nb. occurrences 1500 k 1720 k 1240 k 

Baseline (95 to 150 k) 1.8% 7.2% 17.4% 

New 100 k 0.4% 1.1% 5.5% 

New 200 k 0.1% 0.4% 3.1% 

New 400 k 0.1% 0.3% 1.5% 

New 800 k 0.1% 0.3% 0.2% 

Table 5. Percentage of out-of-vocabulary words in the 

test sets for each language and vocabulary. . 

Sizes of baseline vocabularies are specified in Table 1. 

 French English Arabic 

Nb. words 20 k 21 k 20 k 

Nb. occurrences 250 k 280 k 70 k 

Baseline (95 to 150 k) 1.8% 5.5% 16.4% 

New 100 k 0.8% 3.3% 6.8% 

New 200 k 0.4% 2.7% 4.5% 

New 400 k 0.2% 1.9% 3.1% 

New 800 k 0.2% 1.5% 2.0% 

As can be seen on these tables, the percentage of out-of-

vocabulary words is much lower with the new vocabularies than 

with the old ones. The same behavior is observed on the 

development and on the test sets. In all cases, increasing the size 

of the vocabularies significantly reduces the percentage of out-

of-vocabulary words. For example, for the English data, on the 

test set, the OOV rate was reduced from 5.5% with the baseline 

vocabulary (150 k words) to 3.3% with the new 100 k word 

vocabulary, and then to 2.7%, 1.9% and 1.5% respectively with 

the 200 k, 400 k and 800 k vocabularies. 

Comparing the languages, the OOV rates are smaller for 

the French data than for the English data. The largest OOV rates 

are observed for the Arabic language. The large OOV rate on 

Arabic data was also observed in other studies related to 

statistical modeling of Arabic [13] and [14]. 

To check the benefit of the new vocabularies, they have 

been used for a new transcription of AMIS videos. The two 

speech recognition results obtained with the old vocabulary, and 

with the new vocabulary (100 k words), are displayed as 

simultaneous subtitles. Figure 1 provides a typical example of 

the recovery of names of persons thanks to the new 

vocabularies. “John Kerry” was not present in the old French 

vocabulary, and thus the corresponding occurrence was 

replaced by a sequence of short words which are acoustically 

close. As the person name is missing in the old vocabualry, the 

corresponding transcription (cf. line ASR-V01 in Figure 1) gets 

difficult to understand, and an important information (the name 

“John Kerry”) is missing; such behavior will also impact the 

machine translation process. With the new vocabularies, this 

problem is overcome. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has investigated the problem of out-of-vocabulary 

word in the transcription of videos in French, English and 

Arabic. A large part of out-of-vocabulary words concerns 

names of persons and locations, which convey an important 

information for understanding the content of videos. To 

elaborate speech recognition vocabularies that are adequate for 

the transcription of the videos, large amount of data has been 

collected over internet in a period matching the period of the 

videos. This data collected over internet has been compared to 

the well-known GigaWord corpora, available from LDC. The 

behavior (coverage) of the frequent words of each corpus, is 

similar between the data collected over the web and the 

GigaWord data. Nevertheless, the comparison shows that much 

more (frequent) words are needed in Arabic than in French or 

English to achieve a similar coverage of the word occurrences.  

The collected data has been used to elaborate updated 

vocabularies in French, English and Arabic. Different sizes 

have been considered from 100 k words up to 800 k words. 

Noticeable reductions in the OOV rates are observed when the 

vocabulary size increases. The smallest OOV rates are observed 

on French data, and the largest ones on Arabic data. 
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Abstract 

For many languages in the world, not enough (annotated) 

speech data is available to train an ASR system. We here 

propose a new three-step method to build an ASR system for 

such a low-resource language, and test four measures to 

improve the system’s success. In the first step, we build a phone 

recognition system on a high-resource language. In the second 

step, missing low-resource language acoustic units are created 

through extrapolation from acoustic units present in the high-

resource language. In the third step, iteratively, the adapted 

model is used to create a phone transcription of the low-resource 

language, after which the model is retrained using the resulting 

self-labelled phone sequences to improve the acoustic phone 

units of the low-resource language. Four measures are 

investigated to determine which self-labelled transcriptions are 

‘good enough’ to retrain the adaptation model, and improve the 

quality of the phone speech tokens and subsequent phone 

transcriptions: TTS and decoding accuracy to capture acoustic 

information, a translation retrieval task to capture semantic 

information, and a combination of these three. The results 

showed that in order to train acoustic units using self-labelled 

data, training utterances are preferably needed that capture 

multiple aspects of the speech signal.  

Index Terms: Low-resource language, Automatic speech 

recognition, Adaptation, Linguistic knowledge 

1. Introduction 

Automatic speech recognition technologies require a large 

amount of annotated data for a system to work reasonably well. 

However, for many languages in the world, not enough speech 

data is available, or these lack the annotations needed to train 

an ASR system. In fact, it is estimated that for only about 1% of 

the world languages the minimum amount of data that is needed 

to train an ASR is available [1]. In order to build an ASR system 

for such a low-resource language, one cannot simply use a 

system trained for a different, even if related, language, as 

cross-language ASR typically performs quite poorly [2]. 

Different languages have different phone inventories, and even 

phones transcribed with the same IPA symbol are produced 

slightly differently in different languages [3].  

Recently, different approaches have been proposed to build 

ASR systems for such low-resource languages. One strand of 

research focuses on discovering the linguistic units of the low-

resource language from the raw speech data, while assuming no 

other information about the language is available, and using 

these to build ASR systems (the Zero-resource approach) [4]-

[15]. Another strand of research focuses on building ASR 

systems using speech data from multiple languages, thus trying 

to create universal or cross-linguistic ASR systems [16]-[19]. 

However, most of the world’s languages have been 

investigated by field linguists, meaning that some information 

about the language typically is available. We here propose a 

method to adapt an ASR system for a high-resource language 

using linguistic information of the low-resource language to 

build an ASR system for that low-resource language. In 

addition to some unlabelled speech data (in line with the Zero-

resource approach), we assume that a ‘description’ of the 

phone(me) inventory of the language is available, e.g., obtained 

from a field linguist. A second assumption is that enough 

annotated speech material of a related high-resource language 

is available to build an ASR system for that related high-

resource language. Note, however, that the here-proposed 

system does not rely on having a high-resource related 

language; in principle, the approach presented here could work 

for any language pair. Experiments in cross-language ASR 

adaptation tend to report that adaptation between related 

languages is more successful than adaptation among unrelated 

languages [17], though many other factors seem to be equally 

important, including similarity of the speaker voices and 

recording conditions of the two speech corpora [18].  

Because different languages have different phone 

inventories, whichever high-resource language we choose, 

some of the phones from the low-resource language will not be 

present in the high-resource language. For instance, when 

comparing Dutch and English, English has, e.g., the /æ/ (as in 

fantastic) and /θ/ (as in three) which are lacking from Dutch. 

So, in order to build an ASR system for a low-resource 

language, first the acoustic phone tokens of the low-resource 

language need to be discovered. We propose a three-step 

method: (1) Build a phone recognition system on a high-

resource language, in our case Dutch. (2) The phone inventory 

of the ASR system trained on the high-resource language is 

remapped or ‘transferred’ to the phone inventory of the low-

resource language. For those phones from the low-resource 

language that are not present in the high-resource language, 

acoustic units need to be created in the high-resource language 

ASR system. A ‘baseline’ or starting point for the missing 

acoustic unit of the low-resource language is then created by 

extrapolating between acoustic units that are present in the high-

resource language. (3) The adapted model will iteratively be 

used to create a phone transcription of the low-resource 

language, after which the model will be retrained using the 

resulting self-labelled phone sequences in order to improve the 

acoustic phone units of the low-resource language.   

The phone transcriptions created by the adapted models will 

contain errors which will have repercussions on the quality of 

the acoustic phone units. The main question for this paper is 
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therefore whether selecting only those self-labelled 

transcriptions that are ‘good enough’ to retrain the adaptation 

model will improve the quality of the acoustic phone units and 

subsequent phone transcriptions. These acoustic phone units 

should both capture the acoustic information of that phone and  

the semantic information correctly. Four criteria were 

investigated: ASR score, text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis score, 

translation text retrieval score, and a fusion of the three. In order 

to investigate the usefulness of these four criteria, a multi-modal 

database was needed, which in our case was the FlickR_8K 

corpus [23],[6], so we chose to use English as a mock low-

resource language. 

2. Methodology 

A baseline system was trained on Dutch, adapted to English, 

and then applied for the transcription of English utterances. The 

baseline was then compared to self-trained systems created 

using the four different criteria for determining which 

utterances to use in self-training. The different criteria capture 

different attributes of the speech, therefore we expect them to 

be complementary. ASR confidence scores measure the degree 

to which the transcription is a good match to the audio signal 

(relative to the model); in a sense, this is a measure of the 

phonetic quality of the transcription or the degree to which the 

transcription captures linguistically salient attributes of speech. 

TTS also measures phonetic quality, but with different models. 

TTS attempts to measure the adequacy of the transcription to 

capture all information that a human listener would hear. 

Translated text retrieval measures the degree to which the 

transcription is sufficient to communicate the meaning of the 

sentence. The experiments were run at the Pittsburgh 

Supercomputing Center (PSC; [20],[21]).   

2.1. Speech materials 

The Spoken Dutch Corpus (Corpus Gesproken Nederlands, 

CGN, [22]) is a corpus of almost 9M words of Dutch spoken in 

the Netherlands and in Flanders (Belgium), in over 14 different 

speech styles, ranging from formal to informal. For the 

experiments reported here, we only used the read speech 

material from the Netherlands, which amounts to 551,624 

words for a total duration of approximately 64 hours of speech. 

The English data came from the FlickR_8K corpus [23],[6] 

which contains 5 different natural language text captions for 

each of 8000 images captured from the FlickR photo sharing 

website which were read aloud by crowdsource workers from 

Amazon Mechanical Turk. Additionally, within the context of 

the Frederick Jelinek Speech and Language Technology 

(JSALT) workshop 2017, tokenised translations into Japanese 

were obtained for each of the 40,000 captions. Moreover, forced 

alignments for FlickR_8K were created using a DNN/HMM 

hybrid system using 8,000 CD states and logMELs as acoustic 

input features trained on data as described in [24].  

To mimic a low-resource language we randomly selected 

3660 utterances from the FlickR_8K training set as a train-test 

set (training is done on a subset of this train-test set while testing 

is done on the train-test set, see also the Discussion Section), 

which corresponded to approximately 4 hours of speech (which 

corresponds to the number of hours of speech material for an 

actual low-resource language, Mboshi [1]). 

2.2. Proposed systems: Baseline and self-trained 

Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed adaptation 

system. First, a Baseline DNN is trained on the Dutch CGN. 

Next, the soft-max layer of the DNN is adapted from the Dutch 

to the English phone set (see Section 2.3): the Adapted model. 

Subsequently, the adapted soft-max layer is used to decode the 

English speech material using a free phone recognition pass. 

The projection and soft-max layers are then retrained with (1) 

all self-labelled utterances, or (2) only with those self-labelled 

utterances that have the best scores according to the four 

selection criteria. Two decoding and retraining iterations are 

carried out, yielding different Self-trained models.  

All models are tested on our train-test set of 3660 utterances 

from FlickR_8K. The accuracy of the output phone sequences 

of the different models is evaluated by comparing them to the 

gold standard as created by the forced alignment by calculating 

the edit-distance, and is reported as percentage Phone Error 

Rate (%PER).  

2.2.1. Baseline model 
The baseline model used for the experiments is trained 

using Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC; [25]), 

implemented using Eesen [26]. The CTC paradigm uses a 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), trained using an error metric 

that compares the reference and hypothesis symbol sequences 

with no regard to the time alignment of symbols. The CTC-

RNN models the mapping between the speech signal and the 

output labels without the need for an explicit segmentation of 

the speech signal into output labels (typically obtained using a 

forced-alignment), and models all aspects of the sequence 

within a single network architecture by interpreting the network 

outputs as a probability distribution over all possible label 

sequences, conditioned on a given input sequence. 

The baseline RNN uses a six layer bidirectional LSTM 

Recurrent Neural Network. Each LSTM layer has 140 LSTM 

cells, and LSTM layers are connected using 80-dimensional 

projection layers. There is also an 80-dimensional projection 

layer at the input of the LSTM, which reduces the 

dimensionality of the input features, which consists of 3 stacked 

frames (at 10ms distance) of 40-dimensional FBank features. 

The network step size is 30 ms. The final LSTM outputs are 

connected to another 80-dimensional projection layer which is 

connected to the phone soft-max layer. The size of the soft-max 

layer depends on the phone set of the language; see Section 2.3. 

The network has been trained with Stochastic Gradient Descent 

for 20 epochs, using phones as targets. 

We apply greedy decoding and thus take the output of the 

CTC network (consisting of a probability distribution over the 

phone set) and at every frame select the phone with the highest 

probability. Sequences of adjacent outputs with the same value 

are clustered into the same phone, and blanks (used by CTC to 

fill the distance between phonetic detections) are discarded. 

Note that all phones have an equal prior probability.  

 

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed adaptation system. 
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2.2.2. Translated text retrieval 
The translated text retrieval system is trained to retrieve the 

ID of the Japanese translated text from a database of Japanese 

translated texts which corresponds to the English transcription 

of the spoken utterance that is presented at its input. The 

Japanese translated texts database consists of all 3660 train-test 

utterances. The retrieval system is based on the image retrieval 

system by [6] but instead of matching images, we are matching 

phone sequences to translated texts. The retrieval system is 

implemented in the xnmt sequence-to-sequence neural machine 

translation architecture [31] using the DyNet neural network 

library [32]. The source and target encoders both consist of an 

input layer, LSTM hidden layer, and an output layer, each 

containing 512 nodes. The embeddings output by the encoders 

are fed into the retriever which calculates the dot-product of the 

two encoders and takes the smallest as the best match. The 

source encoder takes as input the phone sequences output by the 

soft-max layer of the CTC-DNN. The target encoder takes as 

input the IDs of the translated text utterances. Adam-training 

with a learning rate of 0.001 is used to map the phone sequences 

to the IDs of the Japanese translations. Training runs for 100 

epochs. After training, the 3660 training utterances are run 

through the retrieval system again in order to retrieve the phone 

sequences that score best on the retrieval task. These are those 

utterances for which the correct ID of the translated text appears 

in the top N=10 of answers. 

2.2.3. ASR score 
The best scoring ASR utterances are those phone sequences 

that have the lowest PER on the train-test set. The number of 

selected phone sequences was identical to the number of phone 

sequences obtained from the translation retrieval measure. 

2.2.4. TTS score 
The TTS system used is Clustergen [27]. TTS typically 

consists of four stages. First, text is converted to a graph of 

symbolic phonetic descriptors. This step is omitted in our case, 

as the output of the Adaptation model already consists of a 

sequence of phones. Second, the duration of each unit in the 

phonetic graph is predicted. Third, every frame in the training 

database is viewed as an independent exemplar of a mapping 

from discrete inputs to continuous outputs, and a machine 

learning algorithm (e.g., regression trees [27] and random 

forests [14]) is applied to learn the mapping. Discrete inputs 

include standard speech synthesis predictors such as the phone 

sequence and prosodic context, as well as variables uniquely 

available to Clustergen such as the timing of the predicted frame 

with respect to segment boundaries at every prosodic level. 

Continuous outputs include the excitation and pitch, the mel-

cepstrum [29], and a representation of the dynamic trajectory of 

the mel-cepstrum (its local slope and curvature); mel-cepstrum 

of the continuous signal is then synthesized using trajectory 

overlap-and-add. Clustergen works well with small corpora 

because it treats each frame of the training corpus as a training 

example, rather than each segment, and it can be used to train a 

TTS system for a low-resource language (see [30] for an 

example). This makes it suitable for our low-resource scenario.  

Synthesized speech can be compared to a reference speech 

signal using mean cepstral distortion (MCD, [27]). MCD 

measures the average distance between the log-spectra of the 

synthetic and natural utterances. MCD has been demonstrated 

to be an extremely sensitive measure of the perceived 

naturalness of speech utterances, e.g., an MCD difference 

between two synthesis algorithms of 0.3 (on the same test 

corpus) is usually perceptible by human listeners as a significant 

difference in perceived naturalness [27]. 

In the experiments reported here, MCD measured the 

difference between synthetic and reference speech signals.  Low 

MCD suggests that the ASR generated a pretty reasonable 

transcription of the utterance. MCD of the re-synthesis was 

therefore used as the third of our selection criteria. 

2.2.5. Fusion of scores 
System combination, of systems with complementary error 

patterns, often yields a combination system whose PER is lower 

than the PER of any component system [33]. Since translation, 

TTS, and ASR all capture different aspects of the speech signal, 

we expect that the PER of the combination system should be 

lower than the PERs of any component system. We therefore 

retrain the Adaptation model with those phone sequences that 

capture the acoustic and the semantic information best, i.e., we 

select those N utterances that appear in at least two of the three 

best utterances lists (giving preference to the combination of 

translation retrieval + TTS or ASR), where N is equal to the 

number of utterances for the other measures.  

 

Table 1. Mapping of the English (L2) phone not present in the 

Dutch phoneme inventory, with an example of the sound 

(indicated with bold) in an English word. 

Missing L2 

phone 

Example Mapping 

L1:1 L1:2 L1:3 

æ map ɛ a ɛ 

ʌ cut ɛ ɑ a 

ð they v z v 

ɝ bird ø o ø 

θ three f s f 

ʊ book ɪ u ɪ 

2.3. Adaptation of the soft-max layer 

The number of different Dutch phones in CGN is 42, while 

the English FlickR_8K has 45 different phones. There are three 

reasons for the difference between the phone sets. (1) Nine 

English phones are diphthongs or affricates which do not exist 

in Dutch, but which can easily be constructed from a sequence 

of two Dutch phones. These nine English phones are not 

represented in the soft-max layer but dealt with in a post-

processing step. (2) Eleven Dutch phones are not present in 

English and these are removed from the soft-max layer. (3) Six 

English phones do not exist in Dutch (referred to as missing L2 

phones) and need to be added to the soft-max layer. Vectors in 

the soft-max layer are created for these missing L2 phones on 

the basis of the trained Dutch (L1) phones; the created soft-max 

nodes are then adapted using the speech data selected according 

to the selection criteria described in Section 2.2. 

The desired English-language phones are initialized by 

linearly extrapolating the missing L2 (English) node in the soft-

max layer from existing vectors for the Dutch L1 phones using:  
 

�⃗� |𝜑|,𝐿2 =  �⃗� |𝜑|,𝐿1:1 + 0.5 (�⃗� |𝜑|,𝐿1:2 − �⃗� |𝜑|,𝐿1:3)   (1)  
 

where �⃗� |𝜑|,𝐿2 is the vector of the missing L2 phone φ,L2 

that needs to be created,  �⃗� |𝜑|,𝐿1:𝑥 are the vectors of the Dutch 

L1 phones φ,L1:x in the soft-max layer that are used to create 

the vector for the missing English phone φ,L2. Among the three 

Dutch phones, L1:1 refers to the phone which is used as the 

starting point from which to extrapolate the missing L2 phone, 

and L1:2 and L1:3 refer to the L1 phones whose displacement 
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is used as an approximation of the displacement between the 

Dutch L1 vector and the L2 phone that should be created. Table 

1 lists the six missing L2 phones, and the Dutch L1 phones that 

are used to create the vectors for the missing English L2 phones.  

3. Results 

The PER of the Adaptation model, i.e., the Baseline model 

for which the soft-max layer had been adapted to the English 

phone set but not yet retrained, is 72.59%. Table 2 shows the 

PER results for the Self-trained models, i.e., the models after 

retraining. Iteration 1 refers to the models for which the 

projection layer and soft-max layer have been retrained with the 

best scoring self-labelled phone sequences according to the 

ASR, TTS, translation retrieval system, or the combination of 

these. Iteration 2 refers to the models for which the projection 

layer and soft-max layer have been retrained with the best-

scoring (according to the DNN, TTS, and retrieval task) self-

labelled utterances of the corresponding models after Iteration 

1. The number of phone sequences used for retraining was 2468 

(=67.43% Recall@10 of the translation retrieval task) for 

iteration 1 and 2101 (=57.40% R@10) for iteration 2. 

Formal statistical significance tests have not yet been 

performed for these data, but an overly conservative model can 

be defined: if we assume that phone errors within a speech file 

are 100% correlated, and follow a Bernoulli model [34], then 

two ASR systems are significantly different if their PERs differ 

by at least 50%/sqrt(3660)=0.83%.  By this overly conservative 

standard, 3 of the 5 systems at Iteration 1 and the fusion system 

at Iteration 2 are significantly better than the baseline (see bold 

numbers in Table 2), and there is no significant difference 

among these different methods of selecting self-labelled 

utterances. Except for the fusion system, the systems in the 

second iteration, however all performed worse than the Iteration 

1 models, occasionally even worse than the baseline model. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

We proposed a three-step method to build an ASR system 

for a low-resource language through the adaptation of an ASR 

system of a high-resource language, using a combination of 

linguistic knowledge and semi-supervised learning. Crucially, 

acoustic tokens of the phones that are present in the low-

resource language but not in the high-resource language are 

created through a linear extrapolation between existing acoustic 

units in the soft-max layer after which the acoustic units are 

iteratively retrained using all utterances or only those utterances 

that have the best score according to four different criteria: ASR 

score, TTS score, translation retrieval score, and their fusion.  

The baseline PER is comparable to the PERs of cross-

language ASR systems (e.g., [2] reports PERs between 59.83% 

and 87.81% for 6 test languages). Re-training the system, using 

a self-labelling approach with confidence scoring, can 

significantly improve PER after the first iteration (see Table 2). 

The differences between the different approaches are however 

small, a more sensitive statistical test might demonstrate 

significance of some of the differences in Table 2. Retraining 

the systems for a second pass decreased performance for all 

measures but the fusion system, even surpassing the Baseline’s 

performance for some measures. Note, we used the training set 

also as a test set: 1) because the amount of available training 

data was so low that creating an independent test set would even 

further reduce the size of the training set; 2) the training set was 

only used to retrain the soft-max layer, not the hidden layers. 

Future research will test this method on an independent test set.  

Table 2. Phone error rates (%PER) on the 3660 FlickR_8K 

train-test utterances for the different self-trained models. Bold 

indicates significantly better performance than Baseline. 

Selection criterion Iteration 1 

(2468 utts) 
Iteration 2 

(2101 utts) 

All sentences 71.80 72.56 

ASR 71.67 72.42 

TTS 71.71 72.52 

Translation retrieval 71.83 72.88 

Fusion 71.76 71.72 

 

The projection and soft-max layers were retrained using 

only the best scoring phone sequences according to four 

different criteria. However, since neural networks are extremely 

data hungry, the (in principle) improved quality of the training 

utterances at Iteration 2 did not outweigh the substantial 

decrease in training data from Iteration 1 to Iteration 2. The 

system retrained on all sentences, on the other hand, might have  

suffered from the presence of a couple of bad transcriptions. 

Only the fusion model’s performance did not decrease from 

Iteration 1 to Iteration 2. This is likely due to the training 

utterances of this system capturing both phonetic and semantic 

information well. Thus, in order to train acoustic units using 

self-labelled data, training utterances are needed that capture 

multiple aspects of the speech signal.  

Instead of discarding the bad data, future work will 

investigate the use of data augmentation methods to increase the 

importance of the good data. [34] demonstrated that ASR could 

be improved by making “perturbed” copies of each of the input 

waveforms, thus increasing the size of the training dataset. 

Perturbations include pitch shifting, speeding up, slowing 

down, or adding certain types of noise at different SNRs. The 

best-scoring phone sequences would then receive a duplication 

factor that is larger than those phone sequences which have a 

lower score. Relatedly, this would allow us to refine the fusion 

method by not using the majority vote but rather use the 

intersection of the three measures. Moreover, the current 

retraining only updates the projection and soft-max layers, 

because of the fairly low amount of (re)training data that is 

available. However, future work will investigate the effect of 

retraining the whole LSTM, or also introduce projections in the 

temporal dimension, or update only specific LSTM layers. 

Although the aim of the paper is to investigate the 

possibility to build an ASR system for a low-resource language 

through the adaptation of an ASR system build for a high-

resource language, the low-resource language we used in the 

current work is not an actual low-resource language. We plan 

to test our method on Mboshi [1], a Bantu language which is an 

actual low-resource language. 
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Abstract 

Training a speech recognition system needs audio data and their 

corresponding exact transcriptions. However, manual 

transcribing is expensive, labor intensive and error-prone. Some 

sources, such as TV broadcast, have subtitles. Subtitles are closed 

to the exact transcription, but not exactly the same. Some 

sentences might be paraphrased, deleted, changed in word order, 

etc. Building automatic speech recognition from inexact subtitles 

may result in a poor models and low performance system. 

Therefore, selecting data is crucial to obtain a highly performance 

models. In this work, we explore the lightly supervised approach, 

which is a process to select a good acoustic data to train Deep 

Neural Network acoustic models. We study data selection 

methods based on phone matched error rate and average word 

duration. Furthermore, we propose a new data selection method 

combining three recognizers. Recognizing the development set 

produces word error rate that is the metric to measure how good 

the model is. Data selection methods are evaluated on the real TV 

broadcast dataset.  

Index terms: speech recognition, neural networks, acoustic 

model, data selection 

1. Introduction 

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is one of the sub field of 

natural language processing with many practical applications:  

automatic closed captioning for hearing-disabled persons, taking 

notes of conversations between doctors and patients, voice 

control and many more. Despite of the rapid development of 

speech recognition, there are still many challenges in the field. 

One of the challenges is the training of a speech recognizer, 

which requires a huge amount of transcribed training data. The 

transcribed training data consists of audio data and the 

corresponding text transcriptions. However, transcribing audio 

manually is labor intensive and also time consuming. There exist 

many unlimited supply of audio data from internet, TV 

broadcasts, radio, as well as video streaming websites, but there 

is no available exact transcription. However, some TV 

broadcasts, such as CNN headline news, ABC world news tonight, 

BBC, have subtitles that can be used for training a speech 

recognition system. 

To train a speech recognition system, one possibility is to use 

TV broadcasts data that have subtitles. These subtitles are close, 

but not exactly the same as what people uttered. Some sentences 

might be paraphrased, deleted, changed in word order, etc. There 

are some examples of approximate subtitles:  

• Real transcription:  

Russia started badly with the dropping at the hands of 

Spain. But, they got better and better. Spain looked 

unstoppable to start with but since then they have looked 

a little. 

• Corresponding subtitle:  

Russia started badly with at beating at the hands of 

Spain. Spain looked then they have looked a little.  

Furthermore, subtitles are often badly aligned with the audio. 

Some segments in training audio can contain unconstrained 

conversational speech, use of foreign words, high out-of-

vocabulary rates, channel noise and simultaneous speech from 

more than one speaker. Even, thus audio data is sometimes 

difficult to be recognized by humans. These facts make hard to 

use subtitles for ASR. 

The idea of using untranscribed audio data (or unsupervised 

training, no subtitles) has been proposed firstly in [15] and [5]. 

Authors of [15] proposed an iterative training procedure: decode 

untranscribed data and keep only the segments with high 

confidence score for the next training iteration.  Even an 80% 

error rate system can improve itself automatically, but the system 

performance is limited. [6] were the first to propose lightly 

supervised training with a large amount of training data. Instead 

of using untranscribed training data, they trained speech 

recognition system using audio data with subtitles. Lightly 

supervised approach allows selecting "good" training data. First, 

an acoustic model from another task (or another corpus) is used 

to recognize audio data. The decoding results are compared with 

the subtitles and removed if they disagree. These selected data 

are used to train a new acoustic model. [3] proposed the 

confidence measure metric to remove the bad audio segments. 

When decoding acoustic inputs, an ASR produces word 

hypothesis and their corresponding confidence measure. The 

confidence measure value is used to remove potentially bad 

segments where the confident value is lower than a threshold.  

[10] applied lightly supervised approach on medical conversation 

data.  

Very recently, a new point of view on the data selection has 

been proposed.  [8] suggest an original two-stage crowdsourcing 

alternative. First, iteratively collects transcription hypotheses 

from the web and, then, asks different crowds to pick the best of 

them. [9] proposed an approach to domain adaptation that does 

not require transcriptions but instead uses a corpus of unlabeled 

parallel data, consisting of pairs of samples from the source 

domain of the well-trained model and the desired target domain.  

In the present paper, the same problem of data selection for 

acoustic modeling training using a huge data corpus is 

considered. We want to select a good acoustic data to train Deep 

Neural Network acoustic models. The scientific contributions of 

this paper are: 

- We study the impact of data selection on the word error 

rate. 

- We explore different variations of slightly supervised 

training of acoustic models. 
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- We present a comparison of different data selection 

approaches in the context of TV broadcast news speech 

transcription.  

2. Methodology  

2.1. Lightly supervised data selection 

To generate an accurate speech recognition, a very large training 

audio corpus with its exact corresponding transcription is 

required. This is particularly true for Deep Neural Network 

(DNN) based systems, having millions of parameters to train. 

However, transcribing audio is labor intensive and time 

consuming. There are unlimited supply of audio data in the 

internet, television, radio and other sources. But very few have 

available transcription. However, some TV broadcasts have 

subtitles.  By utilizing these audio data with the corresponding 

subtitles, we hope to produce a high performance speech 

recognizer with less supervision. Nevertheless, some problems 

exist when using the data with subtitles as training dataset. 

Training using the subtitles faces several disadvantages 

compared to the manual transcriptions: indication of non-speech 

events (coughing, speaker turn) and acoustic conditions 

(background noise, music, etc.) are missing. 

The main idea of lightly supervised approach is to use the 

automatic speech recognizer to transcribe training audio data. 

After this, only well transcribed segments (segments where 

automatic transcription corresponds to subtitles) will be used as 

training data [6]. 

We assume that we have a massive amount of training audio 

data and corresponding subtitles. In general, the lightly 

supervised approach operates as follow: 

1. Randomly select a subset of the training set. 

2. Train an acoustic model on a small amount of 

manually annotated data or use an acoustic model 

from another task.   

3. Using ASR, recognize all training audio data. 

4. Align the automatic transcriptions with the subtitles of 

the training data. Some transcriptions and subtitles 

might disagree. We can remove or correct these 

segments. 

5. Retrain a new acoustic model using the data we 

selected in the previous step. 

6. Optionally reiterate from step 3. 

These steps can be iterated several times as long as the error 

rate is decreasing. This method uses the idea of training acoustic 

models in less supervised manner because the training dataset 

(subtitles) is not the actual transcription. Using subtitles as 

training data greatly reduces the manual transcription effort (20-

40 time less).  

2.2. Revisited lightly supervised data selection 

In the lightly supervised approach presented previously, a very 

important step is the step 3. In the case of a disagreement between 

automatic transcriptions and subtitles, which part of subtitles to 

keep and which part to remove or correct? Can we use additional 

criteria to better choose the training data?  How many training 

data to keep? In this section, we propose to study some of these 

questions.  

2.2.1. Using AWD and PMER   

According to [7], using of Average Word Duration (AWD) and 

Phone Matched Error Rate (PMER) during the data selection 

step (step 3) allows increasing greatly the quality of the selected 

training data. AWD is used as metric to detect if errors occur in 

aligning the start and end time of a segment or if something went 

wrong in the recognition process. 
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Usually, duration of a word cannot exceed an upper limit 

threshold and the duration cannot be lower than a bottom limit 

threshold. If it is the case, this means that the corresponding 

transcription or subtitle is wrong.  

      Phone Error Rate (PER) and Word Error Rate (WER) are 

usually used to measure the performance of a speech recognition 

system:  
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Error rate is obtained by comparing exact transcriptions and 

decoding transcriptions produced by the speech recognition 

system. Word error rate is obtained by the comparison at the word 

level, phone error rate at the phone level.  Our training set has 

only subtitles. So we can only compare subtitles and recognized 

transcriptions. To avoid the confusion, we will use Phone 

Matched Error Rate (PMER).  High PMER shows that at phone 

level the corresponding subtitle is very different compared to 

recognized transcription. This means possible problems in audio 

signal (noise, music) or in subtitle. In this case, it is better to 

discard this segment from the training set.   

We chose to use PMER and not WMER because we use 

phone acoustic models. During acoustic training we interested by 

the phone sequence and not by the word sequence. For example, 

the words “too” and “two” have the same sequence of phones: / t 

uw /. If we misrecognized “two” instead of “too”, it will be sad 

to reject corresponding subtitle since these two words have a 

same phone sequence.   

In our work, we propose to use these measures to increase the 

quality of the data selection. The proposed iterative methodology 

is as follow:  

1. Randomly select a subset of the training set. This set 

is used to train an initial acoustic model. 

2. Train an acoustic model using the audio and the 

subtitles of this training set. 

3. Decode the full training set with the obtained acoustic 

model. This will produce new decoding results and 

new values of PMER and AWD. The new values of 

PMER are obtained from comparing the subtitles and 

the decoding results. 

4. Select the subtitles from the training set based on 

AWD as follow:  threshold1 < AWD < threshold2 

5. Sort the obtained segments according to PMER. 

Choose N hours of the top PMER segments to make a 

new training set to train the next acoustic model. 

6. Continue the step 2-5 until the data selection does not 

improve anymore.  

At each iteration, the number N of selected hours can be 

augmented. To measure the improvement of the approach at each 

iteration, a development set recognition could be performed.  

2.2.2.     System combination 

Usually, different ASR systems (with different acoustic models 

and/or language models) will make different errors. Thus, if 

several systems provide the same transcription as the original 

subtitle for one segment, it is very likely that the subtitle 

corresponds exactly to what has been uttered. We can use it 

reliably for training acoustic models. 

The general idea of system combination approach is to 

combine different ASR systems by varying the language models 

or acoustic models or both. We have chosen to vary the language 

model because an acoustic model variation is a very time 

consuming task when we use a huge training set. The language 

models can be built with different constraints. A constrained 
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language model is trained only with the sentences of the training 

corpus used for selection. A less constrained LM is trained also 

on data from different sources. The idea is as follows: if the 

recognition result of one ASR and the recognition result of 

another ASR are the same, we can trust this recognition result. 

The proposed combination approach works almost in the same 

way as the method of section 2.3: training acoustic model with 

the subset of training data (audio data and their subtitles), 

recognizing and selecting from the full training data and 

repeating these steps to do better data selection. However, the 

difference lies in the recognition and data selection steps. 

We built three speech recognition systems and each 

recognition system is used to perform recognition of the same 

training set. Consequently, we had three transcriptions which 

have the same amount of segments. We average the value of 

PMER and AWD from three corresponding decoding 

transcriptions. After this, we select the training data (step 4 of the 

approach presented in section 2.2.1) with the proposed 

combination algorithm:  
 

Select the subtitles from the training set based on AWD as 

follow: threshold1 < AWD < threshold2 

If a segment has zero PMER with one ASR, select the       

segment and corresponding subtitles 

         Else   

                If a segment have the same phone sequence using 

two ASRs and PMER< thresholdPMER, select the segment and 

the corresponding subtitle. 

        Else sort by average PMER. Choose top N hours 

segments with the lowest PMER. These subtitles will be 

chosen to train the next acoustic model. 
 

We hope that using the recognition results when two ASRs 

agree will help. If a development corpus is available, the 

thresholds can be chosen to minimize word error rate.   

3. Experiments 

3.1. Audio corpus  

We used the data from the Multi Genre Broadcast (MGB) 

challenge [1], [16]. MGB is a challenge to automatically 

transcribe TV broadcasts. TV broadcast data are recorded in 

highly diverse environments, speech with background music, 

non-speech events and sounds, etc. The challenge organizers only 

provided TV broadcast audio data and their corresponding 

subtitles. As presented previously, subtitles may be different 

compared to the actual transcription due to deletion, insertion, 

substitution and paraphrasing. Thus, MGB data recognition is a 

very difficult task.  

MGB challenge data consists of: 

1. A training set contains audio data with their 

corresponding subtitles. This training set is used for 

training speech recognition systems. 

2. A development set contains around 8 hours of 

audio data and their corresponding manual 

transcriptions (exact transcriptions). This dataset 

can be used to evaluate studied approaches.  

3. A text corpus: 640 million words of TV subtitles 

are provided. These data can be used to train ASR 

language model. 

 

Datasets # of shows 
# hours of 

shows 
# hours of 

speech 

Training 751 470 349 

Development 16 8.8 6.8 

Table 1: MGB challenge datasets. 

Table 1 shows the statistics of the training and the 

development sets. We can see that, in average, each show 

contains about 2/3 of speech and 1/3 of non-speech events. These 

non-speech events are difficult to recognize. 

3.2. Transcription system 

KATS (Kaldi-based Automatic Transcription System) speech 

recognition system is based on Context Dependent HMM-TDNN 

phone models [11] [2] [4]. We used Kaldi toolkit for training and 

for recognition [13]. The TDNN architecture has 6 hidden layers, 

each hidden unit utilizes Rectified Linear Unit (RELU) activation 

function. The TDNN has around 9100 output nodes (senones) 

with softmax activation function. The feature vectors are MFCC 

with 40 feature values. The baseline phonetic lexicon contains 

118k pronunciations for 112k words.  Using the pocolm [12], 3-

gram language model is estimated on text corpora of about 640 

million words.  

4. Experimental results 

4.1. Study of MGB training data  

 

Number of segments (subtitles) 253 K 

Average segment duration 4.96 sec 

Average number of words per segment 14.4 

Vocabulary size 52 K 

Total number of words 3 650 K 

Table 2: MGB challenge train set statistics.  
 

Table 2 and figure 1 present some statistics of the training set of 

MGB. From the figure we observe that the training set has a high 

number of segments (subtitles) of average duration of 4.96 

seconds and about 14.4 words per segment. Figure 1 shows that 

there is a large number of subtitles with only few words, so they 

correspond to a very short speech duration. These short segments 

can be not easy to recognize by an ASR.    

 

 
Figure 1: Histogram of number of words in function of number of 

subtitles. MGB training set.  

 

Figure 2 displays the histogram of number of hours of speech in 

function of AWD for the training set. AWD values were given by 

the MGB organizers and obtained after ASR recognition. We can 

see that the majority of speech segments have an AWD between 

0.25 seconds and 0.6 seconds. If one segment has a very small 

AWD or a very high one, it means that something went wrong 

and this segment corresponds rather to non-speech events. For 

safety reasons, for data selection we have extended this interval 

and we chose AWD between 0.16 and 0.6 for the following 

experiments. 

Table 3 presents the number of speech hours in function of 

PMER on the training set. PMER values for each segment were 

given by the MGB organizers. We can observe that one third of 

the training data have PMER greater than 30%. This means that 

if we want to keep only a very good training data with very low 

PMER (so, with a very good quality subtitles), we will have a 

small training set. In contrast, if we keep all data, a large number 
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of subtitles do not correspond to what was uttered and a negative 

impact on training is observed.  

 

Figure 2: Distribution of number of hours of speech in function 

of AWD (in seconds) for the training set   

PMER <3 <15 <30 <50 <80 All 

# hours 112 210 260 304 311 349 

Duration % 32 60 74 87 89 100 

Table 3: Number of hours of training speech according to PMER. 

Duration (%) as percentage of the total train set.  

4.2. Impact of the data selection  

In order to assess the influence of the data selection, we trained 

different ASR systems with different amount of training data. 

The amount of training hours is selected according to the PMER   

provided by the MGB organizers. For these experiments, we kept 

only training data with the PMER below some threshold. 

 
Figure 3: WER on the development set according to the number 

of hours selected for training the ASR system. 

 

Figure 3 presents the WER on the development set according to 

the number of hours selected for training the ASR system (see 

Table 3). For example, for PMER below 50 we kept only 305 

hours of corresponding training data. The trained system is used 

to recognize the development data and the obtained WER is 

presented in Figure 3. From this figure we can observe that, at 

first, WER decreases when the amount of training data increases. 

But selecting too much data (i.e. using subtitles with high PMER) 

the WER begins to increase. Therefore, it is important to find a 

compromise between the quantity of training data and the quality 

of training data. In conclusion, data selection is important to train 

an efficient ASR.  

4.3. Results of data selection methods 

We studied and evaluated the presented data selection approaches 

on the development corpus.  

The execution time of one iteration of data selection takes 

about 43 hours. This is very time consuming. To speed up the 

experiments, at each iteration of data selection, we decided to 

select a different number of hours of data (parameter N in the 

selection algorithm). We hope that a strong selection at the first 

iteration and less constrained selection at the next iterations will 

improve the recognition results.  

To build an initial acoustic model (called ASR-AM0), we 

selected randomly 100 hours because we do not have any 

information about the quality of available subtitles (in real life, 

only subtitles are available with no addition information, neither 

PMER nor AWD). 

According to the algorithm of section 2.2.1, during the first 

iteration of data selection, we decode the whole training corpus 

with ASR-AM0 with KATS system. We kept only segments 

whose AWD is inside [0.16, 0.6]. We excluded all other 

segments. We sorted the remaining segments according to PMER 

and we select N=150 hours. With these 150 hours, we trained 

ASR-AM1. For second iteration N=200h (ASR-AM2) and for the 

last iteration N=300h (ASR-AM3).  

Table 4 presents the recognition results on the development 

set for each iteration of the data selection algorithm.  Results are 

presented in terms of percent of correct recognition and in term 

of WER. The best results are highlighted in bold. Table shows 

that each data selection iteration improves the ASR system. The 

best result of 35% WER is obtained at the last iteration. 

Performing one more iteration gives the same result and is not 

presented in the table. Results presented in table 4 are not 

comparable with those in figure 3 because in figure 3, we used 

PMER given by the organizers.   

 

ASR 
#hours 

selected 
PMER Corr (%) 

WER 

(%) 

ASR-AM0 100 10 65.2 40.2 

ASR-AM1 150 15 69.0 36.1 

ASR-AM2 200 21 69.3 35.7 

ASR-AM3 300 49 69.7 35.0 

Table 4: WER on development set for different data selection 

iterations. Language model is estimated on text corpora of about 

640 million words. 

 
Figure 4: Number of hours of speech in function of PMER for the 

train set. For example, to PMER between 5 and 10 corresponds 

about 36 hours of speech. 

Figure 4 gives more details about the training data 

distribution in function of PMER values and for different 

acoustic models. Firstly, this figure shows that a large amount of 

training data have a PMER below 15 and, so, have good quality 

subtitles. Secondly, PMER of 0 corresponds about 38 hours of 

speech at initial iteration, 57 hours for ASR-AM1 and about 60 

hours for ASR-AM2. This shows that from one iteration to 

another the acoustic model performance increases and the 

acoustic model choose better training data. 

 

System combination 

For system combination, we designed three different recognition 

systems. They share the same acoustic models (ASR-AM3), but 

the language models are different. For the first one only the 

subtitles of the training corpus are used to train the LM. This 

model is the most constrained. For the second one, the LM is 

trained using 640 million words of TV subtitles provided by the 
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organizers of the MGB challenge (least constrained model).  The 

last one is a combination of the two previous language models. 

The thresholdPMER was chosen experimentally and its value is 30. 

Using these three ASRs for system combination, a relative 

improvement of 2% on WER was observed compared to ASR-

AM3 (cf. table 5). This improvement is significant. It could be 

interesting to combine systems using different acoustic models, 

for instance different acoustic features or different neural 

networks architecture (Long Short Term Memory, Highway 

networks). 

 

ASR #hours 

selected 

Corr 

(%) 

(Sub, Del, Ins) 

(%) 

WER 

(%) 

ASR-AM3 300 69.7 (14.3, 16.0, 4.7) 35.0 

System 

combination 
300 70.2 (13.8, 16.0, 4.5) 34.3 

Table 5: WER on development set. 

5. Conclusion 

In this article, we explored different methods of data selection for 

building an automatic speech recognition system. The methods 

are inspired by lightly supervised technique. We studied data 

selection methods based on phone matched error rate and average 

word duration. Furthermore, we proposed a new data selection 

method combining three recognizers. The experiments are 

conducted on a TV broadcast corpus with subtitles. We have 

shown that selecting data is crucial for obtaining accurate 

acoustic models. We have studied the influence of PMER on data 

selection. The proposed system combination is beneficial to 

select better data and to obtain an efficient acoustic model. 
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Abstract
Matching pursuit (MP), particularly using the Gammatones dic-
tionary, has become a popular tool in sparse representations of
speech/audio signals. The classical MP algorithm does not how-
ever take into account psychoacoustical aspects of the auditory
system. For this reason two algorithms, called PAMP and PMP
have been introduced in order to select only perceptually rele-
vant atoms during MP decomposition. In this paper we compare
this two algorithms on few speech sentences. The results sug-
gest that PMP, which also has the strong advantage of including
an implicit stop criterion, always outperforms PAMP as well as
classical MP. We then raise the question of whether the Gam-
matones dictionary is the best choice when using PMP. We thus
compare it to the popular Gabor and damped-Sinusoids dictio-
naries. The results suggest that Gammatones always outperform
damped-Sinusoids, and that Gabor yield better reconstruction
quality but with higher atoms rate.
Index Terms: Matching pursuit, Time-frequency decomposi-
tion, Sparse representation, Gammatones, Perceptual models.

1. Introduction
During the last two decades, the Matching pursuit (MP) algo-
rithm [1] has been widely used as a powerful tool for spare
representation of signals using redundant dictionaries of time-
frequency functions (atoms). MP is a greedy algorithm which
iteratively approximates a signal x(t) by a projecting it onto an
overcomplete dictionary D of atoms φθ:

Rmx (t) = 〈Rmx (t), φθ〉φθ +Rm+1
x (t), (1)

withR0
x(t) = x(t) at the first iterationm = 0. At each iteration

m, a single atom φm is selected such that:

φm = argmax
φθ∈D

|〈Rmx (t), φθ〉| (2)

where 〈·, ·〉 is (generally) the Hermitian inner product. The sig-
nal x(t) can be thus decomposed as:

x(t) =
M∑

m=1

nm∑

i=1

smi φm(t− τmi ) + ε(t), (3)

where τmi and smi are the temporal position and weight of the
ith instance of the atom φm, respectively. The notation nm
indicates the number of instances of φm, which need not to be
the same across atoms, andM indicates the number of different
atoms.

Recently a toolkit which efficiently implements the classi-
cal matching pursuit algorithm has been released: the Match-
ing Pursuit ToolKit (MPTK) which is based on the work in [2]

and can be downloaded from http://mptk.irisa.fr. It can be in-
stalled on various platforms (Windows, Linux and Mac OSX)
and is now massively used as it is the best available toolkit for
(classical) MP analysis. MPTK provides fast implementation of
different kind of dictionaries, including the Gabor dictionary.

In the field of speech/audio coding, it has been argued in
[3, 4] that a relatively small dictionary of Gammatone atoms al-
low efficient coding of natural sounds using MP. The motivation
behind this work is that early psychoacoustic experiments used
Gammatone functions as a model of basilar membrane displace-
ment [5] and where found to approximate cochlear responses of
the cat [6]. Later it was stated in [7] that Gammatone func-
tions also delineate the impulse response of human auditory fil-
ters. Real-valued Gammatone filters can be seen as gamma-
modulated sinusoids and are defined as:

γ(t) = tn−1e−2πbERB(fc)cos(2πfct), (4)

where fc is the central frequency distributed on ERB (equiva-
lent rectangular bandwidth) scales, n is the filter order, and b is a
parameter that controls the bandwidth of the filter. ERB(fc) =
24.7 + 0.108fc, n = 4 and b = 1.019 are commonly used as
parameters.

On the other hand, classical MP (used in [3, 4]) focus on
minimizing the energy of residuals at each iteration. Thus, it
does not take into account psychoacoustical aspects of the au-
ditory system which are crucial in any codec development. To
address this issue, a psychoacoustically-adaptive inner product,
considering frequency masking effects in sinusoidal decompo-
sitions, was presented in [8] and later refined with a perceptual
model in [9]. The resulting algorithm is called PAMP. Later a
new perceptual model, called PMP, was introduced in [10], tak-
ing into account both temporal and frequency masking effects.
Similar to the perceptual model embedded in MPEG coders,
the goal of psychoacoustically-based MP algorithms is to dis-
card the perceptually irrelevant structures of the input signal and
therefore increase the coding efficiency.

In this article we first experimentally compare these two al-
gorithms when using a dictionary of Gammatone atoms. Our
experiments suggest that PMP, which also has the strong ad-
vantage of including an implicit stop criterion, always outper-
forms PAMP as well as classical MP. We then raise the ques-
tion of whether the Gammatones dictionary is the best choice
when using PMP. We thus compare it to the popular Gabor and
damped-sinusoids dictionaries. The results suggest that Gam-
matones always outperform damped-sinusoids, and that Gabor
yield better reconstruction quality but with higher atoms rate.

The paper is organized as the following. In section 2, the
two psychoacoustically-based MP algorithms are briefly de-
scribed. Section 3 presents and analyzes the results of com-
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parison between classical MP, PAMP and PMP. In section 4 we
present an evaluation of PMP when using different dictionaries.
Finally, we draw our conclusion and perspectives in section 5.

2. Psychoacoustically-inspired matching
pursuits

In this section we give a short description of PAMP and PMP.
Details about these algorithms can be found in [8, 9] and [11],
respectively.

2.1. PAMP

PAMP [8, 9] relies on a perceptual model which predicts
masked thresholds for sinusoidal distortions in audio coding.
This model exploits the simultaneous masking effect (frequency
masking) in order to determine what distortion level can be al-
lowed such that it is perceptually not detectable. The model is
based on a perceptual distortion measure [12] which estimates
the probability that subjects can detect a distortion signal in the
presence of a masking signal. This distortion measure defines a
norm:

‖x‖2 =
∑

f

α̂(f)|x̂(f)|2 (5)

where x̂(f) is the Fourier transform of the signal x and α̂(f) is
a real and positive weighting function representing the inverse
of the masking curve for sinusoidal distortions. The norm is
induced by the inner product:

〈x, y〉 =
∑

f

α̂(f)x̂(f)ŷ∗(f), (6)

This inner product is then used in Eq. 2 instead of the classical
Hermitian inner product in order to select the sinusoidal com-
ponents of the signal in a MP decomposition with a dictionary
of sinusoids. At the first iteration, i.e., when the residual equals
the signal, α̂(f) is set as the inverse of the threshold-in-quiet.
Then, at each iteration α̂(f) takes into account the sinusoidal
distortion caused by the atom selected at the previous iteration.

2.2. PMP

PMP [11] relies on a perceptual model which take into account
both temporal and frequency masking effects (as opposed to
PAMP which considers frequency masking only). In PMP, a
dictionary of Gammatone atoms is used and a masking pattern
is created (and progressively updated) to determine a masking
threshold at all time indexes and atom central frequencies.

At the first iteration, the masking pattern is set to the
threshold-in-quiet, as in PAMP, for all time indexes. Then, all
the inner products in Eq. 2 which are below the masking pat-
tern are set to zero, meaning that projections that are below he
threshold-in-quiet are ignored. Once the first atom has been
selected, which will act as a masker, the masking pattern is el-
evated in a time interval around the atom temporal position and
in the two adjacent critical bands. The updated masking pat-
tern is then again used as a threshold, setting to zero all the
inner products below it, thereby avoiding the search of atoms
that would be masked by previously selected ones, i.e. percep-
tually irrelevant. This process is repeated until no inner product
is above the masking threshold, meaning that there is no audible
part left in the residual, and the algorithm stops. This implicit
and perceptually-motivated stop criterion is a strong advantage
over classical MP and PMP.

3. Comparison between MP, PMP and
PAMP

In this section, we experimentally compare the performance of
the two psychoacoustically-based and the the classical matching
pursuit algorithms. Since Gammatones have become popular
waveforms in sparse speech/audio representations, we perform
this comparison in the setting of MP using Gammatones dictio-
naries. The main idea is to analyse the behavior of MP when
(Gammatone) atom selection is performed by the two percep-
tual models. We recall however that, while PMP has been intro-
duced in this setting, PAMP have been developed in the frame-
work of sinusoidal decompositions. By doing such a compari-
son, we are thus evaluating the behavior of PAMP when distor-
tions are generated by Gammatone components.

We use four sentences from the TIMIT database [13] for the
experiments. We selected these excerpts such that both speaker
and phonetic variability is achieved: two male (sx54 and sx221)
and two female (sx23 and sx136) speakers from different geo-
graphic regions are used in this study. The following speakers
were used: mbma1 (sx54), fdrw0 (sx23), fgcs0 (sx136) and
mcre0 (sx221). All files are sampled at 16 kHz with 16-bit
quantization.

While signal to noise ratio (SNR) is a valid measure for
waveform reconstructability, for audio coding problems this
does not necessary reflect the perceived quality of the recon-
struction. Therefore we use the well-known perceptual quality
assessment measure PESQ [14] to estimate mean opinion scores
(MOS). PESQ gives a continuous grading scale from 1 (very
annoying) to 5 (no perceptual difference between original and
reconstruction).

Since PMP is the only algorithm which implicitly has a per-
ceptual stop criterion, we use the latter as an operating point to
compare the 3 algorithms. We first run PMP and then compute
the atoms rate per sample when it stops. Then, MP and PAMP
are stopped when they reach this atoms rate. The experimental
results of this process are are shown in Table 1, for Gamma-
tones dictionaries with 32, 64 and 128 atoms. A first observa-
tion is that PMP always yield a PESQ value above 3.5. More-
over, our listening tests confirm that the reconstruction quality
is good without being perceptually transparent. This shows that
the perceptual model of PMP achieves the desired goal. A sec-
ond observation is that PMP always slightly outperforms MP
and significantly outperforms PAMP. Finally, these results sug-
gest that a good choice for the number of Gammatones in the
dictionary is 64.

Figure 1 displays the evolution of the 3 algorithms, itera-
tion after iteration, until they they reach the atoms rate given by
PMP. The figure corresponds to only one sentence, but the be-
havior is very similar for the 4 sentences. Because the masking
pattern is updated with the masking effect caused by each new
atom, PMP behaves exactly like MP until most of the masker
atoms have been extracted; only then (around atoms rate of
0.05) the newly selected atoms are perceptually relevant and
the difference can be appreciated. From this rate, PMP starts
selecting atoms which are perceptually relevant and thus yields
higher PESQ values, while MP selects atoms which minimize
the residual energy and thus yields higher SNR values. The
weak performances of PAMP are most probably due to the fact
that distortions generated by Gammatone decompositions do
not satisfy the hypothesis made on distortions obtained in si-
nusoidal modeling.

In Table 2, we provide the atoms rate required by MP
and PAMP to achieve the same PESQ value as PMP (at stop-
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File Dictionary PESQ-PMP PESQ-MP PESQ-PAMP Atoms Rate
sx54

32 Gammatones 3.66 3.56 3.17 0.09
64 Gammatones 3.70 3.61 3.22 0.08
128 Gammatones 3.70 3.61 3.21 0.08

sx23
32 Gammatones 3.77 3.45 3.07 0.15
64 Gammatones 3.84 3.62 3.08 0.14
128 Gammatones 3.85 3.67 3.15 0.14

sx136
32 Gammatones 3.60 3.43 2.98 0.09
64 Gammatones 3.64 3.42 3.05 0.08
128 Gammatones 3.62 3.47 3.08 0.08

sx221
32 Gammatones 3.55 3.41 3.19 0.09
64 Gammatones 3.58 3.47 3.33 0.08
128 Gammatones 3.59 3.49 3.35 0.08

Table 1: PESQ and atoms rate using Gammatone dictionary.

ping atoms rate), for 64 Gammatones. It is clear that PMP
exhibits the highest efficiency among the three algorithms, as
MP requires up to 40% and PAMP up to 80% more atoms to
achieve the same perceived quality. All these experimental re-
sults suggest that PMP is a very good algorithm for efficient
and perceptually-consistent sparse speech representations and
coding.

File Atoms rate PMP Atoms rate MP Atoms rate PAMP
sx54 0.08 0.11 0.13
sx23 0.14 0.17 0.23

sx136 0.08 0.10 0.15
sx221 0.08 0.10 0.11

Table 2: Atoms rate required by MP and PAMP to reach the
same PESQ value as PMP.

4. Comparison of different dictionaries
using PMP

Given the results of the previous section which are in favor of
PMP, we now focus on the latter and raise the following ques-
tion: is the Gammatones dictionary the best choice when using
PMP? This question has been indeed central in classical match-
ing pursuit. The original MP algorithm [1] used the Gabor dic-
tionary defined as:

gθ(t) = Kθe
−π( t−τs )2eiω(t−τ), (7)

for index θ = {s, τ, ω} where s is the scale, τ the time transla-
tion , ω the frequency modulation, and Kθ such that ‖gθ‖ = 1.

Probably the most known work on this matter is [15], where
the authors argued that a dictionary which consists only of
atoms that exhibit symmetric time-domain behavior are not well
suited for modeling asymmetric events such as transients in au-
dio signals. They proposed the use of structured overcomplete
dictionaries of damped sinusoids (DS) defined as:

dθ(t) = Kθλ
(t−τ)eiω(t−τ)u(t− τ), (8)

File Dictionary PESQ-PMP Atoms rate
sx54

64 Gammatones 3.69 0.08
64 Gabor 3.85 0.12

64 D-Sinusoids 3.55 0.08
sx23

64 Gammatones 3.84 0.14
64 Gabor 4.04 0.20

64 D-Sinusoids 3.54 0.15
sx136

64 Gammatones 3.64 0.08
64 Gabor 3.87 0.12

64 D-Sinusoids 3.39 0.08
sx221

64 Gammatones 3.58 0.08
64 Gabor 3.85 0.12

64 D-Sinusoids 3.34 0.09

Table 3: PESQ and atoms rate using different dictionaries.

for index θ = {λ, τ, ω} where λ is the damping factor, τ the
time translation, ω the frequency modulation, Kθ such that
‖dθ‖ = 1 and u(t− τ) being the step function.

They showed, in the context of classical MP, that DS are
more suited for modeling signals with transient behavior than
symmetric Gabor atoms. The work in [16] proposed a com-
parison of Gabor atoms, complex exponentials and ”Fonction
d’onde Formantique”. The authors argued that the Gabor dic-
tionary performs sufficiently well.

This motivates us to analyse the behavior of PMP when us-
ing different dictionaries than Gammatones, within the ERB
scale. We thus propose in this section a comparison between
Gammatones, damped sinusoids and Gabor atoms.

Table 3 shows the results obtained using 64 atoms per dic-
tionary, within the ERB scale. A first observation is that Gam-
matones and DS stop at almost the same atoms rate, but Gam-
matones dictionary outperforms DS. The most important obser-
vation is that the Gabor dictionary achieves higher PESQ values
than the other dictionaries, but the atoms rate is also consider-
ably higher. If we rely on atom rates as a measure of coding
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Figure 1: Comparison of PESQ and SNR vs. atoms rate for
sentence sx54 and 64 Gammatones.

efficiency, we may consider that the Gammatones dictionary is
the best choice, given that PMP requires about 50% more Gabor
atoms to achieve a relatively smaller gain in PESQ. However,
the best way to assess coding efficiency is to use bits per second,
and the best way to asses perceptual quality is MOS. Moreover,
the ERB scale may not be the optimal choice for Gabor and DS
atoms. Finally, we used only 4 sentences in our experiments. A
much larger and richer database should be used in order to have
a good evaluation. Thus, all these factors (at least) should be
taken into account before drawing final conclusions. The ques-
tion we raised is then still open, but we may still argue that PMP
with Gammatones presents a promising potential.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we first presented an experimental comparison
of two psychoacoustically-based matching pursuit algorithms
(PMP and PAMP) as well as the classical MP algorithm. The
results suggest that PMP always outperforms both MP as PAMP
in term of sparsity and perceived reconstruction quality. In a
second experiment, we compared different dictionaries (Gam-
matones, Gabor and damped-sinusoids) using PMP. The results
suggest that Gammatones is the best choice if atoms rate is con-
sidered as a measure for coding efficiency. All these results
suggest that PMP is a very good algorithm for efficient and
perceptually-consistent sparse speech representations and cod-
ing. However, further work is required in refining the percep-
tual model in PAMP in order to take into account the distortions
generated by Gammatone decompositions more accurately. A
more in-depth study of the coding efficiency, using bits per sec-
ond instead of atoms rate, is also necessary. We believe indeed
that latter would allow to mitigate the results of [3, 4]. This

will be the purpose of a future work (also using the full TIMIT
database in the experiments).
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Abstract 

An important choice in mobile interactive system design is to 
decide the best means for inputting information. Recently, 
with the advent of connected objects, virtual keyboards have 
been given up, and, for communicating, the user is encouraged 
to use a personal voice assistant. With the keyboard, the 
communication mode is textual, but with the voice assistant, 
communication mode becomes oral. This article attempts to 
study the consequences, disadvantages and limitations of oral 
interaction with mobile and wearable devices. The main 
conclusion is that if text input with keyboards is not suitable 
for tiny wearable devices, voice personal assistants can 
correctly handle only simple and well formulated requests and 
don’t allow a natural oral communication between the user and 
the system. Basically, voice interaction on mobile devices 
changes the nature of the communication and gives the illusion 
that the system has abilities of comprehension that it does not 
have, which causes the disillusionment of the user. 
Index Terms: Intelligent personal assistant, voice activated 
personal assistant, interaction modes, oral communication, 
dialog. 

1. Introduction 
In 2017, voice input is developing rapidly, especially in North 
America. Forbes said that the year 2017 was the year of vocal 
search. Two billion voice querries are handling by Siri per 
week. In North America, in 2017, 50 percent of mobile queries 
are voice searches [10]. Every month new voice assistants are 
announced. Now there are lots of voice assistants on the 
market (figure 1): Alexa from Amazon, Siri from Apple, Little 
Fish from Baidu, Google Assistant, LingLong DingDong from 
iFlytek, Cortana from Microsoft, Bixby from Samsung…. 

The user is strongly encouraged to use voice interaction on 
all their devices: smartphone, tablet and even PC. On wearable 
devices, sometimes the user has no choice, he/she can only use 
the voice assistant. That is the case, for instance, for 
smartwatches; Apple, Samsung, LG and the other producers 
gave up trying to integrate a keyboard on their watches. 

Faced with the development of voice interaction, it is 
important to study the consequences, disadvantages and 
limitations of this new form of interaction with our mobile 
devices. 

2. Vocabulary issue 
There are many expressions which refer to voice assistants: 
smart voice assistant, smart speaker, smart home speaker, 
smart-speaker personal assistants, personal voice assistant, 
voice-controlled virtual assistant, voice-based digital assistant, 
voice activated personal assistant (VAPA). The last expression 
is more precise, but for reason of simplicity, “voice assistant” 
will be used in this article. 

 

 
Figure 1: Voice assistants at home: Amazon Echo 
(above), Google Assistant (below). 

3. Are words still useful for 
communicating with mobile devices? 

Text communication has always been a basic service on 
personal assistants (PDA) first and then on smartphones. In 
more than 20 years, hundreds of reduced keyboards have been 
designed for text input on these devices. At the same time, the 
size of the screens has increased from less than 3 inches to 
more than 6 inches, which allowed to integrate a full qwerty 
keyboard in the current devices. These relatively large 
keyboards provide good quality lexical prediction and spell 
checking that make text entry relatively easy, so keyboards 
designed specifically for mobile devices are now rarely used 
[13]. 

Text input on mobile devices is indispensable for lots of 
tasks [1] like searching on the internet or on the device, dialing 
a phone number, sending a message (SMS, instant message, e-
mail…), setting an alarm, setting a reminder, adding an item to 
a list, playing a music track, launching a video… Thus, text 
input by means of keyboarding is unavoidable on the pocket 
assistants. 

The question that arises is which means of communication 
are most appropriate with the new wearable devices, in 
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particular with smartwatches and all devices that have a very 
tiny screen (less than 3 inches) or no screen at all. 

What can be said is that in order to offer a real 
communication service, especially between humans, the future 
devices will have to be able to enter sentences, either by 
means of a keyboard or orally. In other words, the future 
devices that will replace or will be partners of the smartphone 
like the smartwatch, will have to manage more or less the 
language. 

Words will still be needed in mediated communication 
between humans as well as in communication with the digital 
system… if only to do a search on the internet. 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Voice assistants on smartphone: Microsoft 
Cortana (above), Apple Siri (middle), Samsung Bixby 
(below).  

 

4. Keyboard or voice assistant? 
To choose between keyboard and voice assistant, the form 
factor is decisive because the difficulty of entering information 
depends directly on the size of the interactive object. The 
smaller the object, the more difficult or impossible it is. 

Connected objects for which text entry is truly difficult are 
wearable devices that mainly correspond to smartwatches, 
connected wristbands for physical training and accessories for 
health or well-being. For these devices, the screen size varies 
from less than one inch (2.5 cm) for activity trackers to 1.6 
inches (4 cm diagonal or 4.5 cm in diameter) for biggest 
smartwatches. It should be noted that the largest watch screens 
are still 8 to 10 times smaller than those of an iPhone 7 Plus or 
Samsung Galaxy S8 + and include respectively 20 to 40 times 
less pixels.  

With these tiny devices, a keyboard is virtually unusable, 
which is why manufacturers (Amazon, Apple, Huawei, LG, 
Samsung…) are currently choosing to integrate voice 
assistants into all these devices. 

5. Speech interface is coming back 
Speech interface is not new. Speech recognition research 
began in the 1950s with the early speech recognizers of the 
Bell Labs, and then developed strongly in the 1970s in the 
dynamics of DARPA projects. 

Beginning in the 1990s, several large vocabulary 
continuous speech recognition systems (LVCSR systems) 
have been put on the market. More recently, the availability of 
very large learning data, improved learning algorithms (deep 
learning based on Convolutional Neural Networks) and 
artificial intelligence technics have led to the development of 
Intelligent Personal Assistant (IPA), also known as VAPAs, 
actually usable and quite fascinating. 

The most used VAPAs are Alexa from Amazon, Siri from 
Apple, Google Assistant, Cortana from Microsoft, Bixby from 
Samsung. 

The real beginning of the use of these voice assistants 
dates from 2017 while Google Voice Search dates back to 
2002 and Siri was bought by Apple in 2010. Voice assistants 
are mostly used in North America. They still only work in a 
limited number of languages like English, Chinese, French, 
German…, but Siri is now in 21 languages. In a nutshell, voice 
input is experiencing a new youth with the rise of connected 
devices. 

ComScore forecasts that half of all searches will be voice 
searches by 2020 [10]. By 2021, Ovum [14] predicts that there 
will be more voice assistants than humans on the planet. 

6. What are the users' current 
preferences? 

Currently, the users prefer the keyboard rather than the 
assistant to enter information on his/her smartphone [1]. 

The voice assistant is rather used in private places, in the 
absence of others and for non-sensitive information [3]. The 
user wants to be sure that nobody heard what he/she said and 
also that the information is not analyzed or stored on the 
servers used by the voice assistant. 

A survey conducted on 2,000 US and British respondents 
[14] showed that 50% of consumers currently consider voice 
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assistants "not useful". Many of them (around 20% in the UK) 
are also unaware of what these new devices can do. 

In 2017, the most frequent user request for Google 
Assistant asked to Google is to be able to communicate with 
the personal assistant by means of the keyboard and not by 
voice. At the Google I/O 2017 conference, this new 
functionality was announced and this functionality is now 
available (figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Input preferences for Google Assistant. 

7. What are the difficulties for the user of 
voice interaction with a personal assistant? 

At first glance, voice communication seems to be an ideal 
solution that simplifies the interaction between the user and 
the digital device. Manufacturers and marketers claim that 
with voice interaction the use of devices becomes intuitive. 
The reality is quite different. It is not at all intuitive because 
the user does not usually speak to a machine. 

Over time, all the speech recognizer systems have been 
greatly improved, they recognize all users, in continuous 
speech, without learning and on broad vocabularies. On 
correctly pronounced and syntactically correct sentences, the 
level of recognition is excellent. Unfortunately, very often, 
that is not sufficient to understand what the user wants. Speech 
recognition and language processing researchers are well 
aware that oral communication are always problematic. 

The user encounters difficulties that are specific to 
personal assistants. There are two main problems: the first is to 
know what to tell the assistant and the second one is to know 
how to tell it.  

7.1. I don’t know what to tell ya? 

As Heidegger wrote [5] “Man speaks… We are continually 
speaking in one way or another. We speak because speaking is 
natural to us… Man is said to have language by nature… It is 
as one who speaks that man is-man”. So, speaking is natural 
for human, but it is unnatural to speak to machine, more 
precisely, for the user, it is not common to talk to a machine. 
This is why users do not know what to say in front of a 
personal assistant. 

In other words, users cannot imagine the mental model 
associated with the voice assistant. 

In order to solve this problem, most assistants who have a 
screen display a message of encouragement and sometimes 
some examples of possible sentences. On figure 2, Cortana 
and Siri display the sentence “What can I help you with?”, 
Bixby displays “Okay, I’m listening”. Cortana suggests “Is it 
cold in Moscow right now?” and Bixby proposes a set of 
possible sentences like “Call mom”, “Open YouTube my 
channel”, “Wake me up tomorrow”… 

7.2. I don't know how to tell it? 

Human speaks well because he has learned how to speak for 
years and human has learned to speak only to other humans. 
They understand each other, often with difficulty, because 
they share a common linguistic code. Humans understand each 
other by exchanging phrases that are poorly formulated, 
stammering, incomplete or even semantically incorrect. These 
are the characteristics of spontaneous speech, of ordinary 
language. 

That is not the same when talking to the machine, with 
your assistant, you must not stammer or interrupt yourself and 
you have to produce a well-formulated sentence. 

As it is very different from a spontaneous communication 
between humans, it is not natural. So that is neither easy, 
intuitive nor effective. 

A further complication is that the syntax is different for 
each assistant. For example, if you want to know the schedules 
of the planes from Nantes to Marrakech, you must say "flight 
Nantes Marrakech" with Google assistant, but "are there 
flights from Nantes to Marrakech” with Siri. However, if you 
ask “are there flights tomorrow for Marrakech from Nantes 
airport”, neither Siri nor Google assistant will understand the 
request. 

In fact, the voice assistant offers the user a conversational 
interface. It’s not new at all, it was the first type of interaction 
with computer before the graphical user interface (GUI). It is a 
kind of vocal command line interaction (CLI). The difference 
is that with CLI, you type the request and with VAPAs, you 
tell what to do. With voice assistant you have no longer needs 
to go through a window, a menu or an icon… but you must 
know exactly what to tell and how to tell it. 

Knowing what to tell and how to tell it is cognitively 
difficult because it involves a recall process. Face to the voice 
assistant, the user has no cues to help him/her. Conversely, 
face to a GUI, the user recognizes the available commands in a 
menu and can easily select the one he/she wants. It is well 
known [15] than recognition is preferable to recall in user 
interfaces. That is why, voice assistant is not so easy to use. 

8. What does it change to talk to the 
machine? 

The question is whether the form and content of exchanges 
between the machine and the user are linked to the means of 
input. Research has shown that the answer to this question is 
positive [6], [11], [12]. 
Inevitably when a user uses a voice assistant, she/he finds it 
magical. The system seems to have the super-power to 
understand the thoughts and satisfy all the desires of the user 
[2]. For the user, talking to a machine makes this machine 
more understanding, even more smart. Obviously, this is not 
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the case. The anthropomorphization of the system is 
misleading [4], [8]. The consequence is that the user initially 
seduced by the voice interaction is quickly disappointed. The 
disillusion comes quickly enough when the user realizes that 
the most common answer is " Sorry, I don’t have the answer to 
that question" (known as the most frequent answer of Alexa !). 

Voice interaction necessarily generates uncertainty, and 
for Cooper [2], whatever the progress of language processing, 
this uncertainty will persist forever. 

9. A pronounced lack of subtlety? 
It would be wrong to say that the assistants understand 
nothing. In fact, they understand very well the simple requests 
like “call my wife”, “play some gnaoua music”, “how are 
Alphabet's stocks doing?”, “how's the weather today?”, “add 
coke to my shopping list”, “find me flights with Royal Air 
Maroc”, “turn the TV to 2M”, “what’s the meaning of life”… 
Usually, as long as the request is simple, that is to say that 
only one thing is asked at a time, the assistant gives a 
satisfactory answer.  

The problem is that oral communication between humans 
is totally different. Usually, human communication is not 
limited to one speaking-turn, voice assistant are able to answer 
to a simple question but not to manage a dialog with 
alternating turns. Additionally, oral sentences are not limited 
to a single subject, they are composed of several semantic 
units. A good example is “are there flights not too expensive 
to Marrakech without passing by Casa which leave not too 
early in the week”. The assistant will certainly propose lots of 
flights to Marrakech but they will not satisfy the different 
criteria of the request. 

In the same way, the voice assistant can't differentiate 
between these two requests “what is the number of calories in 
a pizza Margherita?” and “What is the number of calories in a 
slice of pizza Margherita?”. It will erroneously give the same 
answer. Voice assistant are not able to manage the “subtle 
distinctions” that are specific to the ordinary language. 

To conclude, let us say that it is not enough to understand 
all the words of the sentence to give a correct answer. 
According to Oswald Ducrot, “understand an utterance is to 
understand the reasons for its enunciation” [7]. To use the 
words of Moeschler and Reboul, the voice assistant 
understands the sentence but not the utterance which should be 
regarded as the sentence in its context. In other words, the 
main problem with voice assistants is that nowadays they are 
not able to make a pragmatic analysis of the statements. 
According to Norman [9] and Cooper [2], they are not ready to 
achieve this task, they should not and can not do. 

10. Conclusion 

What comes as a conclusion is that voice interaction on mobile 
devices changes the nature of the communication and gives the 
illusion that the system has abilities of comprehension that it 
does not have. 

With voice assistants, the user encounters two problems: 
first, knowing what to say because it is unfamiliar to talk to a 
machine and secondly knowing how to say it because she/he is 
constrained to follow a relatively rigid syntax which is 
unnatural. 

Finally, whatever the progress in automatic language 
processing (speech recognition performance is already 
excellent), that is a chimera to believe that the so-called 
"intelligent" voice assistants will allow a natural oral 
communication, a real dialog between the user and the 
systems. 

If you want to know more about voice assistants, ask them 
directly how they imagine their future!  
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Abstract
Statistical phrase-based approach was dominating researches in
the field of machine translation for these last twenty years. Re-
cently, a new paradigm based on neural networks has been pro-
posed: Neural Machine Translation (NMT). Even there is still
challenges to deal with, NMT shows up promising results better
than the Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) on some lan-
guage pairs. The baseline architecture used in NMT systems
is based on a large and a single neural network to translate a
whole source sentence to a target one. Several powerful and ad-
vanced techniques have been proposed to improve this baseline
system and achieve a performance comparable to the state-of-
the-art approach. This article aims to describe some of these
techniques and to compare them with the conventional SMT ap-
proach on the task of Arabic-English machine translation. The
result obtained by the NMT system is close to the one obtained
by the SMT system on our data set.
Index Terms: Machine translation, Neural network, Phrase-
based machine translation, Neural machine translation.

1. Introduction
In machine translation several approaches were proposed.
Some of them are based on dictionaries [1], others on exam-
ples [2], rules [3] or statistical approaches [4]. The widely used
technique for these last twenty years is phrase-based statistical
machine translation [5]. The main principle of this approach
is the use of two components: translation and language mod-
els to maximize the likelihood of translating a source sentence
f to a target sentence e. The translation model, which is esti-
mated from a parallel corpus, expresses how well the sentence e
is an appropriate translation for the source sentence f . The lan-
guage model is learned by using a monolingual corpus in order
to measure how likely the proposed target sentence e is.

Recently deep learning became a powerful technique that is
widely used to achieve good performance on difficult problems
such as automatic speech recognition, visual object recognition,
sentiment analysis, etc. These methods have been known in
Natural Language Processing (NLP) topics and others for sev-
eral decades, but the bottleneck was the lack of data and the
power limitation of computers.

Having regard to these factors, it’s not surprising that deep
learning recently kicked up a storm in translation to create
a promising approach so-called Neural Machine Translation
(NMT) [6, 7, 8].

Unlike the old paradigm of SMT where one should explic-
itly model latent structures, namely: word alignment, phrase
segmentation, phrase reordering and language modeling, the
new paradigm NMT is end-to-end model [9]. It aims to directly
transform a source sentence into a target one by training a single
and a large neural network.

Current NMT models are essentially based on the encoder-
decoder framework [7], where the source language sentence is
encoded into a fixed length vector, from which the target lan-
guage sentence is decoded (generated). This basic idea has been
improved to achieve results comparable to those obtained by the
state-of-the-art approach. To do so, different techniques called
attention [10] have been proposed.

Recently, [11, 12, 13] perform a detailed analysis of NMT
vs. SMT in order to explore the challenges with the new
paradigm and understand what linguistic phenomena are best
modeled by neural models. In this article, we focus on some
advanced techniques that improve neural machine translation
systems. These techniques are described and compared with
the conventional SMT approach. Several experiments are car-
ried out, in this article, on the task of Arabic-English translation
by using small data from UN and they are compared, on the
same data set, with SMT.

In the next section, an overview about the conventional
SMT and the NMT approaches is reported. Section 3 summa-
rizes the data set used in the different experiments and discusses
the translation quality achieved by using several advanced tech-
niques.

2. NMT vs. SMT
From a probabilistic standpoint, the task of machine transla-
tion consists of finding a target sentence Ê = e1e2...e|E| that
maximizes the probability P (E|F, θ) of producing E given the
source sentence F = f1f2...f|F | and the model parameters θ,
as in Equation 1.

Ê = argmax
E

P (E|F, θ) (1)

The parameters θ are learned from parallel corpora, a set of
aligned sentences in the source and the target languages.

In the conventional SMT approach, the probabilityP (E|F )
is decomposed into two knowledge sources by applying Bayes
theorem [5]:

Ê = argmax
E

P (E)P (F |E) (2)

Where the probability P (E) represents the language model and
P (F |E) is the translation model. In practice, other models are
combined with these two knowledge sources in order to cal-
culate the cost assigned to a translation, namely the reordering
model and the word penalty. This combination is performed by
using the log-linear approach [5, 14] as it is shown in Equation
3.

logP (E|F ) =

|w|∑

i=1

wi × log(pi(E,F )) (3)
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Figure 1: The architecture of the encoder-decoder framework.

The probability P (E|F ) is broken up into multiple models
(language model, translation model, reordering model...); the
score of each model pi(E,F ) is weighted by a weight wi and
|w| is the number of models.

From this standpoint, the SMT approach requires the inte-
gration of multiple components and processing steps in order to
find the best translation. This leads to a complex architecture
compared to the new paradigm of translation based on neural
networks.

NMT aims to train one single and large neural network in
order to translate a whole source sentence into a target one,
which means that all models used in the conventional SMT ap-
proach are implicitly modeled by the neural network. This idea
is carried out by using a sequence to sequence mapping models
[7]. These models are based on the encoder-decoder framework
where the encoder network takes as input a word sequence and
maps it to an encoded representation, which is then used by the
decoder network to generate an output word sequence. Each
component is based on the use of one or multiple hidden layers
of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [15] or Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) networks [16].

To have a good understanding, Figure 1 illustrates the
encoder-decoder architecture used in NMT with simple RNN.
The encoder looks up the word representation/embedding for
each word in F and calculates the output of the hidden state ht

according to Equation 4.

ht =

{
tanh (Wxhxt +Whhht−1 + bh), if t ≥ 1

0, otherwise.
(4)

WhereWxh,Whh and bh are the weights of the recurrent neural
network to learn during the training stage. xt is the vector rep-
resentation of the word ft and ht−1 is the output of the RNN.

Then, the decoder performs the treatment, in the same man-
ner, as for the encoder, but with the target sentence E. The dif-
ference between the two procedures is the initial vector h0. This
vector is initialized to zeros in the encoder (h(f)

0 = 0), however,
in the decoder, it is initialized to the output of the final state of
the encoder (h(e)

0 = h
(f)

|F |), which makes E depending on F .
This vector is called the context vector (c) [10]. Furthermore,
the first word in the target sequence refers to the symbol < s >
indicating the sentence start. The final output of the decoder
is the probability of translating F to E. More precisely, the
likelihood of E = (e1, e2, ..., e|E|) is get by multiplying the
probability of each word giving the context vector c and all the
previous words {e1, ..., et−1} as it is shown in Equation 5.

P (E) =

|E|∏

t=1

p(et|{e1, ..., et−1}, c). (5)

Each conditional probability is modeled as:

p(et|{e1, ..., et−1}, c) = NN output(et−1, h
(e)
t , c). (6)

where NN output is a function that generates the probability
of et, while h(e)

t is the output of the hidden state of the RNN.

3. Experimental setup
In the first instance, we decided to train a NMT baseline sys-
tem [17, 7] and compare the results with a conventional SMT
system. The architecture used in this baseline system is quite
simple, there are several techniques that are proposed in order
to improve the quality of translation. Some of these techniques
are described and tested to improve the results and achieve per-
formance close to the SMT system.

3.1. Data set

All experiments are carried out on the task of Arabic-English
translation. For training, we used a small corpus of 100K par-
allel sentences extracted from Multiun [18]. This corpus is a
part of the official documents of the United Nations between
2000 and 2010. In order to prevent the over-fitting issue, i.e.
the neural network models the training data too well, we used a
data set of 1000 parallel sentences (Dev). Likewise, for testing
the performance of our systems, another corpus of 1000 parallel
sentences is used (Test). These two corpora are also extracted
from Multiun [18].

All data sets are used after applying the normalization pro-
cess proposed in [19]. Also, in order to handle unknown words
that do not exist in the training data, all words that appear
only once in the training corpus are replaced by a special token
<unk>. This process leads to a vocabulary of size 47K words
for the source language and 20K words for the target language.

3.2. Experiment results

3.2.1. Baseline system

As it was mentioned before, the baseline system is a basic
encoder-decoder model without any improving mechanism as
it is proposed in [17, 7]. For this system, the architecture used
is as follows: one hidden layer, RNN blocs for both the encoder
and the decoder and each bloc has 100 hidden units. Further-
more, several optimization algorithms were tested in order to
update the model parameters, namely:
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• Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD): this technique is
based on the calculation of the derivative of the loss with
respect to each parameter. Afterwards, this derivative is
used to take a step in the direction that will reduce the
loss according to the objective function. During this step,
the weights are updated according a learning rate.

• Momentum [20]: SGD with momentum is used to help
the optimizer to explore more efficiently the parameter
space. It does that by keeping a fraction of the past gra-
dient and add it to the current gradient. It ensures a faster
convergence and reduces the oscillation when exploring
the parameter space [21].

• AdaGrad [22]: this technique is very useful in the case
of sparse data. Indeed, it adjusts dynamically the learn-
ing rate for each parameter separately in such a way that
larger updates are performed for infrequent updated pa-
rameters and smaller updates are performed for frequent
updated parameters.

• Adaptive moment estimation (Adam) [23]: this is an-
other technique that computes individual adaptive learn-
ing rates for different parameters. It combines the ad-
vantages of momentum and AdaGrad by keeping a frac-
tion of the first and second moments (mean and variance)
of the past gradients. This is a popular technique for
optimization as its convergence is greatly speed but it
is highly recommended to compare it with the standard
SGD method [24].

The performance of the translation system is evaluated in
terms of BLEU [25]. The results according to the optimization
algorithms are reported in Table 1. On our data set, the standard

Table 1: Baseline NMT systems according to the optimization
algorithms: BLEU(%).

Methods Dev Test
SGD 7.83 5.35

Momentum 4.19 2.89
AdaGrad 6.27 4.61

Adam 6.33 4.49

SGD optimization algorithm achieves better performance. It
is shown that standard SGD optimization without momentum
tends to find the optimal parameters, but the issue is that it is
time consuming and there is a risk of getting stuck in saddle
points [21].We can also note that AdaGrad and Adam, which
are based on the same idea, gives similar results.

All these results are bad because they produce translations
that are not reliable. Also, it should be noted that, the conven-
tional SMT system achieved a BLEU of 33.72 on the Dev and
24.54 on the Test, which is much better than the NMT baseline
system. The translation model for the SMT system is trained
on the same parallel data set. The language model is a 3-gram
language model trained on the corpus of the target language.
In order to boost the baseline neural model, we tested an ad-
vanced technique that theoretically improves the baseline sys-
tem.

3.2.2. Attention technique

There are powerful techniques called attention, which are used
to fix some problems of the baseline encoder-decoder model.
In [10], the authors proposed to encode the source sentence into
a context vector that is dynamically produced according to the

target word being generated. For this, they change the architec-
ture of the encoder and the decoder as follows:

• Encoder Instead of encoding the input sequence F by
starting from the first word f1 up to the last one f|F |
(i.e. usual RNN), a bidirectional RNN is used. In
this kind of networks, the input sentence is, firstly, en-
coded as it is ordered to generate a sequence of hid-

den states (
−−→
h
(f)
1 , ...,

−−→
h
(f)

|F |). Afterwards, it is encoded in
the reverse order resulting a sequence of hidden states

(
←−−
h
(f)
1 , ...,

←−−
h
(f)

|F |). Finally, to obtain the annotation ht for

each word ft, the two output hidden states
−−→
h
(f)
t and

←−−
h
(f)
t

are concatenated as follow h
(f)
t = [

−−→
h
(f)
t ;
←−−
h
(f)
t ]′.

With this approach, each word ft will depend on both the
preceding words and the following words, which will re-
duce the distance between words of the source sentence
and those of the target sentence. This is very useful in the
case of pairs of languages that share the same Subject-
Verb-Object (SVO) structure (French-English for exam-
ple).

• Decoder From the Equation 6, it is clear that the con-
ditional probability is modeled by using the previous
predicted words {e1, ..., ei−1}1 and a fixed-length con-
text vector c generated from the source sentence. In the
model with attention, this probability is conditioned by
{e1, ..., ei−1} and a distinct context vector ci for each
target word ei as it is shown in the Equation 7

p(ei|{e1, ..., ei−1}, c) = NN output(ei−1, h
(e)
i , ci).

(7)
This context vector ci depends on the sequence of anno-
tations h(f)

1 , ...h
(f)

|F | generated by the encoder as it was
explained in the previous point. Hence, ci is computed
as a weighted sum of these annotations h(f)

j

ci =

|F |∑

j=1

αijh
(f)
j . (8)

The weight αij for each annotation h(f)
j represents the

probability of aligning a source word fj with a target
word ei. It is modeled by a feed-forward neural network,
which depends on the annotation h(f)

j of the input sen-
tence and the output of the previous RNN hidden state
h
(e)
i−1.

By applying attention technique on our data, the BLEU
score has been significantly improved: 28.10 on the Dev 20.63
on the Test. This improvement is essentially due to the explicit
modeling of the alignment between words of the source sen-
tence and those of the target sentence. Note that, contrary to
the baseline model, in this one, two neural networks have been
used, one for encoding and decoding and the second one for the
alignment.

3.2.3. Handling unknown and rare words

NMT operates on constrained vocabulary and in addition it re-
places a huge amount of rare words by the <unk> token. This

1Henceforth, we used i to index the target sentence words and j to
index those of the source sentence.
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solution is the most used even in the statistical approach, how-
ever it suffers from some shortcomings. In fact, the produced
target sentence can contain <unk> that breaks the structure of
the sentence and consequently it changes its meaning.

One way to handle this issue is to take benefit from an exter-
nal dictionary containing a list of words with their translations
and a score for each translation.

The first approach, proposed by [26], consists of using the
alignment function to map unknown words in the target sen-
tence with their corresponding words in the source sentence.
Afterwards, an external dictionary is used to translate each un-
known word. This solution is known as the<unk> replacement
technique, refered in the following as RepUnk.

Another approach [27] handles the issue of the translation
of infrequent words, in the training data. To do so, the proba-
bility of each target word of the vocabulary is recalculated by
taking into account the probability of words in an external lex-
icon. With this, the probability of an infrequent word in the
vocabulary is ajusted by the one calculated from the external
lexicon. The probabiliy of a word ei of the external lexicon is
estimated as follows:

plex(ei|{e1, ..., ei−1}, F ) =

|F |∑

j=1

αijPlex(ei|fj) (9)

Afterwards, this probability is added as a bias to the
softmax probabilities calculated by the neural network. This
technique of adjustment will be named in the following
ProbAdjust.

In order to test these two approaches, we built automatically
a dictionary of 10M entries from a corpus of 9M parallel sen-
tences. By incorporating our lexicon in the NMT system with
attention, we achieved the results reported in Table 2. Using an

Table 2: BLEU(%) after incorporating an external lexicon in
NMT system with attention.

Methods Dev Test
Attention 28.1 20.63
RepUnk 28.09 21.03

ProbAdjust 25.88 19.79

external lexicon to replace unknown words improves a little bit
the translation on the Test. However, by adjusting translation
probabilities, the system performance decreases on our data set.
One reason of this could be that the external probabilities may
improve the likelihood of infrequent events, but they can also
collapse the probabilities of those that are frequent.

3.2.4. NMT architecture

For the purpose of better modeling and learning long-term de-
pendencies, we used LSTM blocs rather than recurrent neural
networks. The advantage of LSTM, among others, is to prevent
the Vanishing gradient issue [24] for which RNNs suffer from.

Testing this architecture by varying the number of hidden
layers from 2 to 6 and by using LSTM has not shown an im-
provement on our data set.

3.2.5. Beam search

Beam search is an heuristic search technique that is used by the
decoder to generate the best translation. The idea is to explore
in each step a subset of possible translations of sizem (the beam
size). This size has a strong impact on the translation quality; by

increasing the beam size, the decoder explores a larger subset of
possible translations and consequently it ensures a better trans-
lation. In the previous tests, the beam size was fixed to 1, which
we consider as too restrictive. The experiments show also that
the word penalty score may have a positive impact on the qual-
ity of translation. The translation performance in accordance to
the beam size and the word penalty is presented in Figure 2.

A word penalty of 1 means that no alteration is done on
the probability of the generated sentence, since it is multiplied
by 1. By decreasing this parameter, the decoder tends to pro-
duce longer sentences and specially when the beam size gets
longer. In this case the results could be improved. The curves
of Figure 2 show that the best size of the beam is 20 and the best
word penalty is 0.5, which leads to a BLEU of 32.05 on the Dev
corpus. With these parameters, the Recurrent Neural Network
method with the following features: one hidden layer, Atten-
tion technique and Replacement <unk> approach, achieves a
BLEU score of 24.37 on the test corpus. Even this sophisti-
cated method, it does not outperform the statistical approach
that achieves a BLEU score of 24.54. This is due to the size of
training corpus which is rather limited [12].
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Figure 2: The translation quality on the Dev with respect to the
beam size and the word penalty.

4. Conclusions
Neural machine translation is a new paradigm that uses deep
learning to build a single large artificial neural network translat-
ing a whole source sentence to a target one. In this paper, we
described the baseline architecture proposed for this approach,
namely the encoder-decoder framework. This baseline system
was compared with the conventional SMT approach on the task
of Arabic-English machine translation; the results showed that
SMT performs much better than NMT (an absolute difference of
19% in the BLEU score). Afterwards, in the aim of improving
the performance of the baseline NMT system, several advanced
techniques were detailed and tested. Although these techniques
reduced significantly the gap between SMT and NMT (an abso-
lute difference of 0.17% in BLEU), there is still several issues
to deal with. The advantage of NMT is to use a component
that encodes and decodes, but through the experiments we did
in this paper, we show that this architecture needs external com-
ponents and some alteration of probabilities to come closer the
performance of SMT.
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Abstract
Conversations are mostly spoken through a variety of di-

alects and the need for accurate speech recognition systems is
growing exponentially in a wide range of applications. This
paper presents an evaluation of the feasibility of using Mod-
ern Standard Arabic (MSA) data to enhance the perplexity (pp)
of the Language Model (LM) of limited size Iraqi dialect con-
versations. We are interested in adapting the MSA’s LM to
Iraqi dialect by exploiting the capabilities of word2vec to de-
liver clusters of words’ vector representations classifying di-
alect specific words along with relevant MSA words. The vo-
cabulary set, of size 21kword, is extracted from Iraqi conver-
sational speech from Appen LDC, while the MSA was from
GALE phase2 part1 and 2 from LDC. Two approaches were
evaluated; 1) combining both corpora as one training set, and 2)
generating separate LM for each corpus, and producing inter-
polated LMs. Results show that the second approach produced
the best improvement of around 21% over the baseline Iraqi tri-
gram alone and 15% over interpolated Iraqi tri-gram with Iraqi
word2vec class n-gram while due to the different structure of
Iraqi dialect and MSA, no improvement was gained from mix-
ing them.
Index Terms: word2vec, Arabic dialect, Language modeling ,
Speech recognition

1. Introduction
Speech recognition tools have made major leaps in recent years
and the accuracy of such technology grew from around 70% in
2010 to around 95% currently for market leaders like Google
Now and Siri[1]. This can be attributed to many reasons but
certainly robust LM is critical to predict unclear sentences or
sentence parts. However, producing efficient LM with low per-
plexity remains a challenge that is needs addressing. This is es-
pecially true in the case of Arabic language in which a complex
lexicon and multiple living dialects make LM-based prediction
a more challenging task.

A closer look at LM for Arabic dialects highlights the chal-
lenges that cause higher ambiguity than the standard language
commonly termed MSA. Dialects pronunciation and rules dif-
fer from those of MSA. This can occur to the extent that these
dialects can become mostly unrecognizable for MSA speakers
and significant effort is required to facilitate communication be-
tween speakers of different dialects. Looking at the Iraqi dialect
as an example, Iraqi dialect has diversity in pronunciation based
on region, spanning from north to the south of Iraq, and many

words originated from other regional languages such as Turkish,
Farsi, and English. Also, some words come from MSA but have
a slightly changed pronunciation. This causes an unbounded
vocabulary set to develop. Moreover, speakers may use unre-
stricted grammar [2]. An additional challenge comes from the
tendency of dialects to adjust the vocabulary and language us-
age through relatively short time intervals to reflect the cultural
and generational changes. As an illustration, a new expression
for ”a friend” was introduced by one popular Iraqi T.V. comedy
series. This made many young people to use the new term and
thus a new vocabulary synonym of close friend is introduced in
the daily conversations. Such word usage varies over time and
LM should be enabled to recognize such evolution and adapt.

Within our assessment of the usability of MSA in enhancing
the Iraqi dialect LM, we are addressing three main challenges
for the Iraqi dialect conversations LM; Data sparsity, adapting
different speech domains (conversations vs. broadcast news),
and the data size limitation. Resolving these issues would result
in a more accurate the LM.

First issue is the data sparsity, which is a feature inherited
from the mother language MSA is our first challenge and the
most difficult one. We resolved the data sparsity issue by using
class-gram LM and employing word2vec [3] in a comprehen-
sive scheme that produces class n-gram. word2vec was intro-
duced as a machine learning tool that constructs feature vec-
tors for words in the input data set [3]. It was successfully
used in sentiment analysis and document classification work
[4], [5]. Since we are using both MSA and Iraqi, words will
appear in many different contexts. We hypothesize that employ-
ing word clustering capabilities based on k-means classifier can
produce effective language modeling when words are used in
various ways. Thus, clustering words and using the class prob-
ability, where the cluster number is word’s class, would reduce
the sparse words probability. More specifically, we propose us-
ing word2vec to cluster corpus words into classes that, in turn,
would be used to build a language model using class n-gram
technique [6].

The second challenge is due to the fact we are targeting con-
versational speech transcription language modeling and aiming
to produce improvements by adapting MSA broadcast news and
reports LM to Iraqi dialect phone conversations. We resolved
this issue by creating the training data set through interpolation
of different LMs.

The third challenge is due to the small size Iraqi training
data, which we resolved by expanding our training data with
data taken from MSA corpus. This work is focused on exploring
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the feasibility of mixing the training data to enlarge the limited
size dialect data.

We define this problem as Adaptation problem and consider
Iraqi dialect as domain specific, while MSA as the general big
background data set. Our scheme has the objective of minimiz-
ing LM perplexity by adapting the MSA LM to Iraqi dialect,
which can lead to significant improvements of the speech recog-
nition systems for dialect-based conversations.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
most pertinent research efforts. Section 3 presents the language
model used in this work while section 4 experimental proposed
scheme 5 relays the setup, results, and analysis. Finally, Section
6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work
Class-based LM was shown to be effective to solve data spar-
sity problems of datasets. Instead of depending on independent
word prediction, words are clustered into classes and via mod-
eling, prediction can be achieved. This was shown in [7] where
Part Of Speech ( Part-of-speech-tag (POS) ) was used to classify
the data and produce neural network (NN) n-gram LM. Previous
efforts considering Egyptian dialect LM for ASR reported that
the best prediction results are achieved when n-gram is com-
bined with class n-gram [8]

The challenge in this scenario rises from the assumption
that the dataset is fully classified. Yet, most of available dialect
data sets are not annotated for the purpose of word classifica-
tion. A major data classification method that was proven to be
effective for other languages is the count base statistical clus-
tering of the corpus such as the hierarchical Brown clustering.
NN-based word embedding was also used to replace manual
tagging of POS. In [9], where it was shown that word embed-
ding can be used for unsupervised POS tagging.

In the context of Arabic language, word2vec was used as
a word embedding tool for Arabic sentiment analysis in [10].
They considered MSA and dialectal Arabic sentiment opin-
ion (specifically Egyptian dialect). The features were extracted
from word2vec as an alternative of hand-crafted methods. In
addition, word2vec proved its applicability in Arabic informa-
tion retrieval and short answer grading in [11]. This was tested
using twitter and book reviews that are considered as the combi-
nation of more than one dialect, while new articles were consid-
ered for MSA. Also, word2vec was used to produce a compara-
ble corpus (CALLYOU) from Youtube for Algerean, MSA, and
French comments [12]. Linear interpolation has been proposed
in many scenarios as an effective way of LMs adaptation. In the
literature, the adaptation of domain specific LM of same lan-
guage was mainly explored [13] [14]. In a similar way, we are
considering the dialect as a separate language domain that has
intersection with MSA domain. For mixing heterogeneous text
data of domain-specific LM, [15] produced term weighting that
is used to decide in-domain and out-of domain text segments
for the purpose of document classification. This inspired us to
produce a new weighting function to filter the MSA from text
segments of less common words with the dialect.

Our approach aims to make use of the semantic represen-
tation of the word embedding in word2vec in generating class-
ngram. It is noted in the literature that most of the efforts are
focused on MSA with a few efforts considering Egyptian and
Levantine dialects. Despite being rich and commonly used,
Mesopotamian dialect group is spoken by approximately 30
million people but yet there is a lack of research catering to this
prominent dialect. Thus, there is a need of a comprehensive LM

that improves speech recognition performance and potentially
highlights dependencies between Iraqi dialect and MSA.

3. Language model
One of the main factors in efficient ASR is the language model
that will be fed to the system to decide the hypothesized spoken
word using context-based probabilities. The pp is the metric
that is used for computing the Language model efficiency [6].
A lower value of pp means high value of the expected word
probability in a certain context and naturally a lower number of
bits needed to encode the words. This enables easier decision
making (i.e. reduced sparsity)[8].

The simplest possible regular LM is the unigram. Each unit
of the language has a probability of its count divided by total
words count in the corpus. An n-gram model is a model that
counts the word probability taking into consideration word his-
tory (i.e. context) of length n-1. So, the probability of a certain
word x to appear in the corpus given the previous word was
word y is

p(x|y) =
count(yx)

count(y)
(1)

Certain algorithms can be applied to smooth the probabilities
and achieve better pp such as Kneser-Ney [8]. Smoothing
possibly includes three operations to improve accuracy, namely,
discounting, back-off and interpolation. For example, class
based bigram computes the probability of word x, given the
previous word, y as

p(x | y) = p(x | class(x))p(class(x) | class(y)) (2)

where the conditional probability of the word x, given that
it appears in a unique class, class(x), is defined as the ratio of
the number of occurrences of word x, to the total number of
occurrences of it’s class within the corpus. Classes are mutually
exclusive where a word belongs to one class only. In addition,
classes lengths are not necessarily equals.

p(x | class(x)) =
count(x)

count(class(x))
(3)

p(class(x) | class(y)) =
count(class(y)class(x))

count(class(y))
(4)

where

count(class(y)) =
∑

i∈I count(wi ∈ class(y)) (5)

4. Methodology
4.1. Running word2vec

Data preprocessing includes removal of unneeded tags and con-
sidering words, that are not in the Iraqi 21k word vocabulary set,
as unk words (unknown). As shown in Fig.1, the preprocessed
training dataset is then used as an input into the word2vec tool.
word2vec uses a single hidden layer-fully connected NN. The
input and output layers are both of the same size of vocabu-
lary words. To reduce computation complexity, the hidden layer
was replaced by simple projection. This makes word2vec capa-
ble of large data training. The feature vector is extracted from
the weights matrix between the input layer and the hidden layer
where the end target would be the word’s neighbors in context
[3]. Continuous Bag Of Words (CBOW) was tested to predict a
word from the input context window with 700 class, vector size
350, and window width 5 was set as word2vec parameter.
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Figure 1: Counting and LM Generation

Table 1: examples from classes.txt of words semantic clustering
output of word2vec using CBOW gram of 10 cluster

class9 class3 class6
ÐC�Ë@ greeting peace �éK
ñ� together �éËñ 	ª ��Ó busy

�
Cë@ greeting Hi ú
m.

��' come ú
æî �DÊÓ busy
�
Cë


@ greeting Hi hðQ�K go �é 	��
QÓ sick

Cë@ greeting Hi ©k. Q�K return É¿ A ��Ó problems

Multiple output are produced by word2vec to be then used
in describing the language model. In our work, we are more in-
terested in the output of word2vec (classes.txt) file which con-
tains class-word pairs for all of the words in the dataset. To
show how word2vec semantically classifies the data, we present
few examples of word classes from the corpus in table 1. For
example, class 3 shows some words of the same root clustered
together which clearly is reflecting the semantic and syntactic
clustering dependency. In class 0, we also notice the semanti-
cally related words clustered together. In class 9, three differ-
ent orthography formats of same word Cë@, which means ”Hi
or welcome”, appeared in the same class. This implies that
word2vec was -to a certain extent- successfully capturing se-
mantic and syntactic relations of Iraqi dialect.

Next, we built a supporting tool in Python that takes one
file (classes.txt) from word2vec output and generates two files,
CPW and CS, with the Iraqi unclassified words separated in one
class of its own. Also, each line in CPW contains the tuple class
C, probability P of a word within class, and the word W . P
was computed per equation 3. In CS file, each line contains the
tuple: (class Ci, next class Cj , the number of occurrence of any
word of classCi followed by any word of classCj for all classes
i and j). The ”start” of the sentence is represented using the tag
<s> while the sentence end is indicated by the tag < /s >.
We used two approaches to handle the out of vocabulary(OOV)
words. In the first, we tagged those words as< unk> and were
treated as words in their own unified class while in the second,
they were just left as it is and classified with the vocabulary

words, but were not considered in computing the probabilities
for the language model.

CS is then used with SRILM to count class n-gram LM,
while CPW is used in computing the pp as follows:- See the
following command :

$ ngram−c o u n t −o r d e r 2 \
−r e a d CS −w r i t e f1 . ngrams

$ ngram−c o u n t −o r d e r 2 \
−r e a d f1 . ngrams −lm w2vClassBased . lm

To c a l c u l a t e t h e \ ac{pp } ,
$ ngram −lm w2vClassBased . lm \
−c l a s s e s CPW −p p l t e s t−d a t a

4.2. Combining Iraqi and GALE Corpora

We propose to combine Iraqi with the GALE Corpora to com-
pensate for the small data size that is available for this project.
The combination was performed via two methods as follows:

• The whole Iraqi corpus with nearly equivalent part of
GALE corpus.

• Knowing that Iraqi corpus is about 0.10 of the GALE
MSA, we duplicated the Iraqi corpus ten times to be
equivalent to GALE, so that Iraqi vocabulary words
would not be excluded from classification due to its fre-
quency (data set size).

4.3. Interpolating with LMs

The interpolation is presented using the following equation:

p(w) = 0.5pIraqiTri−gram(w) + 0.3pIraqiCB(w)
+0.2pGALECB(word)

(6)

where CB refers to word2vec class n-gram. The lambda weights
were estimated using the Iraqi data tuning set. The lambda
weights combination that produced best results for the tuning
set were chosen for the final interpolated versions. The flow dia-
gram of the interpolation that produced the best results is shown
in fig.2. In addition, refining the GALE data was also consid-
ered for which we computed, for each sentence, the probability
of <unk> word. If the probability is more than 0.3, then the
sentence will be discarded and considered as noise. Also, the
same interpolation technique was tested using the refined ver-
sion of the data.

4.4. Calculating perplexity using SRILM tool

SRI tool for Language Modeling[16] was introduced as a so-
lution to generate LM and compute Perplexity of the test data.
All tests were unified on the same Iraqi devtest and the same
vocabulary set. For class based n-gram, experiments were re-
peated 10 times and the average of the results was considered.

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Work Setup

The corpus used in the experiments is the Iraqi Arabic Conver-
sational Telephone Speech (LDC2006S45) [17]. This corpus is
taken from Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) and it contains
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Table 2: A comparison of the results of different LM mixing for multiple clustering methods.

Mixing corpora pp Separate corpora pp
- - Iraqi alone tri-gram 373.053
- - Iraqi alone CB 387.146

Iraqi + 0.10 of GALE tri-gram 390 GALE CB MSA alone 745.976
Refined Iraqi + 0.10 of GALE tri-gram 377.74 Refined GALE CB MSA alone 351.99

Iraqi + 0.10 of GALE CB 424.269 Interpolated Iraqi CB with Iraqi tri-gram 345.7
10 times duplicated Iraqi+ GALE tri-gram 656.98 Interpolated Iraqi CB with (OOV as <unk>) GALE CB and Iraqi tri-gram 294.6

Refined 10 times duplicated Iraqi+ GALE tri-gram 595.2 Interpolated Iraqi CB with Refined GALE CB and Iraqi tri-gram 298.65
10 times duplicated Iraqi+ GALE CB 645.9 Interpolated Iraqi CB with (classified OOV) GALE CB and Iraqi tri-gram 293.127

Figure 2: Counting and LM Generation

276 Iraqi Arabic speakers in the form of Iraqi dialect telephone
conversations. The data set is subdivided as train-c1, train-c2,
and devtest. Train-c1 represents one side of recorded phone
conversation and train-c2 is the second side. the combined train-
ing set transcriptions contains 199kword and 1.8MB. The de-
vtest is a balanced 6% of the data and it is a certified standard
test set according to the test process applied by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Another 4% of
the data were used as tuning set. For our experiment, we used
90% of the corpus for training , that is 199k word, while devtest
is used for testing and it is 102KB of about 12kword. GALE
dataset contains about 1387kword of MSA broadcast news and
reports [18] [19].

5.2. Results and Discussion

Results from combining the two corpora are shown on the left
side of table 2 while on the right we present interpolated ver-
sions of the separated corpora. In our attempt to expand the
Iraqi data by mixing it with GALE, one might not expect that
only less than 50% of Iraqi words will actually appear in the
MSA. This was clear when we extracted the intersecting words
between them. The Iraqi vocabulary is 21kword and the GALE
vocabulary is about 111kword. Surprisingly, we found that the
intersection set is only 9kword, yet only about 5kword is con-
sidered for clustering using word2vec. This is because in our
experiment, we ignored words of frequency less than five from
classification. This is similar to the default setup in word2vec.
This may justify the lack of improvements under the method of
mixing of two corpora. Indeed, Iraqi dialect and MSA are both
Arabic but they have almost different vocabularies which pre-
vented this method from performing. Also, the data nature, that

is news and Broadcast, is different in context and vocabulary
choices from those in phone conversations.

As an illustration, one arbitrary segment of each corpus is
further explored in figure 3(a,b). One can notice that <unk>
words appeared in GALE due to the use of Iraqi vocabulary
alone. These <unk> words refer to word appear in GALE but
not in Iraqi. This causes high ambiguity when testing on the
Iraqi devtest data. In fact the only common words in this ar-
bitrary segments are ñë Aë AÓ úÎ« 		K


@, that is most of it are

connecting words except 		K

@. These connecting words does

have high frequency in both corpora, which means that the gain
of having them in GALE was not that significant in enhancing
the LM. We need to support words that appear in an average
frequency in the Iraqi data. Though, refining GALE data be-
fore calculating word2vec class n-gram achieved 6% improve-
ment over Iraqi alone tri-gram and 10% improvement over Iraqi
alone word2vec class n-gram. Interpolating the refined version
did not give better results that unrefined one. Best results for
this interpolation was recorded when Iraqi alone tri-gram, Iraqi
CB, and GALE CB λ weights were 0.4, 0.5, and 0.1 respec-
tively. This give us the clue that maintaining OOV words can
be used further in better way. At the same time, one can also
observe that the lowest perplexity was produced by the interpo-
lated Iraqi word2vec class n-gram with GALE word2vec class
n-gram and Iraqi tri-gram. Iraqi and MSA appears to produce
the same structure (syntax / n-gram). This actually indicates
that interpolation is useful.

Interpolating the language models and enforcing the MSA’s
LM contributions to be small via the small Lambda weight,
leads to sharing common words probability and reducing the
sparsity.

Also, we would like to note on the classification of words
that are in Iraqi but not in GALE. Theoretically, the class prob-
ability would enhance the conditional (word|class) probability
for these words, however, discarding all GALE MSA vocabu-
lary did not allow for this enhancement to occur. Nevertheless,
if we would to consider all GALE vocabulary, the words spar-
sity will be higher causing higher pp.

We have actually considered the MSA words in the vocabu-
lary and the results show that not all Iraqi words clustered within
similar MSA words but there are some that did, such as words
with different spelling but same actual use and syntax. This
justified for us to discard all OOV words before passing them
to word2vec. This procedure resulted in 1% (with error range
±0.06) less improvement over passing them to be clustered.
That is the improvement over interpolated Iraqi tri-gram and
class gram when replacing oov by <umk> is 14%, and 15%
when leaving them. Consistently, we have improvement over
Iraqi tri-gram when replacing oov by <umk> is 20%, and 21%
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Figure 3: a) Sample of Iraqi data

Figure 4: b)Sample of GALE data

when leaving them. The average cluster size when all OOV
are treated as <unk> is 7, while retaining them to participate
in word embedding and features vectors clustering, produce a
34 for the average cluster size. This indeed allowed for more
meaningful semantic clustering and would induce better future
enhancement.

6. Conclusion
We attempted to investigate the value of using GALE MSA data
to reduce the Iraqi dialectal conversation ambiguity through two
approaches; mixing the data versus interpolating their Language
models. LM interpolation achieved encouraging improvements
and so future consideration can be given to such approach. In
addition, different treatment for OOV words can be considered
for future study. Also, a biased selection of a subset of GALE’s
dataset can be used to enhance the results further.
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Abstract
In this work, we propose GAWO, a new method for SMT pa-
rameters optimization based on the genetic algorithms. Like
other existing methods, GAWO performs the optimization task
through two nested loops, one for the translation and the other
for the optimization. However, our proposition is especially de-
signed to optimize the feature weights of the fitness function
of GAMaT, a new genetic-based decoder for SMT. We tested
GAWO to optimize GAMaT for French-English and Turkish-
English translation tasks, and the results showed that we out-
perform the previous performance by +4.0 points according to
the BLEU for French-English and by +2.2 points for Turkish-
English.
Index Terms: Statistical Machine Translation, log-linear ap-
proach, optimization of feature weights, genetic algorithms

1. Introduction
Statistical machine translation (SMT) systems combine a set
of features in order to evaluate the quality of a translation hy-
pothesis at the decoding time. Each feature estimates the qual-
ity of the hypothesis in a particular aspect. The best transla-
tion in the output of the system is the one that maximizes this
evaluation score. The feature values are mainly probabilities,
i.e. language model probability, translation model probabilities,
but other kinds of features are calculated and not interpreted as
probabilities, i.e. phrase and word penalties.

In the SMT community, the log-linear approach [1, 2] is
largely used to combine these features as follows:

Score(e) =

|λ|∑

i=1

λi × log(hi(e, f)) (1)

Where e and f are, respectively, a translation hypothesis and
the source sentence, and hi is the ith feature function. To de-
fine the influence of each feature in the final score, a weight λi
is associated to the feature hi. The weight values have an ef-
fect on the scoring of the translation hypotheses at the decoding
time, so, they have an effect on the choice of the best one in
the output of the decoder. Therefore, within SMT systems the
optimization of the weights of the features is a crucial step to
insure a satisfactory translation quality.

To optimize these weights for a SMT system, we assume
that we have a development set consisting of source sentences
and their reference translations. Then, using the decoder of the
system, we translate the source sentences. The goal of the opti-
mization is to find the set of weights λ that minimizes or max-
imizes the error function (Err) defined to estimate the differ-
ence between the output translations and the references. Ideally,
to perform this setting, we apply a classical optimization algo-
rithm by running the decoder many times and adjusting the set
of weights, until a convergence, and as error function we use
an evaluation machine translation metric. But, the run of the
decoder several times is very expensive.

This is why, in practice, the weight optimization algorithms
for SMT minimize the run of the decoder. They perform in
two nested loops; in the outer loop, the decoder uses a set of
weights to translate the development set and produces the
k-best translations for each source sentence. In the inner loop,
an optimization algorithm is applied to perform the weight
tuning. In the inner loop, the main goal is to find the optimal
weights that select the best translation for each source sentence
from the k-best. The selected translations must minimize or
maximize the error function. The optimal obtained weights
are re-injected into the outer loop to run the decoder again.
The process is stopped when the weights can no longer be
improved, or no new translations can be produced.

MERT (Minimum Error-Rate Training) [3] is the default al-
gorithm used to optimize the feature weights in the SMT com-
munity, and especially applied on MOSES [4], the reference
translation system. As explained before the algorithm performs
in two nested loops, where MOSES is used as a decoder and in
the inner loop, a line-search optimization algorithm is applied
to perform the tuning. Other algorithms have been proposed to
optimize the weights of the log-linear approach. The main dif-
ference in all these algorithms lies in the inner loop, where dif-
ferent approaches are proposed to solve the problem of weight
optimization. For instance, in [5], Hasler et al. used Margin In-
fused Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA) as an optimization algorithm.
Hopkins and May proposed PRO [6], which works by learning
a weight set that ranks translation hypotheses in the same order
as the translation metric. More recently, Kocur and Bojar pro-
posed to use a Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO)
[7] to solve the problem in the inner loop.

However, the common point, and the weakness, of all
these algorithms is the fact that they are specially designed to
optimize the feature weights for the MOSES decoder. This
makes their application difficult to another decoder.

In this paper, a Genetic Algorithm for weight optimiza-
tion (GAWO) for SMT decoders is proposed. GAWO has the
same principle as the others algorithms, with an outer loop for
the translation and an inner loop for the optimization. How-
ever, our proposition is designed to optimize the parameters of
GAMaT [8], a new genetic-based SMT decoder, which differs
from MOSES (see Sections 2.1 and 2.2). In a previous work
[8], GAMaT was tested and compared to MOSES, but by using
a set of weights optimized by MERT for MOSES. In this work,
GAWO will be used to optimize these weights for GAMaT to
obtain an evaluation function more robust and better adapted to
GAMaT which will improve the translation performance.

Genetic algorithms are known for their capacity of explo-
ration and exploitation of the search space [9], particularly in
the case of optimization problems [10]. So, a genetic algorithm
is an interesting candidate to implement, in the inner loop, for
the optimization of feature weights.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present
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the MOSES and GAMaT decoders. In Section 3 we present
the tuning process for optimization of feature weights. In Sec-
tion 4, we present GAWO the genetic-based algorithm for the
optimization of feature weights. In Section 5, we present some
experimental and comparative results. We conclude in Section
6.

2. SMT Decoder
In SMT systems the translation problem at the decoder level
is considered as an optimization problem. The goal of the de-
coder is to find the best possible translation ê that maximizes
the translation evaluation score:

ê = argmax
e

[ |λ|∑

i=1

λi × log(hi(e, f))
]

(2)

As presented in the introduction, the weights λi must be opti-
mized to obtain a robust evaluation function.

2.1. MOSES

MOSES is a SMT decoder, which uses a Beam-search algo-
rithm [4] in order to retrieve the best possible translation. Start-
ing with an empty set, the solution building process consists in
producing incrementally a set of complete solutions from par-
tial ones provided by a translation table. Because the translation
is built incrementally, it is then difficult to challenge a previous
decision of translation that can eliminate a partial hypothesis,
even if it could lead to a good final solution.

2.2. GAMaT

An alternative to MOSES is to start with a complete translation
hypothesis and try to refine it to retrieve the best solution. With
complete translation hypotheses, it is possible to revisit each
part of the search space and modify it, if necessary.

GAMaT is a new decoder for SMT based on a genetic al-
gorithm. It has the advantage that it can refine several complete
solutions in an iterative process and produce acceptable solu-
tions. In fact, a possible solution is encoded as a chromosome,
where the chromosome encloses several pieces of information
(the source sentence segmented into phrases, a translation hy-
pothesis also segmented into phrases, and the alignment be-
tween source and target segments) [8]. Then, from an initial
population of chromosomes, we produce new ones by apply-
ing crossover and mutation functions [8]. The crossover func-
tion takes two chromosomes from the population as parents, and
crosses them to produce two new chromosomes considered as
children of the parents. The produced chromosomes share the
chromosomal information of the parents. On the other hand, the
mutation functions are applied to diversify the existing popula-
tion. A mutation function takes one chromosome and modifies
it at the phrase level to produce new one. At the end of each
iteration, we estimate the fitness (score) of chromosomes to se-
lect which of them will be kept, for next generations. This is
called the selection process. The same process is repeated from
one generation to another, until convergence. So, the final trans-
lation is the one that is encoded in the best chromosome from
the final population.

To evaluate the chromosomes, the fitness is calculated using
the log-linear approach to combine a set of feature values, as
presented in the Equation 1. In this work, eight basic features
[8, 4] are combined:

• Language model probability

• Direct and inverse translation model probabilities

• Direct and inverse lexical weighting translation model
probabilities

• Word penalty

• Phrase penalty

• Reordering score

3. Tuning
The tuning of a SMT system consists in optimizing the weights
λ of the evaluation function (Equation 1). To this end,
let’s assume a development (Dev) set of source sentences
{f1, ..., fn} with their reference translations {r1, ..., rn}. The
decoder produces a set of k translation hypotheses {e1i , ..., eki }
for each source sentence fi.

The optimal set of weights is the one which minimizes the
sum of errors between the translations {ê1, ..., ên} and the ref-
erences:

λ̂ = argmin
λ

[ n∑

i=1

Err(êi, ri)
]

(3)

Where Err is the loss function to optimize at tuning, and êi
is the highest scored hypothesis from the set of k-translations
of fi using the set of weights λ. In other words, êi is the best
translation of fi according to the weights λ.

The loss function estimates the quality of a set of translation
hypotheses compared to the references. In the state-of-the-art,
there are several choices [11] to define Err, ex: error func-
tion, soft-max loss, ranking loss. But the studies showed [11, 3]
that the use of the translation evaluation metric BLEU (Bilin-
gual Evaluation Understudy) [12] gives the best optimization
performance. Therefore, in this work we use the BLEU metric
to perform the weight optimization.

4. GAWO
As explained in the introduction, GAWO is a genetic algorithm
for weight optimization. Similarly to the existing algorithms,
GAWO works through two nested loops (see Figure 1): the
outer loop, in which we use GAMaT as a decoder to translate
the Dev set and the inner loop, in which the genetic algorithm
is applied to optimize the weights. The process of these two
loops is shown in the Figure 1 and detailed in what follows.

Dev set GAMaT k-translations GA for weights optimization

(w0
1, w0

2, ..., w0
8)

(wi
1, wi

2, ..., wi
8)

best weights

(w
f
1 , w

f
2 , ..., w

f
8 )

best final weights

Inner loop

Outer loop

Figure 1: The GAWO process through the outer and the inner
loop.
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4.1. GAWO: outer loop

The Dev set is composed of n source sentences {f1, ..., fn}
with their reference translations {r1, ..., rn}. In the outer loop
we use GAMaT to translate the source sentences, and produce
for each one (fi) a set of k-translations Ei = {e1i , ..., eki }.
Therefore, the result of this loop is sets of k-translations
{E1, ..., En}. These sets are injected into the inner loop for the
optimization process. For the first iteration of the outer loop, we
use a randomly generated set of weights. For the following it-
erations, the set of weights obtained by the inner loop is used to
run GAMaT to produce novel sets of k-translations. The outer
loop is stopped when the set of weights does not lead to new
improvement.

4.2. GAWO: inner loop

In the inner loop, a classical implementation of the genetic al-
gorithm is applied to find the best set of weights that selects
a set of translations {ê1, ..., ên} maximizing the BLEU score
(see Equation 3). The main idea is to start with a population of
chromosomes (solutions) i.e. a population of vectors of feature
weights, and iteratively improve the quality of the population
by producing new chromosomes.

To ensure the good evolution of the population in a genetic
algorithm, a fitness function must be defined according to the
task to solve, in order to evaluate the chromosomes and apply
the selection process at the end of each iteration. As we deal
with the task of optimizing weights, the fitness function is the
BLEU score (see Equation 3). The process continues iteratively,
until it reaches the best possible weights for the current sets
of k-translations. In the next sections, we explain with more
details the genetic process used in GAWO.

4.2.1. Chromosome encoding

In the genetic algorithm, a possible solution is encoded in a
chromosome. Therefore, in our case a chromosome represents
a vector of eight elements (c = λ), where each position in c
represents the weight value λi of a feature function hi used in
the evaluation function in GAMaT (see Section 2.2).

4.2.2. Population Initialization

The chromosomes (solutions) of the first population are ran-
domly generated. Where, each feature weight takes its value
in the range [-1, 1]. To this randomly generated population, we
add the set of weights used in the outer loop to run GAMaT.

4.2.3. Crossover function

The crossover function is applied to couple the chromosomes of
the existing population to enhance the quality of this population.
The function takes randomly two chromosomes, ca and cb, from
the population and selects a random position s in the chromo-
some, to cross them. The crossover function produces two new
chromosomes cc and cd, where cc = {ca}left(s) a {cb}right(s)
and cd = {cb}left(s) a {ca}right(s).

In practice the crossover function is applied to couple all
the possible pairs of chromosomes in the population.

4.2.4. Mutation function

As presented previously, the crossover function couples the ex-
isting chromosomes in the population, which limits the search
space to the values of the weights generated at initialization.
Consequently, the algorithm has a high probability to converge

towards a local optimum. This is why the mutation function is
applied, in order to diversify the population. So, the mutation
function selects a chromosome ca from the population and mod-
ifies randomly one of its weight values to produce a new one cb.
For a better diversification, the mutation function is applied on
all the chromosomes of the population.

4.3. Chromosome evaluation function

As presented before, the fitness function is the BLEU score.
Therefore, to evaluate a chromosome ca from the population,
we process as follows. First, using the set of weights λ encoded
in ca, we recalculate the log-linear scores (see Equation 1) of
every translation produced by GAMaT in the outer loop. After,
for each source sentence fi, we select from Ei the translation
êi that maximizes the log-linear score. The result of this step
is a set of n translations ({êλ1 , ..., êλn}). Finally, we calculate
the BLEU score between the selected translations and the ref-
erences. The obtained BLEU score represents the fitness of the
chromosome ca.

In this way, the optimal set of weights is the one that is
encoded in the chromosome maximizing the BLEU score.

5. Experiments & Results
5.1. Corpora

For the experiments, we use the translation data task of the
workshop on Statistical Machine Translation. We take two pairs
of languages to test GAWO in order to optimize the weights for
GAMaT. The first pair is the French-English (FR-EN) a clas-
sical translation task. The second pair is the Turkish-English
(TR-EN) which is a new task and poor in data. In addition,
there is a stronger syntactic difference between Turkish and En-
glish. The training corpus of the language pairs FR-EN and
TR-EN is composed of 1,3M and 280K parallel sentences re-
spectively. Concerning the tuning and the test corpus, for both
pairs of languages, both of them are composed of 1,000 paral-
lel sentences. We use GIZA++ [13] to generate the translation
model, and SRILM [14] to produce a 4-gram language model.

As presented in Section 4.3, the BLEU metric is used to
perform the optimization. to evaluate the translation quality of
the system on the test, we use BLEU, TER [15] and METEOR
[16] metrics.

5.2. Results

In the Figures 2 and 3, we analyze the evolution of the transla-
tion quality of theDev set throughout the optimization process.
To this end we draw two curves, the first one (inner-loop) rep-
resents the evolution of the BLEU score through the inner loop,
where each point represents the BLEU value of the best trans-
lations {ê1, ..., ên} selected from the sets of k-translations by
using the best weights produced by the inner loop. In other
words, each point represents the fitness score of the best solu-
tion produced by GAWO in the inner loop. The second curve
(outer-loop) represents the evolution of the BLEU value of the
k-translations produced by GAMaT in the outer loop. This last
curve allows us to analyze the evolution of the translation pop-
ulation quality produced by GAMaT.

After some experiments and like what is made in MERT
[3] we fixed the number of the translations for each source sen-
tence to 100 (k=100), these translations are injected in GAWO
to perform the optimization process. To have a large variety of
translations for each source, we add to the translations produced
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by GAMaT at the iteration i those of the iteration i-1.
Knowing that the genetic algorithms that we use have a ran-

dom behaviour, we analyzed the robustness and the stability of
our algorithm to verify if GAWO achieves the convergence or
not in any case. For this we did multiple runs (5) starting with
the same weight values at each run (see Figures 2 and 3).
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Figure 2: The evolution of the BLEU on theDev set for TR-EN.
The 1-best output from the inner loop and the 100-best output
from the outer loop (GAMaT).
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Figure 3: The evolution of the BLEU on theDev set for FR-EN.
The 1-best output from the inner loop and the 100-best output
from the outer loop (GAMaT).

The first remark that can be made through these curves, is
that the process of the optimization converges for all the runs
and this for the both language pairs. Thanks to this conver-
gence, we can conclude that GAWO allows GAMaT to produce
better translations, by generating weight values more adapted
for GAMaT.

We can also see that on average, three iterations are suffi-
cient for the process to reach the maximum scores. This can be
explained by the fact that we add the translations produced in
the previous iteration for the current one. Therefore, after three
iterations, GAWO deals with a huge number of translations for
each source sentence (k=300). This allows to make better deci-
sions and find the best weight values that helps to select the best
translation for each source from 300 possible translations.

In terms of performance in the inner loop (inner-loop
curves in Figures 2 and 3), for the TR-EN pair, the process
achieves an average BLEU score of 8.8 for the five runs. for
the FR-EN pair, it achieves an average BLEU score of 26.11.
On the other hand, for the performance of the outer loop
(outer-loop curves), for the TR-EN pair, GAMaT produces
a population of translations with an average BLEU quality

around 7.6 and an average BLEU quality around 24.83 for the
FR-TR pair.

In Table 1, we present the translation performance on the
Test set, according to the three evaluation metrics previously
cited. To estimate the improvement provided by the optimiza-
tion of the weights by GAWO on the translation performance
of GAMaT, we run GAMaT with the feature weights optimized
by MERT for MOSES (GAMaT -MERT ), and we run it also
with the weights obtained from the different runs of GAWO. We
show in Table 1 the average score of the five runs (GAMaT -
GAWO). The confidence intervals are calculated with 95% of
confidence.

Table 1: Translation performance on the test set according
BLEU, TER and METEOR.

Language Decoder BLEU ↑ TER ↓ METEOR ↑

TR-EN

MOSES+MERT 10.29 83.03 20.2
GAMaT-MERT 6.46 82.05 18.39

GAMaT-GAWO
8, 73 80, 27 18, 93

(±0.1) (±0.41) (±0.04)

FR-EN

MOSES+MERT 31.29 52.14 29.97
GAMaT-MERT 24.84 57.18 28.55

GAMaT-GAWO
28.91 53, 68 28, 87

(±0.14) (±0.07) (±0.07)

The obtained results show that the optimization of the
weights using GAWO improve considerably the translation per-
formance of GAMaT. Indeed, according to the BLEU score,
the metric used at the tuning time, we outperform GAMaT −
MERT by more than 2.2 points for the TR-EN pair and more
than 4.0 points for the FR-EN pair. But we do not exceed
those of the reference system decoder MOSES. The improve-
ment is visible also according to the TER, where we outper-
form GAMaT − MERT by more than 1.7 point and those
of MOSES by 2.76 points for the TR-EN pair. For the FR-
EN we outperform also GAMaT −MERT by more than 3.5
points. The improvement is less visible according to the ME-
TEOR, because this metric is less sensitive than BLEU, when
they compare the translations with the references.

On the other hand, the small intervals of the confidence in-
tervals prove that GAWO is stable and allows to GAMaT to
achieve the same translation performance each time we run it.

6. Conclusions
We presented GAWO, a new method for SMT parameter opti-
mization based on the genetic algorithms. GAWO was tested
to optimize the feature weights of the fitness function of
GAMaT for two different pairs of languages. The obtained
results of the different experiments demonstrated the feasibil-
ity of our proposition, where the algorithm allows to converge
towards an optimum set of weights. Moreover, the translation
performance, according to three evaluation metrics, showed that
the optimization of the weights allows GAMaT to outperform
the previous configuration.

For future work, we will make more experiments by test-
ing other metrics to perform the optimization and use GAWO
to optimize the feature weights for MOSES, and compare our
proposition with the different optimization algorithms.
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Abstract
Vocal improvisation is an essential practice in Arab mu-
sic. The interactivity between the singer and the instru-
mentalist(s) is a main feature of this deep-rooted musical
form. As part of the interactivity, the instrumentalist re-
capitulates, or translates, each vocal sentence upon its
completion. In this paper, we present our own parallel
corpus of instrumentally accompanied Arab vocal impro-
visation. The initial size of the corpus is 2779 parallel
sentences. We discuss the process of building this cor-
pus as well as the choice of data representation. We
also present some statistics about the corpus. Then we
present initial experiments on applying statistical ma-
chine translation to propose an automatic instrumental
accompaniment to Arab vocal improvisation. The results
with this small corpus, in comparison to classical ma-
chine translation of natural languages, are very promis-
ing: a BLEU of 24.62 from Vocal to instrumental and
24.07 from instrumental to vocal.
Index Terms: Arab music, Statistical machine transla-
tion, Automatic accompaniment, Maqam, Mawwal.

1. Introduction
Vocal improvisation is a primary musical form in Arab
music. It is called Mawwal in the eastern part of the
Arab world and istikhbar in the Maghreb. It is a non-
metric musical practice that shows the vocalist’s virtuos-
ity when singing narrative poetry. It is tightly connected
to the sense of saltanah, or what can be referred to as
modal ecstasy. In performance, an instrumentalist set
the stage for the singer by performing an improvisation
on the given Maqam of the Mawwal. Then, the aes-
thetic feedback loop between the singer and the accom-
panying instrumentalists goes on. The Instrumentalists
interact with the singer by playing along with him or
her throughout every vocal sentence, then by recapitu-
lating that sentence instrumentally upon its completion
[1][2]. The audience takes part of this loop of aesthetic
feedback especially by reacting to performers’ expressive-
ness and virtuosity. This can be expressed by clapping
or other means of showing excitement. Early contribu-
tions toward automating the instrumental musical ac-
companiment started in the mid-eighties [3][4]. However,
researching automatic accompaniment in the context of
Arab music started just recently [5], and has not yet been
introduced to the capabilities and complexities of ma-
chine learning. Toward proposing an improved automatic
accompaniment to Arab vocal improvisation, we stud-

ied the part of the accompaniment in which the instru-
mentalist recapitulates, or translates, the singer’s musi-
cal sentence upon completion. To handle this challenge,
we imagined it as a statistical machine translation prob-
lem, and then make use of techniques previously used in
computational linguistics. Accordingly, our experiments
require a parallel corpus consisting of vocal sentences and
corresponding instrumental responses. Building our own
corpus has been a necessity due to the lack of available
transcriptions of accompanied Arab improvisations, also
because selecting accompanied improvisations from the
web and transcribing them automatically can be chal-
lenging for a variety of reasons. In our work we applied
automatic transcription indeed, but on our own record-
ings performed by our singers and instrumentalists in
equipped recording rooms. This was to ensure decent
machine transcription. The remaining of this paper is
organized as follows: we present related work in section
two. In section three we discuss the idea of looking at
the challenge of automating the melodic accompaniment
from the perspective of statistical machine translation.
In section four we present out corpus, and we apply ma-
chine translation experiments on it in section five, then
results are presented in section six.

2. Related Works
Several harmonic accompaniment models have been pro-
posed for different musical styles, such as jazz [6] and
chorale style[7]. More generic models were also proposed,
such as [8], which considered rock and R&B, among oth-
ers. Several techniques were applied in the context of har-
monic accompaniment, such as musical knowledge, ge-
netic algorithms, neural networks and finite-state meth-
ods [9]. Fewer contributions considered non-harmonic ac-
companiment, including [5] and [10], who proposed Arab
and Indian style melodic accompaniment, respectively.
These last models used musical knowledge rather than
machine learning methods. The model in [5] suggested
a knowledge-based accompaniment to Arab vocal impro-
visation, Mawwal. The melodic instrumental accompa-
niment lines were very simple and performed slightly
modified, or simplified, versions of vocal figures, all in
heterophony with the vocal improvisation. Then and
upon completion of each vocal figure, there was an in-
strumental imitation that repeated a full or partial parts
of the vocal figure at a speed that could vary slightly
from the speed of the vocal. In [11] and when analyz-
ing scores of vocal improvisations along with correspond-
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ing oud accompaniment, it was illustrated that, although
at times the melodic lines of the instrumental accompa-
niment might follow the progression of the vocal lines,
the particular melodic contour might twist in a way that
is challenging to model. Indeed, such results encourage
experimenting with corpus-based approaches to improve
the automatic accompaniment. In [12] a corpus for arab-
Andalusian music was built for computational musicol-
ogy. The corpus consisted of audio materials, metadata,
lyrics and scores. The contribution accented on the im-
portance of the task of determining the design criteria
according to which corpora are built. In [13] a research
corpus for computational musicology was presented and
consisted of audio and metadata for flamenco music. The
contribution stressed on the idea that the distinctiveness
of melodic and rhythmic elements, as well as its impro-
vised interpretations and diversity in styles, are all rea-
sons making flamenco music still largely undocumented.
In [14] a parallel corpus of music and corresponding lyrics
was presented. Crowdsourcing was used to enhance the
corpus with notes on six basic emotions, annotated at
line level. Early experiments showed promising results
on the use of such corpus for song processing, particu-
larly on emotion classification.

3. Melodic accompaniment and
language models

Statistical Language Models work toward estimating the
distribution of a variety of phenomena when processing
natural languages automatically. These models seek reg-
ularities as a mean to improve the performance of ap-
plications [15]. In this contribution we investigated ap-
plying techniques common in statistical machine trans-
lation to handle the problem of automating the accom-
paniment to Arab vocal improvisation. In other words,
we investigated translating the vocal improvisation into
an instrumental accompaniment. We handled this trans-
lation problem sentence by sentence. Each vocal idea –
whether as short as a motive or as long as a sentence –
was considered a distinct musical sentence. The same was
applied to instrumental responses; each response to the
singer’s previous sentence was considered one instrumen-
tal sentence. Indeed, In the Mawwal practice, the singer
separates vocal sentences with relatively long rests, and
accompanying instrumentalists fill these rests by recapit-
ulating the singer’s previous sentence. This type of in-
strumental response is referred to as “tarjama,” literally
meaning “translation” [2].

In general, each musical sentence consists of several
musical notes, and each note has two main features:
pitch and duration. In our proposed approach we
represented them as scale degree and quantized du-
ration, respectively. Section 5 justifies this choice of
representation with further clarification. For each
sentence, whether vocal or instrumental, we considered
the degree as an element and the quantization step as
another element. Elements might also be called words,
as in natural languages. Figure 1 shows a score of a
musical idea (or sentence, as in natural languages). It
is a descending four-note motive in the maqam bayati
that has its tonic on the note D. So the scale degrees
of this sentence, respectively, are: 3rd degree, 2nd

Figure 1: Example of a short musical idea in maqam
bayati

degree, 1st degree and 1st degree (one octave lower).
In our approach we neither document nor process
musical sentences in their traditional graphical music
transcription. We rather use textual representations so
we can apply statistical techniques common in natural
languages processing directly to text files. Now for the
textual representation of the musical idea, or sentence,
in figure one; the first two elements are (dg3) and (dr6),
both belong to the first note and tell its scale degree and
quantized duration, respectively. This means that the
scale degree of this note is 3, and the duration is of rank
6. The full textual sentence for this musical sentence is:
(dg3)(dr6)(dg2)(dr3)(dg1)(dr5)(dg1)(dr8).

4. The corpus
We built our own corpus with initial size of 2779 parallel
sentences (vocal and instrumental). The goal is to use
it to construct a statistical language model and apply a
statistical machine translation paradigm. In this section
we justify the need for building our own corpus and ex-
plain the procedure of building it. We also present some
statistics about our corpus.

4.1. Why build it ourselves?
There are two main reasons that led us to build the cor-
pus ourselves. Firstly, there is a lack of available tran-
scriptions of Arab vocal improvisation, and it is much
more difficult to find instrumentally accompanied impro-
visations. This is while taking into consideration that
machine learning usually needs thousands of musical fig-
ures, not tens nor hundreds even. Secondly, although
there are plenty of recordings of accompanied Mawaweel
(plural of Mawwal) available on several audio- and video-
sharing websites, transcribing such Mawaweel automati-
cally is very challenging for a variety of reasons, includ-
ing:

• The challenge of automatically transcribing the
vocal improvisation with several instrumental
melodic lines that are improvising accompaniment
in a non-metric context.

• This musical form is highly interactive; so clapping
and shouting from the audience can make the pro-
cess more challenging.

• Arab music has many different Maqamat, and the
same Maqam can have differences in microtonal
tuning across different regions, especially for neu-
tral tones. It is also common for the Mawwal to
include modulations from a particular Maqam to
others. Transcribing unknown audio files would
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require a robust Maqam-finding algorithm. This
is a different research problem that is tackled, yet
not completely solved, by other researchers [16].
Indeed, automatically selecting and transcribing
quality Mawaweel performances with instrumen-
tal accompaniment from YouTube and other online
sources is a research challenge that needs further
research. Unfortunately this was not within the
scope of this project. For the reasons above, nei-
ther relying on available transcriptions nor tran-
scribing Mawaweel from the Internet could have
been a viable solution for building our parallel cor-
pus at this time. We therefore decided to build our
own corpus with our own singers, MIDI keyboard
instrumentalists, and equipped recording rooms.
Standardizing the recording process allowed us to
avoid the issue of transcription quality in this re-
search.

4.2. Procedure of building the corpus
To build the parallel corpus, we decided to use live vo-
cal improvisation and Arab keyboard accompaniment.
Indeed, the keyboard can emulate Arab instruments
to a sufficient degree, and many singers today are ac-
companied by keyboardists rather than acoustic instru-
ments. Moreover, transcribing keyboard accompaniment
has perfect accuracy. This is because we only export the
MIDI file that includes the transcription details, such as
pitch and duration, as opposed to applying signal pro-
cessing tasks to convert audio to transcription. In the lat-
ter approach, accuracy is decent, yet not perfect. In other
words, when we sequence a MIDI score derived from a
keyboard instrument, we hear the exact transcribed per-
formance, but when we sequence a score of automatically
transcribed audio, we are more likely to hear a deformed
version of the original performance. Our choice repro-
duced the real-life scenario of the desired Mawwal auto-
matic accompaniment, where the input is a vocal signal
transcribed with a decent, yet not perfect, accuracy, and
the output is an instrumental accompaniment that reca-
pitulates the vocal input and its score is generated and
reproduced audibly with perfect accuracy. Accordingly,
building instrumental corpora using MIDI instruments
would allow for incorporating instrumental accompani-
ment signals without deformity caused by transcription
inaccuracy.

4.3. Corpus statistics
Statistics on the parallel corpus as a whole are presented
in Table 1. As shown in the table, the vocal improvi-
sation is in general longer than the instrumental accom-
paniment. This is although the number of instrumental
notes is bigger. This is normal because the keyboard in-
strument imitated a plucked string instrument, the oud.
Thus, the sound does not sustain for a long time, and
this requires the instrumentalist to keep plucking in or-
der to keep the instrument sounding. For both vocal and
oud, the ranges of durations of notes are very wide. The
table also shows that the overwhelming majority of vocal
sentences lay within one octave; also half of the instru-
mental sentences lay in this pitch range. Table 2 presents
corpus statistics at sentence level. For both vocal and in-
strumental sentences, it is clear that the sentence length

Vocal Instrumental
Total duration 17907 s 13787 s
Note count 35745 55667
Total number of sentences 2779 2779
Percentage of sentences
with tone range within octave 83.62 49.44
Maximum note duration 7.7 s 4 s
Minimum duration 0.14 s 0.002 s
Mean of durations 0.5 s 0.24 s
STD of durations 0.45 0.21

Table 1: Statistics on the parallel corpus as a whole

may vary extremely. The sentence can be as short as one
note or as long to have tens of notes.

Vocal corpus Instrumental
Maximum note count 82 140
Minimum note count 1 1
Averages note count 12.86 20.03
STD of note count 10.70 17.96

Table 2: Statistics on the parallel corpus within one sen-
tence

5. Data representation
The development of quality NLP models requires very
large corpora. Our corpus, however, is both small and
diverse. It is important, then, to represent this musical
data with minimal letters and words from our two pro-
posed languages, vocal improvisation and instrumental
response. Yet it is also crucial that such minimization
not deform the essence of the musical data. We ana-
lyze two main musical elements in this corpus, pitch and
duration, and represent them as scale degree and quan-
tized duration. The following two sub-sections discuss
this process in detail.

5.1. Scale degree
Our corpus draws from a wide variety of Maqamat (musi-
cal modes), including Maqamat with neutral tones (tones
with 3

4 interval), and transpositions of Maqamat to less
keys. Furthermore, the pitch range of both the vocal
improvisation and the instrumental accompaniment can
exceed two octaves. When using pitches as letters in
our proposed language, the total count of letters can ex-
ceed 48 (24 pitches per octave with a minimum inter-
val of 1

4 ). When using pitch-class representation, which
equates octaves, the total count of letters does not ex-
ceed 24 pitches. This number remains high relative to the
small size of the corpus. Given this issue, and the com-
plication of incorporating different Maqamat in varying
keys, we decided to use scale degree representation. Arab
Maqamat are often based on seven scale degrees, allow-
ing us to have the total number of letters as low as seven.
One drawback to this method, however, is the inability
to distinguish accidentals, the pitches that deviate from
the given Maqam. Applying this configuration to the
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automatic transcriber of vocal improvisation, however,
allows for a significantly improved transcription quality
[10] that outweighs the necessity to track accidentals.

5.2. Quantized duration
Here we present two histograms of note durations, one
for vocal improvisation and the other for oud accompa-
niment. Analyzing the histograms helps determine the
best total number of quantization steps, and also the du-
ration range of each step. We need to have as few steps
as possible in order to have better translation results,
but it is crucial to retain the quality of the translation.
Figure 2 shows the histogram of note durations of the
vocal improvisation. We adjusted the value of the pin
size to 0.139 seconds, and this is the minimum note du-
ration (MND) in our adopted solution for the automatic
transcription of vocal improvisation. Figure 3 depicts the
percentage of notes located within or below each pin in
the vocal improvisation. As shown in this figure, 89.3%
of the note durations are within or below the first 7 pins.
The remaining durations, which are relatively very long,
are concentrated along other upper pins. It therefore
follows to group these long (upper) durations into two
bigger pins, each of which holds about half of these long
durations. While taking into consideration that the first
pin is empty because no note can be below the MND of
the transcriber, the total count of used pins, or language
letters, for the vocal corpus is 8.

Figure 4 shows the histogram of note durations of in-
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Figure 2: Note durations of the vocal improvisation

strumental accompaniment. We adjusted the value of the
pin size to 0.07 second. This is half of the vocal pin size,
because in our corpus, the average duration of oud notes
is half of the average duration of vocal notes. Figure 5 il-
lustrates the percentage of notes located within or below
each pin in the instrumental accompaniment. As can be
noticed from the figure, about 89.9% of the note dura-
tions are within or below the first 6 pins. The remaining
durations, the relatively very long ones, are concentrated
along other upper pins. We group these long durations
into two bigger pins, each of which incorporates about
half of these long durations. Accordingly, the total count
of used pins, or language letters, for the oud corpus is 8.
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Figure 3: Percentage of vocal notes with durations below
or equal each quantization step
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Figure 4: Note durations of instrumental accompaniment
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Figure 5: Percentage of instrumental notes with dura-
tions below or equal each quantization step
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6. Machine Translation Experiments
Machine translation has been used to translate improvi-
sation in both sides Vocal to Instrumental and Instru-
mental to vocal. In order to find the best model, we
tested several representations of the music format. The
MT system is a classical one with default settings: bidi-
rectional phrase and lexical translation probabilities, dis-
tortion model, a word and a phrase penalty and a trigram
language model. For the development and the test we
used corpora of 100 parallel sentences for each of them.
We used the bilingual evaluation understudy measure
(BLEU)[17] to evaluate the quality of the translation.
The formats and the BLEU scores are given In Table
3. Each format has different settings of three types of
choice:

• Score reduction: this means that the music score
was simplified using the formula in reference [5] in
order to make the musical sentences shorter (with
less notes). We used two representations for the
reduced score:

– Reduced Sustain: means that each unessen-
tial note was removed and its duration was
added to its previous essential note, i.e., sus-
taining the essential note.

– Reduced Silence: means that adjacent
unessential notes were replaced by anew
silent note that incorporates the durations
of these unessential notes.

– Unreduced: means no score reduction was
applied. Apparently score reduction did
not give good results, possibly because
the reduction oversimplifies the patterns of
melodic sentences and makes regularity am-
biguous.

• Merging adjacent similar notes:

– Merged: replace each two similar adjacent
notes by one longer note to minimize the size
of the musical sentences.

– Unmerged: do not apply merging adjacent
similar notes.

• Note representations:

– Scale degree
– Quantized duration
– Scale degree and quantized duration

The best results have been achieved by merging adja-
cent similar notes, but without applying score reduction.
Results are promising as the BLEU is 19.03. We also
listened to the automatic accompaniment, and we be-
lieve it does have potential. Better BLEU score for this
format was achieved when considering only one part of
the musical information: either the duration or the scale
degree, results were 21.27 and 24.62, respectively. The
results of translating features separately (degrees alone
and durations alone) could not be used to create accom-
paniment sentences, or translations, because creating a
music notation need durations and degrees to have equal

count. However, when separating the vocal sentence be-
fore translation into two parts, the number of resulting in-
strumental durations after translation does not necessar-
ily equal the number of scale degrees. For example, when
applying separated translation on a vocal sentence of 20
notes, i.e. 20 scale degree and 20 durations, the count of
resulting instrumental translation can be 28 scale degrees
and 32 durations. We cannot make a meaningful music
notation in this case. Nevertheless, the results of trans-
lating musical features separately give an idea on where
to apply more improvement in future research.

7. Conclusions
As part of efforts to improve the automated accompa-
niment to Arab vocal improvisation (Mawwal), in this
contribution we considered the type of melodic accompa-
niment in which the instrumentalist(s) responses to, or
translates, each vocal sentence after its completion. We
built a relatively small parallel corpus; vocal and instru-
mental. We explained why we needed to construct this
corpus ourselves. Then, we discussed data representa-
tion, also some statistics gathered from the corpus. Af-
ter that we experimented with statistical machine trans-
lation. Results were positively surprising with a BLEU
score reaching up to 24.62 from Vocal to instrumental,
also 24.07 from instrumental to vocal. In addition, lis-
tening to translated music assured that this approach
of automatic accompaniment is promising. Future work
will include expanding the parallel corpus and introduc-
ing subjective evaluation side by side with the objective
BLEU.
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Format of data Vocal → Oud Oud → Vocal
Unreduced Unmerged Scale Degree and quantized Duration 7.87 14.01
Reduced Merged Sustain Scale Degree 7.95 11.25
Reduced Merged Silence Scale Degree and quantized Duration 9.21 7.30
Reduced Merged Silence Scale Degree 9.94 15.92
Reduced Merged Sustain Scale Degree and quantized Duration 11.58 9.07
Reduced Merged Silence quantized Duration 14.10 8.40
Unreduced Unmerged quantized Duration 15.66 18.76
Unreduced Unmerged Scale Degree 15.66 24.41
Reduced Merged sustain quantized Duration 16.93 11.16
Unreduced Merged Scale Degree and quantized Duration 19.03 9.66
Unreduced Merged quantized Duration 21.27 22.38
Unreduced Merged Scale Degree 24.62 24.07

Table 3: BLEU score for each format data
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Abstract
This paper proposes a new task for artificial intelligence. The
image2speech task generates a spoken description of an im-
age. We present baseline experiments in which the neural net
used is a sequence-to-sequence model with attention, and the
speech synthesizer is clustergen. Speech is generated from four
different types of segmentations: two that require a language
with known orthography (words and first-language phones), and
two that do not (pseudo-phones and second-language phones).
BLEU scores and token error rates indicate that the task can be
performed with better than chance accuracy. Informal perusal of
the output (phone strings, word strings, and synthesized audio)
suggests that the audio contains complete, intelligible words or-
ganized into intelligible sentences, and that the most salient er-
rors are caused by mis-recognition of objects and actions in the
image.1

1. Introduction
This paper proposes a new task for artificial intelligence: the
generation of a spoken description of an image. The automatic
generation of text is the topic of natural language processing
(NLP), whereas the analysis of images is the topic of the field
of computer vision. In both fields, great advances have been
made on these separate topics, and recently they have been com-
bined into a new research field: img2txt [1]. However, many of
the world’s languages do not have a written form [2], therefore
many people do not have access to these and other speech and
NLP technologies. In this work, we propose a new research
task: image2speech, which is similar to img2txt, but can reach
people whose language does not have a natural or easily used
written form. An image2speech system should generate a spo-
ken description of an image directly, without first generating
text.

Experiments reported in this paper convert image feature
vectors into speech unit sequences. In order to implement this
pipeline, four types of standard open-source software toolkits
are used. First, the VGG16 [3, 4] visual object recognizer con-
verts each image into a sequence of feature vectors. Second,
the XNMT [5] machine translation toolkit accepts image fea-
ture vectors as inputs, and generates speech units as output.
Third, the ClusterGen [6] speech synthesis toolkit generates au-
dio from each speech unit sequence. Fourth, in order to train a
synthetic speech voice, Clustergen needs a corpus of audio files,

1This work was started at the Jelinek Speech and Languate Tech-
nology Workshop 2017, in Pittsburgh, supported by JHU and CMU via
grants from Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook, and Apple. The
Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) is
supported by National Science Foundation grant number ACI-1548562.
O.S. was partially supported by a Vidi-grant from NWO (276-89-003).

each of which is transcribed using some type of discrete sym-
bolic units; automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems based
on Kaldi [7] and Eesen [8] perform this transcription.

The complete image2speech system is trained using a cor-
pus of (image,description) pairs, where each description is an
audio file. Four different types of speech units are tested, dis-
tinguished by the type of technology used to segment the au-
dio training data. Two types of unit sequences, Words and
L1-Phones (first-language phones), are generated using a same-
language ASR, and would therefore never be applicable to a
language without orthography, but they provide us with an up-
perbound performance on the image2speech task. Two other
unit sequences, L2-Phones and Pseudo-Phones, are generated
without transcribed same-language speech, and would there-
fore be applicable even in a language lacking orthography. L2-
phones (second-language phones) are generated by an ASR that
has been trained in some other language. Pseudo-phones are
generated by an unsupervised acoustic unit discovery system.

This paper describes preliminary experiments in the im-
age2speech task. Section 2 describes toolkits and baseline meth-
ods. Section 3.1 describes datasets. Section 3 describes meth-
ods. Section 4 presents numerical results for two img2txt base-
lines, and four image2speech experimental systems. Section 5
gives example image2speech outputs. Section 6 concludes.

2. Background
Imagenet [9] is an image database organized according to the
WordNet [10] noun hierarchy. ImageNet currently has 14m
images, provided as examples of 22k nouns. The ILSVRC
(Imagenet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge) has been
held annually since 2010. The best single-network solution in
ILSVRC 2014 Sub-task 2a, “Classification+localization with
provided training data,” was a 13-layer convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) [3]; Implementations in TensorFlow ([4], used in
this paper) and Keras [11] are now redistributed as the VGG16
network. VGG16 is a 13-layer CNN, followed by a two-layer
fully-connected network (FCN). The last convolutional layer is
composed of 512 channels, each of which is a 14×14 image; it
is useful to interpret this layer as a set of 14×14 = 196 feature
vectors of dimension 512. Each feature vector is the nonlinear
transformation of a 40 × 40-pixel sub-image, which is to say,
about 3% of the original 224× 224 input-image.

XNMT (the eXtensible Machine Translation Toolkit [5])
was used to implement/train the image2speech system. XNMT
is specialized in the training of sequence-to-sequence neural
networks, which means it reads in a sequence of inputs, and
then generates a different sequence of outputs.

XNMT is based on DyNet [12], a library for the training
of neural networks with variable-length inputs. Prior to DyNet,
most neural network modeling toolkits assumed that every train-
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ing and test input is exactly the same size. DyNet introduced a
new type of graph compilation: dynamic compilation, in which
each layer of the neural net is represented as a compiled func-
tion, rather than a compiled data structure.

XNMT [5] is a DyNet-based library of standard compo-
nents frequently re-used in neural machine translation. The li-
brary is designed so that existing components can be easily re-
arranged to run new experiments, and new components can be
easily added. Available components are categorized as embed-
ders (e.g., one-hot, linear, and continuous vector embedders),
encoders (e.g., CNN, LSTM and pyramidal LSTM encoders),
attention models (e.g., dot product, bilinear, and MLP attention
models), decoders (e.g., an MLP decoder applied to the state
vector of the encoder), and error metrics (e.g., BLEU, cross-
entropy, word error rate). Among other applications, the flexi-
bility of XNMT has been demonstrated in the use of attention
models to select between neural and phrase-based translation
probability vectors, a method that has particular utility in the
translation of low-frequency content words [13].

Text-to-speech synthesis is typically a four-stage process.
First, the text is converted to a graph of symbolic phonetic de-
scriptors. Second, the duration of each unit in the phonetic
graph is predicted. Third, the mel-cepstrum [14], pitch, and
multi-band excitation [15] are predicted using a dynamic model
such as an HMM (hidden Markov model, [16]) or RNN (recur-
rent neural network, [17]), or by applying separate discrete-to-
continuous mapping algorithms to each frame of the synthetic
utterance [6]. Fourth, the speech signal is generated by inverting
the mel-cepstral transform [14], and exciting it with the speci-
fied excitation.

The Clustergen speech synthesis algorithm [6] differs from
most other speech synthesis algorithms in that there is no pre-
determined set of speech units, and there is no explicit dynamic
model. Instead, every frame in the training database is viewed
as an independent exemplar of a mapping from discrete inputs
to continuous outputs, and a machine learning algorithm (e.g.,
regression tree [6] or random forest [18]) is applied to learn the
mapping. Clustergen is particularly applicable to the problems
considered in this paper because it is able to generate intelligible
and pleasant synthetic voices from very small training corpora,
and using an arbitrary discrete labeling of the corpus that need
not include any traditional type of phoneme [19].

3. Experimental Methods
Fig. 1 gives an overview of experimental methods used in this
paper. image2speech models were trained using (image,audio)
pairs drawn from the Flickr8k, MSCOCO, Flicker-Audio, and
SPEECH-COCO corpora. Each image is represented as a se-
quence of 196 vectors, each of dimension 512, created from the
last convolutional layer of the VGG16 network. Audio files are
converted to units via Kaldi forced alignment (Words and L1-
phones) or via Eesen or AMDTK phone recognition (L2-phones
and Pseudo-phones). XNMT then learns to convert a sequence
of image feature vectors into a sequence of speech units, while
Clustergen learns to convert speech units into audio.

The image2speech model learned by XNMT is a sequence-
to-sequence model, composed of an encoder, an attender, and
a decoder. The encoder is a one-layer bidirectional LSTM (im-
plemented using XNMT’s PyramidalLSTM model), with a 128-
dimensional state vector. The attender is a three-layer percep-
tron, implemented using XNMT’s StandardAttender model. For
each combination of an input LSTM state vector and an output
LSTM state vector (128 dimensions each), the attender uses a
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Figure 1: Experimental methods. XNMT and Clustergen mod-
els are first trained using (image,audio) pairs. A test image is
then passed through VGG16, XNMT, and Clustergen to gener-
ate its audio description.

three-layer perceptron (two hidden layers of 128 nodes each)
to compute a similarity score. The decoder is another three-
layer perceptron (1024 nodes per hidden layer), which views
an input created as the attention-weighted summation of all in-
put LSTM state vectors, concatenated to the state vector of the
output LSTM. The output of the decoder is a softmax with a
number of output nodes equal to the size of the speech unit vo-
cabulary.

3.1. Data

Experiments in this paper used two databases: the Flickr8k im-
age captioning corpus with its associated Flicker-Audio speech
corpus, and the MSCOCO image captioning corpus with its as-
sociated SPEECH-COCO speech corpus.

The Flickr8k Corpus [20] includes five text captions for
each of 8000 images, as well as links to the images. Text cap-
tions were written by crowd workers, hired on Amazon Me-
chanical Turk. There is considerable variability among the cap-
tions provided for each image. For example, the five differ-
ent captions available for the first image in the corpus (image
1000268201 693b08cb0e) are:

A child in a pink dress is climbing up a set of stairs in an entry way.
A girl going into a wooden building.
A little girl climbing into a wooden playhouse.
A little girl climbing the stairs to her playhouse.
A little girl in a pink dress going into a wooden cabin.

In 2015, Harwath and Glass [21] proposed a data retrieval sys-
tem in which speech files are used to retrieve corresponding
images from a large image database, and vice versa. In order
to make their proposal possible, they hired crowd workers on
Mechanical Turk to read aloud the 40,000 captions from the
Flickr8k corpus. The resulting set of 40,000 spoken captions is
distributed as the Flicker-Audio corpus.

The Microsoft COCO (Common Objects in COntext) cor-
pus was initially developed as an object detection corpus [22].
After initial release of the corpus, text captions of 150,000 of
the images (four captions each) were distributed [23], making
MSCOCO the largest database available for training img2txt
systems. The SPEECH-COCO spoken transcriptions [24] were
created using eight different synthetic voices, reading the MSCOCO
text transcriptions. All eight synthetic voices were created from
low-noise recordings of professional broadcast announcers; most
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listeners can’t tell that the speech is synthetic. Because the
speech is synthetic, exact time alignment of the phones and
words is available, and is distributed with the corpus.

Experiments in this paper did not use the entire SPEECH-
COCO corpus, because we did not have enough compute time
to train a neural network using the whole corpus. Instead, ex-
periments reported in this corpus used a subset of MSCOCO
with training, validation, and test corpora sized to match those
of Flickr8k: 6000 training images, 1000 validation images, and
1000 test images. When an image is part of the training or val-
idation corpus, all of its captions are used, thus experiments
using the MSCOCO corpus had a training corpus containing
24,000 image-audio pairs (6000 distinct images), while the Flickr8k
training corpus included 30,000 image-audio pairs (6000 dis-
tinct images).

3.2. Speech Units

Systems were trained and tested using four different types of
speech units: Words, L1-Phones, L2-Phones, and Pseudo-Phones.

Words and L1-Phones are aligned to the speech2image train-
ing audio files using ASR forced alignment trained in the tar-
get language, therefore speech segmentations of this kind can
only be performed in a language that has a writing system. The
two databases used in this paper were transcribed in two dif-
ferent ways. The larger corpus, SPEECH-COCO [24], is dis-
tributed with phone transcriptions (phones in this database are
transcribed using a phonetic alphabet based on X-SAMPA). The
Flicker-Audio corpus [21] is not distributed with phonetic tran-
scriptions, but text transcriptions are available [20]; from these,
aligned L1-Phone transcriptions were generated using the KIT
English transcription system [25].

L2-Phone transcription does not use any information about
the writing system of the target language, and could therefore
be used in a language that lacks any writing system. In this
method, an ASR is first trained in a different language (in our
case, Dutch). The L2 ASR is then used to generate a phone tran-
scription of the target audio. In the experiments reported in this
paper, an Eesen speech recognizer [8] was first used to train a
Dutch ASR. Dutch phones were then mapped to English phones
using linguistic knowledge only, without the use of any English
writing or transcriptions, and the English-adapted Dutch ASR
was used to transcribe English audio. Thus the ASR has some
prior exposure to English audio, but has no knowledge about
English text [26].

Pseudo-Phones were generated from the Acoustic Unit Dis-
covery (AUD) system of [27] with two major modifications.
First, the truncated Dirichlet process of [27] was replaced by
a symmetric Dirichlet distribution, since, as pointed out in [28],
the symmetric Dirichlet distribution provides a good and yet
simple approximation of the Dirichlet Process. Second, to cope
with the relatively large database, the Variational Bayes Infer-
ence algorithm originally used in [27] was replaced with the
faster Stochastic Variational Bayes Inference algorithm. It was
found experimentally that these modifications, while consider-
ably speeding up the training, yield negligible drop in accuracy.
The source code of the AUD model is available at
https://github.com/amdtkdev/amdtk.

4. Results
The baseline models, with Word-sequence outputs, are stan-
dard img2txt networks, e.g., comparable to the result reported
in [20]. In these networks, the output vocabulary of the network

Figure 2: Training loss (cross-entropy, bits/symbol) of
sequence-to-sequence networks trained to generate speech unit
sequences from image features.

Table 1: BLEU scores (%) and unit error rates (UER, %)
achieved in two baseline img2txt experiments (Word outputs)
and four experimental image2speech experiments (L1-Phone,
L2-Phone, and Pseudo-Phone), on both validation and test sets.
** means UER < chance (Student’s T, Chebyshev standard er-
ror, p < 0.001; chance=90.2% Flickr8k, 88.7% MSCOCO).

Validation Test
Dataset, Targets BLEU UER BLEU UER
Flickr8k, Words 4.7% 91.3% 3.7% 130%
Flickr8k, L1-Phones 13.7 87.9 13.7 84.9**
Flickr8k, L2-Phones 5.4 115 6.1 101
MSCOCO, Words 4.8 5.5 88.5
MSCOCO, L1-Phones 15.1 16.3 78.8**
MSCOCO, Pseudo-Ph. 2.2 1.4 123

is the set of all distinct words in the training corpus: 7993 words
in Flickr8k, 7476 in MSCOCO8k.

The experimental systems generate phone outputs: L1-Phone,
L2-Phone, and Pseudo-Phone. Flickr8k and MSCOCO L1-phone
systems both use English phone sets, but with slightly different
sizes: 54 for Flickr8k, 52 for MSCOCO. The L2-Phone sys-
tem (only tested for Flickr8k) contains 38 phones. The Pseudo-
Phone system (only tested for MSCOCO) was adjusted to pro-
duce 103 phones, as pseudo-phone sets of about this size have
been useful in previous experiments [27].

Fig. 2 shows the training loss (cross-entropy) of sequence-
to-sequence networks trained (using XNMT) to generate speech
unit sequences from image features. Training loss is measured
in bits per output symbol. Word-generating models start with
training loss much higher than that of any phone-generating
model, apparently because the number of distinct words is larger
than the number of distinct phones. Training loss of the Word
networks falls below those of the L2-phone and Pseudo-phone
networks after some training, apparently because Words are more
predictable than Pseudo-Phones or L2-Phones. The Word mod-
els never achieve training losses below those of the L1-Phone
models. In fact, the Word and L1-Phone models converge to
very similar endpoints, suggesting that the L1-Phone network
may be learning the same thing as the Word model: it might
be learning to generate a sequence of phones that always corre-
sponds to complete Words.
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Flickr8k Example #1
Ref #1: The boy +um+ laying face down on a skateboard is
being pushed along the ground by +laugh+ another boy.
Ref# 2: Two girls +um+ play on a skateboard +breath+ in a
court +laugh+ yard.
Network: SIL +BREATH+ SIL T UW M EH N AA R R
AY D IX NG AX R EH D AE N W AY T SIL R EY S SIL.
Flickr8k Example #2
Ref #1: A boy +laugh+ in a blue top +laugh+ is jumping off
some rocks in the woods.
Ref #2: A boy +um+ jumps off a tan rock.
Network: SIL +BREATH+ SIL EY M AE N IH Z JH AH
M P IX NG IH N DH AX F AO R EH S T SIL.

Figure 3: Image examples from the flickr8k corpus. The table
lists, for each image, two of its reference transcriptions, and the
output of the L1-Phone image2speech system.

Table 1 shows BLEU scores (higher is better) and unit error
rates (UER; lower is better) of four experimental systems and
two baselines, measured on the validation and test sets of the
Flicker-Audio and MSCOCO8k corpora. For Word-generating
systems, UER=word error rate; for Phone-generating systems,
UER=phone error rate. Rank-ordering of the experimental sys-
tems is roughly the same in Table 1 as in Fig. 2, though the
Word-based system achieves a very poor unit error rate on the
Flickr8k test corpus. Both the L2-Phone and Pseudo-Phone sys-
tems suffer UER> 100%. The L1-Phone systems, however,
demonstrate unit error rates that are significantly better than
chance (where “chance” is the error rate of a system that always
generates the majority phone label).

Synthetic speech examples have been generated by the Clus-
tergen algorithm for some of the L1-phone network outputs.
Quality of the audio examples has not yet been quantified, but
informal listening confirms the impression given by Fig. 2: gen-
erated audio is not perfectly natural, but is composed of intelli-
gible words arranged into intelligible sentences.

5. Examples
Fig. 3 shows examples of two images from the validation sub-
set of the Flickr8k corpus. For each image, three transcriptions
are shown: two of the five available reference transcriptions (to
give the reader a feeling for the difference among reference tran-
scriptions), and one transcription generated by the L1-Phone
image2speech network. The L1-Phones for Flickr8k are the
ARPABET phones of [25]. As shown, the network is able to
generate a phone string that is composed entirely of intelligible
words, sequenced in an intelligible and semantically reasonable
sentence. In these two examples, the phone strings shown can
be read as English sentences that mislabel boys as men, but are
otherwise almost plausible descriptions of the images: “Two
men are riding a red and white race,” and “A man is jumping in
the forest.”

MSCOCO Example #1
Ref #1: A group of men enjoying the beach, standing in the
waves or surfing.
Ref# 2: A group of people standing on a beach next to the
ocean.
Network: # @ g r uu p @ v p ii p l= s t a n d i ng o n @ b ii
ch #

MSCOCO Example #2
Ref #1: A, a black and white photo of a fire hydrant near a
building.
Ref #2: Aa, a fire hydrant that is out next to a house.
Network: # @ p @@ s n= w oo k i ng @ t @ m e dl̂= d au
n @ n d @ r e d f ai r h ai d r @ n t #.

Figure 4: Image examples from the MSCOCO corpus. The ta-
ble lists, for each image, two of its reference transcriptions, and
the output of the L1-Phone image2speech system.

Fig. 4 shows similar examples from the SPEECH-COCO
corpus. In the first example, the network has generated the sen-
tence “A group of people standing on a beach,” which is per-
fectly correct. In the second example, the network generated
“A person working at a metal down, and a red fire hydrant.” It
is interesting that the neural net has noticed something about
the image (the person working in the background) that was not
noticed by either of the human transcribers.

6. Conclusions
This paper proposes a new task for artificial intelligence: im-
age2speech, the task of generating spoken descriptions of input
images, with no intermediate text. image2speech is trained us-
ing a database of paired images and audio descriptions. Ex-
perimental results are presented using the Flicker-Audio and
SPEECH-COCO corpora. Measured UER scores are better than
chance, but less than perfect. Informal perusal of results shows
that image2speech is able to generate intelligible words, and to
sequence them into intelligible sentences.
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Abstract 

This paper proposes a novel speaker-dependent cohort-

utterances selection approach for score normalization in 

speaker recognition systems. The main idea of the proposed 

approach consists in selecting the cohort-utterances based on 

their scores against the target speaker. 

The proposed approach was assessed for channel-

dependent score normalization (C-norm) in both speaker 

verification and speaker identification tasks. The experiments 

were carried out using a speaker recognition system based on 

the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients as features and the 

hybrid GMM-SVM approach for speaker modeling and 

pattern matching. The obtained results show that the proposed 

approach improves significantly the recognition performance 

of the system in the both tasks compared to the standard 

normalization technique (C-norm) using the overall available 

impostor utterances. 

Index Terms: Automatic Speaker Recognition, Speaker 

Verification, Speaker Identification, Score Normalization 

Techniques, Handset-dependent Score Normalization (H-

norm), Cohort utterances Selection. 

1. Introduction 

The output scores of speaker recognition systems are 

mainly affected by the enrollment and test conditions 

variabilities (e.g. the speaker model quality, the speaking 

style, the duration of speech utterances, the language and the 

channel conditions). By way of illustration, a client speaker 

model may tend to produce higher scores than other models, 

as well as, a speech utterance may tend to produce higher 

scores than other utterances. Accordingly, the output scores 

will not be as important for decision-making as their relative 

values compared to the output scores of impostor models or 

trials. 

Being aware of this problem, several score normalization 

methods have been proposed in the literature, either for 

speaker- and test-dependent variability compensation [1]. The 

main aim of these methods consists of scaling the output 

scores to a global distribution where the scores vary in the 

same range. The commonly used score normalization 

approaches are the zero normalization (Z-norm) and the test-

normalization (T-norm). Both techniques attempt to normalize 

the impostor scores into a standard normal distribution (zero 

mean and unitary standard deviation): 

 ̂  
   

 
 

where  ̂ and   are the normalized and original score 

respectively, and µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation 

of the impostor scores distribution. The T-norm attempts to 

compensate the test dependent variability by estimating the 

impostor statistics μ and σ from the scores of the test 

utterances against a set of impostor models. On the other hand, 

the Z-Norm attempts to compensate the speaker dependent 

variability by deriving the impostor statistics μ and σ from the 

scores of a set of impostor speaker utterances against the 

target speaker model. Compared to T-Norm, the advantage of 

the Z-Norm lies in that the normalization parameters are 

estimated offline as a part of the training process, which is not 

the case for the T-norm where the normalization parameters 

should be estimated online as a part of the testing process. 

The success of Z-norm and T-norm has further motivated 

researchers to propose several variants of them to alleviate the 

session variability effects [2]. Among these variants, there is 

the handset (H-norm, HT-norm) [3], [4] and the channel (C-

norm, CT-norm) normalization methods[5]. The normalization 

parameters (μ and σ) of H-norm or C-Norm are estimated 

from the scores of a set of handset-dependent or channel-

dependent impostor utterances against the target speaker 

model. On the other hand, the normalization parameters (μ and 

σ) of HT-norm or CT-norm are computed from the scores of 

the test utterances against a set of handset-dependent or 

channel-dependent impostor models. During the testing phase, 

the type of the handset or the channel related to the test 

utterance is first determined and then the corresponding 

normalization parameters (μ and σ) are used for score 

normalization. 

The impostors speakers are generally selected from the 

development set of the system. However, it has been found in 

the literature that the score normalization techniques perform 

better when the impostor speakers are selected in a speaker-

dependent way [6]–[9]. More specifically, the more the 

impostor speakers are similar to the target speaker, the better 

the recognition performance. The impostor speakers the most 

closely to the target speaker are often referred as cohort 

impostors, as well as, the impostor utterances the most closely 

to the voice of the target speaker are referred as cohort 

utterances. 

Several methods have been proposed for selecting the 

cohort models/utterances. In [8], the cohort impostors were 

selected for T-norm based on some broad speaker specific 

information. Moreover, a speaker adaptive cohort selection 

method has been proposed based on a city-block distance. In 

the same context, Ramos-Castro et al [6], [7] proposed an 

approximation of Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence as a 

distance measure between the target model and the imposter 

models. Another method based on speaker model clusters 

(SMCs) was used select the cohort utterances for Z-norm and 

the cohort models for T-norm [10]. 

In essence, the overall of these methods consists of 

selecting the cohort impostors/utterances based on the degree 

of similarity or the distance of their models to the target 

speaker's model. In this paper, we propose a novel approach 

for speaker-dependent cohort-utterances selection where the 
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cohort impostors/utterances are estimated based on the scores 

of their utterances against the target speaker. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The 

first section gives a brief overview of general structure 

contemporary speaker recognition systems. In the second 

section, the proposed approach is outlined. Next, the 

experimental protocol, results and discussions are presented in 

the third section. Finally, the conclusions of the study are 

drawn in the final section. 

2. Automatic Speaker Recognition Systems 

Contemporary speaker recognition systems are generally 

composed of two main building blocks: The feature extraction 

block, the speaker modeling & scoring (pattern matching) 

block [11]. The feature extraction component involves the 

processing of speech signal and the extraction of speaker's 

characteristics. The modeling & scoring block aims to train a 

reference model for each client speaker on the basis of its 

extracted characteristics, as well as, to score the test 

utterances. 

The general process of speaker recognition systems, as 

shown in Fig 2, involves three stages: the training phase, the 

enrolment phase and the testing phase. During the training 

phase, a large collection of speech utterances is collected from 

a background population of speakers, their corresponding 

features vectors are extracted and used to train the system 

hyper-parameters that reflect the general characteristics of the 

human speech (Universal background model, Total variability 

models …).  During the enrolment phase, speech samples are 

collected from client speakers and passed to the feature 

extraction component, which subsequently, generates the 

corresponding features vectors that summarize the 

characteristics of their vocal tracks. Next, the extracted feature 

vectors are then used together with the previously trained 

hyper-parameters to build or train a reference model for each 

speaker. In the testing phase, the test utterance of the unknown 

or the claimant speaker is acquired, and the corresponding 

feature vectors are extracted. The extracted feature vectors are 

compared with the previously enrolled models (speaker 

identification task) or the claimed speaker‟s model (speaker 

verification task) already trained and stored during the training 

phase. Posteriorly, a similarity or matching score(s) is 

computed on the basis of this comparison. Finally, the 

computed score is normalized and used to make a decision 

about the speaker identity (in speaker identification) or 

acceptance rejection of the claimant identity (in speaker 

verification).  

3. The proposed approach for Speaker-

dependent Selection of Cohort-utterances 

The main idea of the proposed approach consists of 

selecting the cohort-utterances on the basis of their scores 

against the target speaker. Firstly, as shown in Fig 2, the all 

available impostor utterances are scored against the target 

speaker. Next, the obtained scores are then portioned using the 

K-means algorithm into two groups: (1) a group of the wolves' 

scores and (2) a group of sheep‟s scores [12]. The first group, 

whose center is the greater, represents the scores of the 

impostors who are able to imitate the target speaker. On the 

other hand, the second group represents the scores of the 

impostors who are „normal‟ speakers and tend to match poorly 

against the target speaker. Once the impostor scores are 

partitioned, the sheep‟s scores are neglected and the wolves' 

scores are used to estimate the normalization parameters of the 

target speaker. 

Compared to the other approaches where the number of 

cohort utterances should be defined, our proposed approach 

can automatically estimate the suitable number of cohort 

utterances for each target speaker. 

 

Figure 1: The basic framework and components of contemporary speaker recognition systems 
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Figure 2: The proposed approach for speaker-dependent selection of cohort-utterances.

4. Experiments, Results and Discussion 

4.1. Experimental Protocol 

The performed experiments in this study were conducted 

on the THUYG-20 SRE database [13]. This database is 

composed of 353 speakers, collected in a controlled 

environment (silent office by the same carbon Microphone). 

The entire speech corpus was divided into three data sets: the 

first dataset consists of 200 gender balanced speakers (100 

Male and 100 Female) and devoted to train the Universal 

Background Model (UBM), the second and the third data sets 

are composed of the same set of 153 client speakers. The first 

dataset comprises the enrollment speech data, whereas the 

second comprises the testing speech data of the 153 speakers.  

The feature vectors of the overall speech utterances were 

extracted using the MFCC approach: the digitized speech is 

firstly emphasized using a simple first order digital filter with 

transfer function H (z) = 1 – 0.95z. Next, the emphasized 

speech signal is blocked into Hamming-windowed frames of 

25 ms (400 samples) in length with 10 ms (160 samples) 

overlap between any two adjacent frames. Finally, 19 Mel-

Frequency Cepstral Coefficients were extracted from each 

frame [11].  

In the training phase, a universal background model 

(UBM) of 1024 Gaussian components was trained on the 

overall training data (7.5 hours of speech) using the EM 

algorithm. During the enrolment phase, 15 client utterances 

and 3768 background utterances were used to derive the GMM 

supervectors that feed the speaker‟s SVM classifiers [14], 

[15].  During the testing phase of the speaker verification task, 

the client speakers were tested against each other, resulting in 

total of 896,886 trials of 4 seconds and 441,558 trials of 8 

seconds. As regards the identification task, the evaluation data 

consisted of 5862 identification tests of 4 seconds and 2886 

identification tests of 8 seconds. 

In order to assess the proposed approach for channel-

dependent score normalization, the test utterances were passed 

through the opus codec (i.e. encoded-decoded) at various 

bitrates (8, 12, 16, 24 and 32 kbps). 

Figure 3: The obtained Equal Error Rates using test utterances of 4 seconds (left figure) and 8 seconds (right figure) 
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Figure 4: The obtained Identification Rates using test utterances of 4 seconds (left figure) and 8 seconds (right figure) 

4.2. Results and Discussion 

The obtained results in the verification and identification 

tasks are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.  The figures 

illustrates the system performance in three cases: (1) no 

normalization has been performed (Baseline results), (2) a 

channel dependent normalization has been performed using  

the overall available impostor utterances, and (3) a channel 

dependent normalization has been performed using our 

proposed method for selecting the cohort utterances. 

Furthermore, the system performance in these cases was 

reported across the various bitrates used for transcoding the 

test utterances. 

First and foremost, as may be seen from Fig 3 and 4, the 

system performance in the both tasks is decreased as the bite 

rate used for transcoding the test utterances decrease. 

Additionally, it can be noticed that the system performance 

has been improved by using the standard channel dependent 

normalization where the normalization parameters are from 

the overall available impostor utterances. As well as, it can be 

seen that our proposed approach boosts the system 

performance more than the standard normalization.  

For instance, as it can be derived from Fig 3, the system 

verification performance using transcoded test utterances at 

8kbps shows a relative error reduction of about 9% for 4s-test 

utterances and 18% for 8s-test utterances when using the 

standard normalization method‚ and a more significant of 

about 17% for 4s-test utterances and 28% for 8s-test 

utterances when using our proposed approach. As well as, the 

verification performance using transcoded test utterances at 

32kbps demonstrates a relative error reduction of about 7% 

for 4s-test utterances and 28% for 8s-test utterances when 

using the standard normalization method‚ and a more 

significant of about 19% for 4s-test utterances and 41% for 

8s-test utterances when using our proposed approach. 

In the same way, as shown in Fig 4, the system 

identification performance using transcoded test utterances at 

8kbps shows a relative error reduction of about 21% for 4s-

test utterances and 14% for 8s-test utterances when using the 

standard normalization method‚ and a more significant of 

about 25% for 4s-test utterances and 21% for 8s-test 

utterances when using our proposed approach. As well as, the 

identification performance using transcoded test utterances at 

32kbps shows a relative error reduction of about 10% for 4s-

test utterances and 9% for 8s-test utterances when using the 

standard normalization method‚ and a more significant of 

about 18% for 4s-test utterances and 31% for 8s-test 

utterances when using our proposed approach. 

5. Conclusion  

In this paper, a novel speaker-dependent cohort-utterances 

selection approach has been proposed for score normalization 

in speaker recognition systems. The basic idea of the 

proposed approach consists of partitioning the overall 

available impostor utterances on the basis of their scores 

against the target speaker into two groups. The resulted group 

of scores, whose center is the greater, is then used for 

estimating the normalization parameters. 

The experimental results show that the proposed 

approach improves significantly the recognition performance 

of the system compared to the standard normalization 

technique using the overall available impostor utterances. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach for enhancing esophageal
speech using voice conversion techniques. Esophageal speech
(ES) is an alternative voice that allows a patient with no vocal
cords to produce sounds after total laryngectomy: this voice has
a poor degree of intelligibility and a poor quality. To address
this issue, we propose a speaking-aid system enhancing ES in
order to clarify and make it more natural. Given the specificity
of ES, in this study we propose to apply a new voice conversion
technique taking into account the particularity of the patholog-
ical vocal apparatus. We trained deep neural networks (DNNs)
and Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) to predict ”laryngeal”
vocal tract features from esophageal speech. The converted vec-
tors are then used to estimate the excitation cepstral coefficients
and phase by a search in the target training space previously en-
coded as a binary tree. The voice resynthesized sounds like a
laryngeal voice i.e., is more natural than the original ES, with
an effective reconstruction of the prosodic information while re-
taining, and this is the highlight of our study, the characteristics
of the vocal tract inherent to the source speaker. The results of
voice conversion evaluated using objective and subjective ex-
periments, validate the proposed approach.
Index Terms: Esophageal speech, deep neural network, Gaus-
sian mixture model, excitation, phase, KD-Tree.

1. Introduction
Speech is a spontaneous communication tool. Unfortunately,
many people are unable to speak correctly. For example people
who have undergone a total removal of their larynx (laryngec-
tomees) due to laryngeal cancer or accident, cannot produce la-
ryngeal speech sounds anymore. They need another process to
produce speech sounds without a larynx. There process are for
example the Artificial Larynx Transducer (ALT), the tracheo-
esophageal (TE) prosthesis, or the esophageal speech.

Among them, ES is more natural when compared to the
voice generated by the other process. However, the degradation
of naturalness and the low intelligibility of esophageal speech is
caused by some factors such as chaotic fundamental frequency,
and specific noises.

Consequently, laryngeal speech is not comparable to
esophageal speech.

In order to be able to integrate again laryngectomees to
their individual, social and work activities, some different ap-
proaches have been proposed to enhance speech after laryngec-
tomy surgery. In [1] and [2] a statical approach has been imple-
mented for enhancing ES in order to increase its quality. Other
approaches based on the transformation of the acoustic features,

such as smoothing [3] or comb filtering [4] have been proposed.
But it is difficult to improve ES by using those simple modifi-
cation methods because the properties of acoustic features of
esophageal speech are totally different from those of normal
speech. In this paper, we propose to use voice conversion tech-
niques to enhance ES. The goal of voice conversion (VC) is to
transform the audio signal from a source speaker as if a target
speaker had spoken it. We train DNNs and GMMs [20], [29],
[5], [6] with the acoustic features of esophageal speech and
those of normal speech. For realizing this training procedure
two parallel corpora consisting of utterance-pairs of the source
esophageal speech and the target normal speech are used.

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the
principle of the proposed technique; the obtained results from
the realized tests and experiments are exhibited in section 3;
section 4 presents conclusions with prospects.

2. Problem definition and related work
2.1. Esophageal speech

ES is characterized by low intelligibility, high noise perturba-
tion and unstable fundamental frequency. When compared with
laryngeal (normal) voice, ES is hoarse, has a low and chaotic
F0 and therefore is difficult to understand.

Figure 1 shows an example of speech waveforms and spec-
trograms for normal and esophageal speech for the same sen-
tence. We can observe that the acoustic features of normal
speech are very different from those of esophageal speech.

Esophageal speech often includes some specific noisy per-
turbations produced through a process of generating excitation
signals by releasing the air from the stomach and the esophagus
afterwards pumping it into them. The intensity was determined
by measuring the spectral power of the speech signal. Figure 2
shows the spectral power and the pitch variation of normal and
esophageal speech. It is clear that, esophageal speech allows
larger variations of intensity. However, fundamental frequency
is chaotic and difficult to detect. These unstable variations of
intensity and F0 are responsible of the poor audio quality of ES.

For this reason, several approaches have been proposed to
improve the quality and intelligibility of the alaryngeal speech.
To enhance the quality of esophageal speech, Qi attempted re-
placing the voicing source of esophageal speech using a LPC
method [7], [8], [9]. In [10] the authors proposed to use a sim-
ulated glottal waveform and a smoothed F0 to enhance tracheo-
esophageal speech (TE). In order to reduce breath and hardness
of the original speech, [11] used a synthetic glottic waveform
and a model for jitter and reflection reduction. For synthesiz-
ing a laryngeal voice from the whispered voice, [12] proposed a
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Figure 1: Example of waveforms and spectrograms of both nor-
mal and esophageal speech

Figure 2: Example of F0 contours and spectral power of both
normal and esophageal speech

Mixed-Excitation Linear Prediction (MELP) which consists in
using formant structure modification and pitch estimation. This
technique does not work in real time and furthermore the un-
voiced phonemes are not converted. In order to produce more
natural speech, [13] used a linear code excitation prediction
(CELP) for estimating the pitch contours from whispered voice.
Other approaches have been tempted to enhance pathological
speech, based on transformations of their acoustic characteris-
tics. Such as: combined root cepstral subtraction and spectral
subtraction procedure for denoising electrolarynx speech [14];
the use of formant synthesis [3]; comb filtering [4]; the use of
LPC for approximating the vocal tract filter [15] .

To increase the quality of TE speech, del Pozo and Young
[16] proposed to estimate the new durations of TE phones with
a prediction by regression trees constructed from laryngeal data.

To enhance alaryngeal speech, Tanaka et al. [17] proposed
a spectral subtraction to reduce noise and a statistical voice con-
version method to predict excitation parameters. Doi et al. [18]
proposed to convert alaryngeal speech to be perceived as pro-
nounced by a speaker with laryngeal voice.

However, all the conversion methods proposed are often
quite complex and in addition they can generate errors in the
parameters estimation. As a result these methods produce arti-
ficial synthetic speech because of the absence of realistic exci-
tation signals estimation.

That is why, we propose a new algorithm for enhancing ES
using a new voice conversion technique, based on estimating
cepstral excitation (and phase) by a search of realistic examples
in the target training space.

2.2. Voice conversion algorithm based on cepstral excita-
tion prediction

We describe in the sequel a conversion method based on cepstral
excitation prediction. In the proposed algoritm, vocal tract and
excitation coefficients are separately estimated. The proposed
method consists of a training and conversion phase. The train-
ing phase consists of three stages: speech analysis or feature
extraction, alignment and computation of a mapping function.
The conversion procedure consists of conversion of cepstral pa-
rameters, excitation and phase prediction and synthesis.

2.3. Feature extraction

In order to convert esophageal speech into normal speech, we
use two parallel corpora, the first one from the source speaker
(esophageal speech) and the second one from the target speaker
(laryngeal speech). These corpora undergo a parameterization
process, which consists in extracting cepstral feature vectors.
To estimate spectral/cepstral features, different features have
been considred by several researchers: Log spectrum was used
in [19]; Mel-cepstrum (MCEP) was used in [20], [21], [35];
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients MFCC were used in [22].
In this work, we use real Fourier cepstrum [23]. Figure 3 de-
tails the different steps involved in transforming the speech sig-
nal into its cepstral domain representation.

Speech frame Hamming
window FFT Log(|.|) IFFT

Real
Cepstrum

Signal

Vocal tract

Excitation

Figure 3: Bloc diagram of cepstrum based feature extraction

The linguistic contents of the speech signal are encoded into
a set of coefficients:
• The first cepstral coefficient c0
• The vocal tract cepstral vector [c1....c32]
• The cepstral excitation [c33....c256]
• The phase coefficients [p0....p256]
So we must find transformation prediction methods for the

c0, the vocal tract vector, the excitation vector and the phase
coefficients.

2.4. Alignment

Dynamic time warping DTW [24], [33] is used to find
an optimal alignment between the source sequences of
vectors X=[X1,X2,...,Xs] and target sequences of vectors
Y=[Y1,Y2,...,Yt]. To align these two sequences of vectors, we
must find an alignment path (A,B) where A=[a1,a2,...,aU ] and
B=[b1,b2,...,bU ] are sequences of indices used to align X and
Y. X and Y aligned are given by X=[Xa1 ,Xa2 ,...,XaU ] and
Y=[Yb1 ,Yb2 ,...,YbU ].

2.5. Training of the conversion function

To train the mapping function F, the aligned sequence of vocal
tract vectors are used. The mapping function is estimated using
a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [25] (our baseline system),
or a Deep Neural Network (DNN) [26].
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2.5.1. Gaussian Mixture Model

The joint probability of vector z, which is the concatenation of
a source vector x and its mapped target vector y, is represented
as the sum of G multivariate Gaussian densities, given by:

p(z) =
G∑

i=1

αiNi(z, µi,Σi) (1)

where Ni(z, µi,Σi) denotes the i-th Gaussian distribution with
a mean vector µi and a covariance matrix Σi. G represents
the total number of mixture components and αi is the mixture
weight:

αi =
Ns,i

Ns
(2)

where Ns,i and Ns are respectively the number of vectors in
class i and the total number of source vectors classified. the
mean vector µi is calculated as follow:

µz
i =

∑Ns,i

k=1 z
k
i

Ns,i
(3)

The conversion function is then defined as a regression E[y/x]
given by formula 4:

F (x) = E[y/x] =

Q∑

i=1

p(i/x)(µy
i + Σyx

i (Σxx
i )−1(x− µx

i ))

(4)
where

Σz
i =

[
Σxx

i Σxy
i

Σyx
i Σyy

i

]
and µz

i =

[
µx
i

µy
i

]

Formula 4 represents the mapping function that transforms
a source cepstum vector x into its corresponding target cep-
strum vector F (x).

2.5.2. Deep neural network

We propose to use a Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) [20], [29].
A DNN is a feed-forward neural network with many hidden lay-
ers. Most studies have applied a single network on spectral en-
velopes [21], [23]. We further apply a deep neural network in
order to transform a source voice into a target voice. The goal
of a DNN is to approximate some function f(.) defined as:

y = f(x, θ) (5)

by learning the value of the parameters θ giving the best
function approximation mapping all inputs x to outputs y. For
each hidden unit i, an activation function g(.) is used to map the
inputs from the layer xi to an outputs yi.

yi = f(xi) (6)
where

xi = bi + Σkykwki (7)
and bi is the bias of unit; k is the unit index of layer; wki is the
weight of the connetion.

Recently Rectified Linear Unit ReLU activation function
has become more and more popular [30], [31], [32] for its sim-
plicity and good performance. In this work, we choose a deep
feedforward network with ReLU activation function. To reduce
the problem of DNN over-fitting we use the Dropout technique
[36]. Dropout allows to give up units (hidden and visible) in
a deep neural network. Consequently, it prevents deep neural
network from over-fitting by providing a way of approximately
combining exponentially many different deep neural network
architectures efficiently.

Predicted
vocal tract

cepstral
frames

KD-tree Index I

Target
excitation

Target
phase

Predicted
excitation

Predicted
phase

Figure 4: KD-Tree query for excitation and phase prediction

2.6. Conversion

At this stage, cepstral coefficients are extracted from the
esophageal speech signal. Then only the vocal tract vectors
Xi = [X1

i ...X
32
i ] are converted by the previously described

methods.

2.7. Synthesis

The main contribution of our approach consists in the prediction
of the cepstral excitation and phase using a KD-Tree [27], [34].
As shown in Figure 4, converted vocal tract cepstral vectors are
used to estimate cepstral excitation and phase coefficients.

The binary KD-Tree is constructed with concatenated target
vocal tract cepstral vectors of length NBframe. The KD-Tree
is queried by the predicted vocal tract cepstral vectors previ-
ously concatenated as a frame of length NBframe. This query
provides an index I which corresponds to the nearest target vo-
cal tract cepstral frame.

The target cepstral excitation vectors are concatenated to
form a frame of length NBframe. In the same manner the tar-
get phase vectors are concatenated.

Thereafter, index I is used as the index of a desired cep-
stral excitation and phase frame. Since excitation and phase
are estimated, a complex spectrum is formed using magnitude
and phase spectra. The spectral synthesizer we use is based on
overlapping and adding the inverse Fourier transform temporal
signals using OLA-FFT. To preserve the characteristics of the
vocal tract of the source speaker the first cepstral packet (vocal
tract packet), in one of our experiments, has not been modified
at the resynthesis stage.

3. Experimental evaluations
3.1. Datasets

The Datasets have been created by 3 French speakers: two la-
ryngectomees (PC and MH), and a speaker AL with normal
voice. For each speaker 289 phonetically balanced utterances
have been recorded. The speech of each corpus is sampled at
16 kHz.

3.2. Experimental conditions

All conditions of the experiments are summarized in Table 1 :

3.3. Objective evaluations

To evaluate our system, we have chosen to calculate the Log
Spectral Distortion and Signal to Error Ratio (SER) . The
Log Spectral Distortion (LSD), via cepstrum representation be-
comes the cepstral distance CD [28].

CD(x, y) [dB] =
10

log10

√∑

k

(ck(x)− ck(y))2 (8)
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Table 1: EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS.

Number of GMMs 64
Window length 32 ms

Shift length 4 ms
Number of training utterances 200

Number of test utterances 20
FFT size 512
NBframe 20

DNN structure 512*5
Number of epochs 100

where ck(x) and ck(y) are respectively the k-th cepstral coeffi-
cient of converted and target cepstrum vectors.

SER is represented by the following formula

SER [dB] = −10 ∗ log10
∑

k ||yk − ŷk||2∑
k ||yk||2

(9)

where yk and ŷk are respectively the target and converted cep-
stral vectors. Tables 2 and Table 3 show the different values
of Signal to Error Ratio (SER) and cepstral Distance (CD) be-
tween the source and target cepstrum, then between predicted
and target cepstrum.

Table 2: SER [dB]

Methods PC MH
Extracted 2.7 2.97

GMM-based method 12.33 11.39
DNN-based approach 12.99 11.80

Table 3: CD [dB]

Methods PC MH
Extracted 9.28 9.03

GMM-based method 5.37 5.53
DNN-based approach 5.29 5.28

We can observe that the cepstral vectors of esophageal
speech are very different from those of normal speech. We can
see also that the proposed conversion methods can take into ac-
cound these large differences. More significantly, it is clear that
the proposed DNN-based approach performs much better than
the GMM-based method for the voice conversion task.

3.4. Perceptual evaluations

We conducted two opinion tests: one for naturalness and the
other one for intelligibility. The following four types of speech
samples were evaluated by ten listeners.

• ES (esophageal speech)

• GMM CVT: The vocal tract cepstral vectors are con-
verted using the GMM model, then the converted vocal
tract cepstral vectors are used to estimate excitation and
phase. The converted vocal tract vectors are used in the
synthesis process.

• DNN CVT: The vocal tract cepstral vectors are con-
verted using the DNN model, and the converted vocal
tract cepstral vectors are used in the synthesis process.

ES GMM CVT DNN CVT DNN SVT
1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Figure 5: Mean opinion scores on naturalness

ES GMM CVT DNN CVT DNN SVT
1

1.5

2

2.5

Figure 6: Mean opinion scores on intelligibility

• DNN SVT: We use the source vocal tract cepstral vec-
tors in the synthesis process.

Each listener evaluated 32 samples in each of the two tests. Fig-
ures 5 and 6 show the results for naturalness and intelligibil-
ity tests. The rating scale was a standard MOS (Mean Opin-
ion Score) scale (1=bad 2=poor 3=fair 4=good 5=excellent).
The results show that DNN methods perform better than GMM
method and these methods are expected to have a fairly good
acceptance among laryngectomees. Finally, about 70 % of the
listeners participating in the subjective evaluation preferred the
use of the proposed system based on preserving the source vocal
tract cepstral vectors. The other listeners preferred DNN CVT:
the results provided by this method seem to them more natural
than those provided by DNN SVT. Some samples obtained by
this work are presented in the following web link: demo.
These evaluation results show that our proposed system is very
effective for improving the naturalness of esophageal speech
while preserving its intelligibility.

4. Conclusions and prospects
In this article, we propose a voice conversion algorithm for
esophageal speech enhancement. The originality of our ap-
proach lies in the prediction of cepstral excitation and phase
using a KD-Tree. The vocal tract cepstral vectors are converted
using two methods, one based on DNN and the other one on
GMM, and these converted vectors are used for predicting ex-
citation and phase. But in the synthesis stage (in experiment
DNN SVT) those converted vectors are not used in order to re-
tain the vocal tract characteristics of the source speaker. Ob-
jective and subjective evaluations have demonstrated that our
method provides significant improvements in the quality of the
converted esophageal speech while preserving its intelligibility.

In a near future we intend to further increase the natural-
ness of the transformed esophageal speech and consequently its
intelligibility.
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Abstract
In this work we tackle the problem of sentence boundary detec-
tion applied to French as a binary classification task (”sentence
boundary” or ”not sentence boundary”). We combine convo-
lutional neural networks with subword-level information vec-
tors, which are word embedding representations learned from
Wikipedia that take advantage of the words morphology; so
each word is represented as a bag of their character n-grams.

We decide to use a big written dataset (French Gigaword)
instead of standard size transcriptions to train and evaluate the
proposed architectures with the intention of using the trained
models in posterior real life ASR transcriptions.

Three different architectures are tested showing similar re-
sults; general accuracy for all models overpasses 0.96. All three
models have good F1 scores reaching values over 0.97 regard-
ing the ”not sentence boundary” class. However, the ”sentence
boundary” class reflects lower scores decreasing the F1 metric
to 0.778 for one of the models.

Using subword-level information vectors seem to be very
effective leading to conclude that the morphology of words en-
coded in the embeddings representations behave like pixels in
an image making feasible the use of convolutional neural net-
work architectures.
Index Terms: Convolutional Neural Networks, Automatic
Speech Recognition, Machine Learning, Sentence Boundary
Detection

1. Introduction
Multimedia resources provide nowadays a big amount of in-
formation that automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are
capable to transcribe in a very feasible manner. Modern ASR
systems like the ones described in [1] and [2] obtain very low
Word Error Rate (WER) for different French sources (17.10%
and 12.50% respectively), leading to very accurate transcrip-
tions that could be used in further natural language processing
(NLP) tasks.

Some NLP tasks like part-of-speech tagging, automatic text
summarization, machine translation, question answering and
semantic parsing are useful to process, analyze and extract im-
portant information from ASR transcriptions in an automatic
way [3, 4]. For this to be accomplished a minimal syntactic
structure is required but ASR transcriptions don’t carry syntac-
tic structure and sentences boundaries in ASR transcriptions are
inexistent.

Sentence Boundary Detection (SBD), also called punctu-
ation prediction, aims to restore or predict the punctuation in
transcripts. State of the art show that research has been done for
different languages like Arabic, German, Estonian, Portuguese

and French [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]; nevertheless English is the most com-
mon one [3, 4, 5, 10, 11]. In this paper we focus on French,
nevertheless, the proposed architectures and the concepts be-
hind can be used to other languages.

There exist two different types of features in SBD and the
use of each type depends of their availability and the methods
that will be used. Acoustic features rely on the audio signal
and the possible information that could be extracted like pauses,
word duration, pitch and energy information [8, 12, 13]. Lexical
features by contrast, depend on transcriptions made manually or
by ASR systems, dealing to textual features like bag of words,
word n-grams and word embeddings [3, 4, 6, 7].

Conditional random fields classifiers have been used in [4,
10] to predict different punctuation marks like comma, period,
question and exclamation marks. In [8], adaptive boosting was
used to combine many weak learning algorithms to produce an
accurate classifier also for period, comma and question marks.
Hand-made contextual rules and partial decision tree algorithms
where considered in [7] to find sentence boundaries in Tunisian
Arabic. In [6], a hierarchical phrase-based translation approach
was implemented to treat the sentence boundary detection task
as a translation one.

Deep neural networks were used with word embeddings in
[3] to predict commas, periods and questions marks. Three
different models were presented: the first one considered a
standard fully connected deep neural network while the other
two implemented convolutional neural network architectures.
Concerning the word embeddings, 50-dimensional pre-trained
GloVe word vectors were chosen to perform experiments; this
embeddings use a distinct vector representation for each word
ignoring the morphology of words. Che et al. recovered the
standard fully connected deep neural network architecture pre-
sented in [3], then an acoustic model was introduced in a 2-
stage joint decision scheme to predict the sentence boundary
positions.

Following the scheme described in [3], we aboard the SBD
as a binary classification task. The objective is to predict the
associated label of a word wi inside a context window of m
words using only lexical features. Audio sources are normally
used to train and test SBD models which are not reused for later
applications. We want to create models that can be reutilized
in further SBD work, so we approach the topic in a different
manner using a big written dataset.

2. Model Description
2.1. Subword-Level Information Vectors

Subword-Level Information (SLI) vectors [14] are word embed-
ding representations based on the continuos skip-gram model
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proposed in [15] and created using the fastText library1.
Compared to other word embedding representations that as-

sign a distinct vector to each word ignoring their morphology
[15, 16, 17, 18], SLI vectors learn representation for character
n-grams and represent words as the sum of those vectors. This
provides a major advantage because it makes possible to build
vectors for unknown words. Nevertheless for our research we
found useful the intrinsic relation between vector’s components.

For the present research we used the French pre-trained SLI
vectors in dimension 300 trained on Wikipedia using fastText2.

2.2. Convolutional Neural Network Models

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are a type of Deep Neu-
ral Network (DNN) in which certain hidden layers behave like
filters that share their parameters across space.

The most straightforward application for CNN is image
processing, showing outstanding results [19, 20]. However they
are useful for a variety of NLP tasks like sentiment analysis and
question classification [21]; part-of-speech and named entity
tagging, semantic similarity and chunking [22];sentence bound-
ary detection [3] and word recognition [23] between others.

The input layer of a CNN is represented by a m x n ma-
trix where each cell cij may correspond to an image’s pixel in
image processing. For our purpose this matrix represents the
relation between a window of m words and their corresponding
n dimensional SLI vectors. The hidden layers inside CNN con-
sist of an arrange of convolutional, pooling and fully connected
layers blocks.

2.2.1. Text matrix representation

Given the intrinsic relation between the components of SLI vec-
tors, we think it is feasible to make an extrapolation to the exist-
ing relation between adjacent pixels of an image. This way the
m x n matrix of the input layer will be formed by the context
window in (1) where wi is the word for which we want to get
the prediction. The columns of the matrix will be represented by
each one of n components of their corresponding SLI vectors.

{wi−(m−1)/2, ..., wi−1, wi, wi+1, ..., , wi+(m−1)/2} (1)

2.2.2. CNN-A

The hidden architecture of the first model (Figure 1 (CNN-A))
is based on a model presented in [3]. It is composed of three
convolutional layers (A conv-1, A conv-2 and A conv-3), all
three with valid padding and stride value of one. A conv-1 has a
2x4-shape kernel and 64 output filters, A conv-2 has a 2-shape
kernel and 128 output filters and A conv-3 has a 1x49-shape
kernel and 128 output filters. After A conv-1, a max pooling
layer (A max pool) with 2x3-shape kernel and stride of 2x3 is
staked. After the convolution phase, two fully connected layers
(A f c-1 and A f c-2) with 4096 and 2048 neurons each and
a final dropout layer (A dropout) are added. The output of all
convolutional, max pooling and fully connected layers are in
function of RELU activations.

2.2.3. CNN-B

In our second model (Figure 1 (CNN-B)) we tried to reduce
the complexity generated by the three convolution layers of

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
2https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText/blob/master/pretrained-

vectors.md

CNN-A. For this model there are only two convolutional layers
(B conv-1 and B conv-2), both with valid padding and stride
value of one. B conv-1 has a 3-shape kernel and 32 output fil-
ters while B conv-2 has a 2-shape kernel and 64 output filters.
To downsample and centralize the attention of the CNN in the
middle word of the window, a max pooling layer (B max pool)
with 2x3-shape kernel and stride of 1x3 is implemented after
B conv-2. The final part of the CNN is formed by 3 fully con-
nected layers (B f c-1, B f c-2 and B f c-3) with 2048, 4096
and 2048 neurons each and a dropout layer (B dropout) attached
to B f c-3. The output of all convolutional max pooling and
fully connected layers are in function of RELU activations.

2.2.4. CNN-C

Finally, in our third model (Figure 1 (CNN-C)) we simplified
the fully connected layers of CNN-B. The convolutional and
max pool layers (C conv-1, C conv-2 and C max pool) are the
same than in CNN-B. For this model, only one fully connected
layer of 2048 neurons is present (C f c-1) which is attached to a
dropout layer (C dropout).The output of all convolutional max
pooling and fully connected layers are in function of RELU ac-
tivations.

Figure 1: CNN hidden architectures

3. Experimental Evaluation
3.1. Dataset

SBD experimentation datasets normally rely on automatic or
manual transcriptions to train and test the proposed systems
[3, 6, 11]. As shown in Table 1, the amount of tokens is, in
average 21.25k, which only 2.5k (12.48%) correspond to any
punctuation mark.

In order to reuse the proposed architectures and trained
models for real life ASR transcriptions and further NLP applica-
tions we opted for a big written dataset. It consists of one sec-
tion of the French Gigaword First Edition3 (GW afp) created

3https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2006T17
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Table 1: Oral datasets.

Dataset tokens punctuation percentage
[10] WSJ 51k 5k 9.8%

[10] TED Ref 17k 2k 11.8%
[10] TED ASR 17k 2k 11.8%

[10] Dict 25k 3k 12%
[3] Ref 13k 2k 15.4%

[3] ASR 13k 2k 15.4%
Average 21.25k 2.5k 12.48%

by the Linguistic Data Consortium. Before any experimenta-
tion, the following normalization rules were applied during a
preprocessing cleaning process over the GW afp dataset:

• XML tags and hyphens elimination

• Lowercase conversion

• Doubled punctuation marks elimination

• Apostrophes isolation

• Substitution of (?, !, ;. :, .) into ”< SEG >”

The amount of tokens after the cleaning process for the
GW afp dataset is 477M, where 9% correspond to any punc-
tuation mark (Table 2). This proportion is very similar to the
Nicola et al. (2013) WSJ’s dataset presented in Table 1, which
consists of newspaper text. 80% of the tokens were used dur-
ing training and validation while 20% was used exclusively for
testing.

Table 2: GW afp dataset statistics.

Dataset tokens punctuation percentage
GW afp 477M 43M 9%

3.2. Metrics

To evaluate our models we considered necessary two types of
metrics. At a first glance we opted for Accuracy (2), a general
metric that could measure the performance of the models re-
gardless the class. Nevertheless, given the disparity of samples
between the two classes, Accuracy is very likely to be biased;
so Precision (3), Recall (4) and F1 (5) metrics were calculated
for each one of the two classes.

Accuracy =
#correctly predicted samples

#samples
(2)

Precisionci =
#correctly predicted samplesci
#total predicted samplesci

(3)

Recallci =
#correctly predicted samplesci

#total samplesci
(4)

F1ci = 2 ∗ Precisionci ∗Recallci
Precisionci +Recallci

(5)

3.3. Results

Three different baselines are shown in Table 3. In their exper-
iments, Authors of [3] compute only Precision, Recall and F1
for the ”sentence boundary” class. CNN-2 and CNN-2A refer
to the same convolutional neural network model but in CNN-2A
is only taken into account half the value of softmax output for
the ”no sentence boundary” class. This variation equilibrates
Precision and Recall of CNN-2 reaching a F1 score value of
0.788.

CNN-A u refers to the untrained CNN-A model. We
wanted to have this as a baseline to visualize how the unbal-
anced nature of the samples impacts all measures and may mis-
lead general metrics like Accuracy.

Accuracy over all the proposed models is higher than in
CCN-A u, reaching the higher score for CNN-B. Concern-
ing Precision, CNN-B and CNN-A overperform for different
classes. CNN-2A reflects a higher Recall than the rest of the
baselines and models. Finally, F1 score for both classes is
higher in CNN-B.

Given the similar results of the models we wanted to see the
behavior of the models during training process. Cross entropy
during training process is plotted in Figures 2 to 4. The three
curves show a similar behavior and converge in a value below
0.09. CNN-B slightly overperforms the rest of the models (Ta-
ble 4).

Figure 2: Cross entropy (CNN-A)

Figure 3: Cross entropy (CNN-B)
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Table 3: Results for CNN models.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
NO SEG SEG NO SEG SEG NO SEG SEG

CNN-2 [3] - - 0.836 - 0.723 - 0.775
CNN-2A [3] - - 0.776 - 0.799 - 0.788

CNN-A u 0.909 0.909 0 1 0 0.952 0
CNN-A 0.963 0.972 0.853 0.988 0.718 0.980 0.778
CNN-B 0.965 0.975 0.845 0.986 0.754 0.981 0.795
CNN-C 0.963 0.974 0.832 0.985 0.75 0.980 0.787

Figure 4: Cross entropy (CNN-C)

Table 4: Cross entropy during training

Model Cross entropy
CNN-A 0.082
CNN-B 0.080
CNN-C 0.089

4. Conclusions
In this paper we combined CNN networks with SLI vectors to
tackle the problem of sentences boundary detection as a binary
classification task for French. We used a big written dataset
instead of standard size transcriptions to reuse the trained mod-
els in further transcriptions. SLI vectors, that represent words
as the sum of their characters vectors taking advantage of their
morphology, showed to be very effective working with our three
CNN models. In a future, we will include other languages like
Arabic and English. Also we will reuse the trained models in a
variety of ASR transcriptions of newscasts and reports domain.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present analysis on the use of Algerian
dialect in Youtube. To do so, we harvested a corpus of
17M of words. This latter was exploited to extract a
comparable Algerian corpus, named CALYOU by align-
ing pairs of sentences written in Latin and Arabic. This
one was built by using a multilingual word embeddings
approach. Several experiments have been conducted to
fix the parameters of the Continuous Bag of Words ap-
proach that will be discussed in this article. The method
we proposed achieved a performance of 41% in terms of
Recall. In the following, we present several figures on the
collected data that led to several unexpected results. In
fact, 51% of the vocabulary words are written in Latin
script and 82% of the total comments are subject to the
phenomenon of code-switching.
Index Terms: Algerian dialect, Code-switching, com-
parable corpora, Word embedding.

1. Introduction
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the official language
shared by the entire Arab world that is a simplified form
of the old Arabic (Classical Arabic), this last one is found
only in the religious texts. Beside of MSA, there is an-
other form of Arabic widely used, but it is generally ded-
icated to the daily communications, named Arabic di-
alect or Darija in Maghrebi countries. Nowadays, with
the advent of social networks, the Arabic dialect is widely
used, because the Maghrebi people prefer posting their
messages in their local colloquial instead of MSA. Ara-
bic Dialect is henceforth written, it arises several new
NLP issues. In fact, this form of Arabic undergone a
great morpho-syntactic modifications by relaxing several
grammatical constraints of MSA. Furthermore, each Ara-
bic region has its own dialect, which leads to different
linguistic variations. There is a large number of Arabic
dialects: Arabian Peninsula, Levantine, Mesopotamian,
Egyptian, and Maghrebi.
In this work, we are interested by the Algerian dialect
that has several specificities, among them, the use of a
lot of French words and since recently, English words due
to the new immigration of Algerian people to English-
speaking countries.
In a previous work [1], we addressed the difficult issue
of creating not only a dialectal corpus, but a compara-
ble corpus. In fact, parallel or comparable corpora are
an essential material for several NLP applications, such
as machine translation, building bilingual dictionaries,
and so on. In [1] we proposed to build automatically
a Comparable spoken ALgerian corpus extracted from
YOUtube (CALYOU). The method proposed is based

on the concept of learning multilingual word embeddings
(Word2Vec).
In this paper, the objective is to make a deep analy-
sis concerning the collected corpus. This will help to
understand how the Algerian people write in social net-
works and to analyze the important phenomenon of code-
switching. In fact, people switch from the Algerian di-
alect to MSA, French and sometimes to English.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
concerns the related work, while Section 3 we describes
the collected corpus and we conduct a deep analysis on
these data. Section 4 discusses the automatic multilin-
gual word embedding method used to develop CALYOU,
we present also in this section some experimentations to
set up Word2Vec parameters. In Section 5 we present
some figures concerning CALYOU and then we conclude.

2. Related Works
The NLP community started few years ago to pay at-
tention to Arabic dialects processing. However, at the
beginning the majority of these works has been limited
only to some dialects and mainly to develop NLP tools
rather than resources. In this section, we will present a
global overview of research related to Arabic dialect pro-
cessing with a focus on Algerian dialect corpora. Build-
ing resources such as corpora or lexicon is a time con-
suming process, especially for complex or vernacular lan-
guages. For Arabic dialect several researches handle the
issue of developing resources. In [2], authors created par-
allel corpora by using crowdsourcing approach to trans-
late sentences from Egyptian and Levantine into English.
A multi-dialect Arabic (MSA and dialects from Egypt,
Arabic Peninsula and Levantine) speech parallel corpus
has been proposed in [3]. This kind of resources is very
rare, since it is expensive and time consuming. In fact,
32 speech hours have been recorded that corresponds to
1291 recordings for MSA and 1069 for dialects. Mubarak
and Darwish in [4] used Twitter to collect an Arabic
multi-dialect corpus for Saudi Arabian, Egyptian, Al-
gerian, Iraqi, Lebanese and Syrian dialect. In [5], the
authors presented a multi-dialect Arabic parallel corpus
(2000 sentences): Egyptian, Tunisian, Jordanian, Pales-
tinian, Syrian, MSA and English. At the best of our
knowledge, there is no work consisting of aligning paral-
lel corpora for Algerian dialect except PADIC (Parallel
Arabic DIalect Corpus) [6]1, which covers beside MSA,
six Arabic dialects : Annaba (Algerian), Algiers (Alge-
rian), Tunisian, Moroccan, Syrian and Palestinian. This
interesting resource has been used to launch the first ma-

1PADIC can be downloaded from http://smart.loria.
fr/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/PmWiki/Corpora
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chine translation for Algerian dialect [7],[8] and could be
used also in several other applications.
In a previous work [1], we developed automatically a
comparable spoken Algerian corpus. The interest of this
resource is that, it is trained automatically on data ex-
tracted from social networks, in the opposite to what
has been done in PADIC or in other resources. In this
work, CALYOU has been updated, it includes: Algerian
dialect, MSA, French and English.

3. Collected corpus
To build an Algerian dialect corpus, we harvested com-
ments posted by Algerians corresponding to Youtube
videos, by using the Google’s API 2. To ensure that the
comments collected mainly concern topics posted by Al-
gerians, we chose few keywords to form queries to retrieve
videos concerning national news, Algerian celebrity, local
football, etc. Table 3 shows some figures before and after
preprocessing the collected data, where |C| is the number
of comments, |W | is the number of words and |V | is the
vocabulary size. We can mention that after the cleaning

Raw corpus Cleaned Corpus
|C| 1.3M 1.1M
|W | 20M 17.7M
|V | 1.3M 0.99M

Table 1: The collected YouTube Algerian Dialect Corpus.

process, the corpus has been reduced by around 15% and
the vocabulary by around 24%.

3.1. Investigating Algerian Youtube Corpus
In the following, we will present a study concerning
the collected corpus. To our knowledge, there is not a
recent study about the Algerian dialect used in social
networks. The objective of this study is to have an
idea about the characteristics of the Algerian dialect.
In the first and second lines of Table 2, we present

Youtube Percentage
|LS| 557K 47%
|AS| 623K 53%
|F R| 15457 1%
|AR| 88982 8%

Table 2: Figures on Youtube Algerian comments

the number of comments written respectively in Latin
Script (LS) and Arabic Script (AS). The table shows
that 47% of the comments are written in Latin Script.
This high rate could be explained by the fact that
people are influenced by the French culture and also,
in Algeria the mobile phone keyboards are by default
in French, which makes writing in Latin script easier,
even if it is possible to configure the mobile phone in
order to have an Arabic keyboard. We remind that,
comments in LS correspond to either Arabizi, French or

2Available at: https://developers.google.com/YouTube

English. Similarly, comments in AS correspond to MSA
or dialect. The proportion of French comments in the
total corpus and in the subset of the corpus where the
comments are written in Latin script are 1% and 2.7%
respectively. A comment in LS is considered as French,
if each of its words is French found in a dictionary
of 6 millions of words [9]. Similarly, 14.2% (which
corresponds to 8% of the total number of comments) of
the Arabic posts correspond to MSA comments. Such
as for French, we used a MSA dictionary of 9 millions
of entries [10]. Table 3 gives the length of comments,

AS LS
Min 2 2
Max 5211 4046
Mean 15 13

Table 3: Some statistics on the extracted comments

for both Arabic and Latin script. We can remark that
comments written in AS or LS are in average almost
similar in terms of length.
The pie chart of Figure 1 gives details about the
distribution of the vocabulary’s words. The Modern
Standard Arabic represents 21% of the vocabulary, but
this result is biased, since a dialectal word may exist in
MSA, but it may have a different meaning. For instance,
the MSA word �éK. A �� means young, but in Algerian dialect
it means beautiful. That is why this rate is not accurate,
it is, in fact, difficult to estimate it since we do not have
an Algerian dialect lexicon.
Words which are not in a MSA dictionary are considered
such as dialectal words, they represent 74% of the whole
dictionary. Among them, 46% are written in Latin
script. The harvested corpus is composed by 0.99M of
distinct words, 51% of them are written in Latin script.
This illustrates the impotant use of Latin script in the
Algerian dialect used in Youtube. One can remark
through this experiment that people prefer writing in
Latin script and in addition they do not pay special
attention to grammar. Furthermore, for uneducated
people, they write a word as they want, or at the best,
such as it is pronounced. This probably explains the
high number of words of the vocabulary written in Latin
script. This diversity of words is illustrated by the

46%
2%

28% 21 %

3%

Dialect LS
English
Dialect AS
MSA
French

Figure 1: Vocabulary

example (½ÔgQK
) that has been written in 66 different
ways in our corpus (see Table 4).
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½ÔgQK
 → yr7mk yr7mak yrhamak yarhamek yarhemak
yarhamk yr7mek yere7mek yarhamak yarhemek
yrhmk yar7mak yarhmak yarhmek yar7mik
yarahmak yar7mek yarahmk yerhemek yarahmek
yerehmek yerhamek yer7mak yare7mek yerhamak
yer7mek yerehemek yarhmeke rahimaka
yrahmek yrahmak irahmak irhmak irahmek
yra7mk irhmk yrehmak yera7mak yerehmk
yera7mek yrehmek yara7mak yarehmek yara7mek
yerahmeke yarehmak yarhmk yerhmk yarhmeek
yra7mak ir7mak yra7mek yarhamoka yrehmk
yar7mk yrahmk ira7mak irehmek yerhmek
yerahmk yrhmek yerahmek yerhmak yerahmak
yrhmak yarahemek

Table 4: Different ways to write in Latin Script the word
½ÔgQK


The pie chart of Figure 2 illustrates an important
result concerning the influence of code-switching in the
Algerian dialect. In fact, 82% of the comments are a
mixture of several languages (MSA, dialect, French and
sometimes English). The posts, which are entirely in di-
alect constitutes only 9% of the total corpus. This proves
that the processing of the Algerian dialect necessitates
particular NLP tools. In comparison to Hindi, for which
the issue of code-switching is also important, the rate of
Hindi language, in a corpus of 30 minutes [11] is high
(67.7%), while in our corpus the percentage of Algerian
dialect is only 39%. The phenomenon of code-switching
is crucial, since if we add up all what it has been writ-
ten in Arabic (Dialect (Arabizi or not) and MSA) in this
corpus, only 15.5% of the comments are entirely written
in Arabic. All the others are mixture of several codes.

82%

9%
1.3%
7.5%
0.2%

CS
Dialect
French
MSA
English

Figure 2: Code-switching distribution

4. Multilingual word embeddings to
build CALYOU

In a previous work [1], we addressed the difficult issue
of matching comments from YouTube for a vernacular
language (Algerian dialect) for which no writing rules do
exist. This leads to more difficulties in the processing
of the corresponding texts. We recall in this section the
main idea of the method proposed in [1]. The compa-
rability of comments cannot be addressed, only by look-
ing for a word into two different comments. In fact, a
word, as explained in this paper, may have several ways

of writing. That is why, in this method we decided to
find for each word, the corresponding ones.That means
all the entries, which are correlated to this word and
those which are similar but are written differently (see
the example of Table 4) constitutes a set, in which the
algorithm of comparability looks for the matching. The
proposed approach is based on the concept of learning
multilingual word embeddings (Word2Vec). The objec-
tive is to build a lexicon that contains, for each word
its correlated words. To learn a Correlated Words Lexi-
con (CWL), for each word (ws) of the corpus, where s is
the Arabic or the Latin script, we learned its correlated
words (ws̄), where s̄ is a script different from s. We opted
for a continuous bag of words (CBOW) method [12]. For
each ws, we keep its n best correlated words ws̄. Then
CWL has been exploited in the matching process of doc-
uments to produce comparable comments. This process
has been iterated to improve, at each step, the quality
of the supposed comparable documents (Figure 3). This
method achieved good results and allowed us to build a
comparable Algerian dialect corpus named CALYOU.
In Figure 4, we plot the result of the comparability in

Cleaning

Word2vec

Learning CWL

Calculate comparability

Test

CALYOU

Figure 3: Iterative word embeddings training algorithm

terms of Recall in order to retrieve the best value of the
hidden layer (N) of the CBOW algorithm. The curves
show that the best value of N is 200 obtained at iteration
2 of the Word2Vec process. Another important parame-
ter is the window-size (ws), which has been determined
by making several experiments and by fixing N to 200.
The best parameter, in accordance to Figure 5 is equal
to 100. These parameters have been tested on a tuning
corpus of 310 comparable comments.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the Recall in accordance to the
number (N) of neurons in the hidden layer and in terms
of Word2Vec iterating process
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Figure 5: Evolution of the Recall in accordance to the
window-size parameter and in terms of Word2Vec iterat-
ing process

5. Investigating CALYOU
Such as in Section 3.1, we present in the following some
figures concerning the learned comparable corpora CA-
LYOU. The result of CALYOU consists in a list of pairs of
comments, for which the source is written in Latin script
(Arabizi, French or English) and the target is written in
Arabic (MSA or dialect). An example, extracted from
CALYOU is given in Table 5.

Table 6 shows that the repartition of Arabizi in the
source side of CALYOU is very high (97.3%), while the
percentage of comments in French constitutes 2.59% of
comments. Concerning the target side, 81% of comments
are in Arabic dialect and 19% are in MSA. In the pie
chart of Figure 6, such as in the Youtube corpus (Figure
1), the highest frequency distribution concerns the Alge-

Source j’ai trop aimé la tenu c mon style
Translation I like too much your outfit, this is my style
Target ÉJ
��� XAë I. m� 	' 	¬@ 	QK. ú


	GñJ.j. «
Translation I like them too much, I like this style
Source Deradji reste avec le sport
Translation Deradji continue taking care of sport
Target: ¼ñJ. m�

	' ñ�®J. 	K �é 	�AK
QË @ ú

	̄ A �®K. @ �é 	�AK
QË @ ú


	̄ ��J	m× �I	K@ ú
k. @PX ú
æ� AK

Translation Mr derradji you are expert in Sport, please continue
in sport and we will continue appreciating you
Source radja meziane vraiment cette chanson djat thebel be la voix
dialek w rabi yerhem kamel messaoudi
Translation Raja Meziane this song is wonderful with your voice,
may God bless the soul of Kamel Messaoudi
Target ø
 Xñª�Ó ÈAÒ» ñÔgQK
 ú
G. P ½�Kñ� ©Ó �HAg. ð �é«ðP �HAÒÊ¿
Translation Beautiful Lyrics especially with your voice,
may God bless the soul of Kamel Messaoudi

Table 5: Example of comparable comments extracted
from CALYOU

Arabizi MSA AD FR EN
Source (%) 97.3 - - 2.59 0.04
Target (%) - 19 81 - -

Table 6: Figures on comparable comments of CALYOU

rian dialect written in LS. The second highest frequency
distribution of words in CALYOU concerns entries writ-
ten in MSA (21%).

62%

1% 17%
16 %

4%

Dialect LS
English
Dialect AS
MSA
French

Figure 6: CALYOU Vocabulary

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an analysis of the corpus col-
lected from Youtube (more than 17M of words). The
study of this corpus shows that Algerian people, in this
social network, use the Latin script intensively. In fact,
47% of the comments are written with this script that
was a real surprise for us. To reinforce this observation,
we noticed that the percentage of distinct dialect words
written in Arabizi is also high (46%) excluding those in
French and English. Another crucial issue is the strong
presence of the code-switching in the corpus. In fact 82%
of the comments are a mixture of several varieties of lan-
guages, while only 9% of the comments are entirely writ-
ten in dialect.
We proposed a multilingual word embedding approach
to extract from the latter corpus a comparable one (CA-
LYOU). In other words, each comment in Latin script is
aligned with the best corresponding one in Arabic script.
We trained, on a tuning corpus the parameters of the
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CBOW method, then with the best parameters, we got
a performance of 41% in terms of Recall by using itera-
tively the Word2Vec approach.
Finally, CALYOU is composed by 325K pairs of compa-
rable comments, 62% of its vocabulary is in Arabizi and
only 17% is written in Arabic script.
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Abstract
Natural Language Processing for Arabic dialects has grown
widely these last years. Indeed, several works were proposed
dealing with all aspects of Natural Language Processing. How-
ever, some AD varieties have received more attention and have
a growing collection of resources. Others varieties, such as
Maghrebi, still lag behind in that respect. Maghrebi Arabic
is the family of Arabic dialects spoken in the Maghreb region
(principally Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco). In this work we are
interested in these three languages. This paper presents a review
of natural language processing for Maghrebi Arabic dialects.
Index Terms: Arabic dialect, Maghrebi Arabic dialects,
Tunisian Arabic, Algerian Arabic, Moroccan Arabic

1. Introduction
The Arabic language is characterized by its plurality. It con-
sists of a wide variety of languages, which includes the Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA), and a set of various dialects differing
according to regions and countries. The varieties of Arabic di-
alects (AD) are distributed over the 22 countries in the Arab
World. Geographically, Arabic dialects are classified in two
main blocs, namely Middle East (Mashriq) and North Africa
(Maghreb) dialects. Maghrebi dialects are the languages that
are spoken in this geographical area (Maghreb). They are char-
acterized by the coexistence of several languages: MSA, dialec-
tal Arabic, Berber and French. The Berber dialects constitute
the oldest linguistic substratum of this region and are, there-
fore, the mother tongue of a part of the population. Since the
Islamic conquest of the Maghreb, several Arab tribes have inter-
mingled, especially in pastoral areas, because of the similarity
of their way of life. This coexistence reinforced the Arabiza-
tion of the Berber tribes. The influence of the Arabic language
on the Berber world spread fairly rapidly, and this practically
all over the Maghreb [1]. The French language was introduced
by the colonial occupation. First, as the language of the colo-
nial administration, this language has spread to a large part of
the population through education and administration. This lan-
guage spread in its written and oral uses, it influenced the spo-
ken languages (Berber and AD) by the borrowings that these
made to it [2].
The Maghreb is composed, in its central part, of Algeria,
Tunisia and Morocco. In this paper, we are interested in the
Arabic spoken in these three countries. This interest is justified
by the fact that these countries have in common a lot of socio-
historical similarities and an identical linguistic situation. We
therefore present in this work an overview of these dialects, first
on several levels of linguistic representation (section 2) and then

in terms of research work dealing with these languages (section
3). We believe that such a study is very useful for the scientific
community working in the field of Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) in general and more specifically those working on
NLP of Maghrebi Arabic dialects.

2. Linguistic overview
Maghrebi Arabic dialects include principally Algerian Arabic,
Moroccan Arabic and Tunisian Arabic. In this section, we give
an overview of these three languages regarding phonological,
lexical, morphological and syntactic level.

2.1. At phonological level

The three Maghrebi Arabic dialects share the most features of
standard Arabic. Besides the 28 Arabic consonants phonemes,
the three dialects of the Maghreb use non Arabic phonemes /g/,
/p/ and /v/ which are mainly used in words borrowed from for-
eign languages as French. Also, the ( 	 ) is uttered as /d‘/( 	�),

whereas ( 	X) and ( �H) are mostly pronounced as /d/(X) and /t/( �H)

for both Algerian1 and Moroccan dialects and not for Tunisian
where the utterance of these two consonants is the same as in
MSA. Furthermore, the letter ( ��) is particular in the way that it
has different pronunciations. For the three dialects it is uttered
as /q/ and /g/. It should be noted that the use of /g/ is observed
not only in rural places but also in urban cities. In addition, the
( ��) is uttered as the glottal stop /?/ as in Tlemcen (west of Al-
geria) and Fes (Morocco), just like in Egyptian dialect. In some
eastern cities of Algeria a particular pronunciation of the ( ��) is
/k/ (this phenomenon does not exist in Tunisian ans Moroccan).
Also, The consonant (h. ) has different pronunciations /dj/, /j/
or /z/ (for Tunisian dialect and the dialect of Tlemcen and other
cities in the east of Algeria). Other notable features of Maghrebi
dialects are the collapse of short vowels both in nouns and verbs
and the glottal stop (Hamza) omission particularly in the middle
and the end of words.

2.2. At Lexical level

Maghrebi dialects’ vocabulary is mostly inspired from Arabic
but it is phonologically altered, with significant Berber sub-
strates, and many loanwords from French, Italian, Turkish and
Spanish. Like for Arabic vocabulary, these dialects’ vocabular-
ies include verbs, nouns, pronouns and particles.

1In some rural dialects they are pronounced as in MSA.
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2.3. At Morphological level

The morphology of Arabic dialectal words shares a lot of fea-
tures with MSA morphology. Furthermore, dialect inflection
system is simpler in some aspects than MSA, whereas affixation
system seems to be more complicated than MSA. Indeed in-
flection system is simplified by the elimination of a wide range
of rules. In fact, as in all Arabic dialects, Algerian, Moroccan
and Tunisian do not accept the singular word declension which
corresponds to the nominative, the genitive, and the accusative
cases which take the short vowels ��, �� and �� respectively in the
end of the word. Similarly, the three doubled case endings ex-
pressing nominal indefiniteness are also dropped. It should be
noted that for the three dialects, the singular nouns declension
to the plural (feminine/masculine regular plural and broken plu-
ral) follows MSA rules but with the difference that the three
cases enumerated above are not distinguished.2 In addition, the
three dialects do not bave the nominal dual which is a distinctive
feature of standard Arabic. The verb conjugation of the three di-
alects uses a set of affixes slightly different with MSA ones be-
sides a variation in vocalization. We mention that the dual and
feminine plural of MSA are lost in the dialects. Moreover, the
negation in the three dialects seems to be more complex than in
MSA, the circumfix negation ( A �Ó + ��) surrounds the verbs with
all its affixed direct and indirect object pronouns.

2.4. At Syntactic level

The words order of a declarative sentence in the three dialects
is relatively flexible but the most commonly used order is the
SVO order (Subject-Verb-Object)[3],[4],[5]. The Other orders
are also allowed, the speaker generally begins his sentence with
the item that he wants to highlight.

3. NLP of the three dialects
In this section, we are interested in the research work developed
for these dialects in various NLP issues.

3.1. Corpora and lexicons

A dictionary containing 18K MSA and Moroccan dialects en-
tries was built in [6]. The authors used manual translation from
MSA dictionary to Moroccan dialect and vice-versa.

In [7] authors created an annotated corpus of 223K that they
collected from Moroccan social media sources. The corpus has
been annotated on token-level by three native speakers of Mo-
roccan dialect.

In [8] a focus was made on Tunisian dialect processing. The
authors extracted textual user-generated contents from social
networks that they filtered and classified automatically. From
the built corpora they drew a picture of the main features re-
lated to Tunisian dialect.

The authors in [9] presented a bilingual lexicon of deverbal
nouns between MSA and Tunisian dialect that has been created
automatically. They extended an existing Tunisian verbal lex-
icon by using a table of deverbal patterns in order to generate
pairs of Tunisian and MSA deverbal nouns.

2Example: Depending on its function in the sentence, the masculine
regular plural of MSA word ÕÎ��

�Ó (Muslim) could be 	àñÒÊ�Ó (nomina-

tive case) or 	á�
ÒÊ�Ó (accusative or genitive). In contrast, for the dialect

word Õ
�
Î��Ó (Muslim) always takes 	á�
ÒÊ�Ó for the regular plural what-

ever its grammatical category.

The work presented in [10] is related to the construction
of a railway domain ontology from a Tunisian speech corpus
created for this purpose within this study. The authors used a
statistical method for term and concept extraction whereas for
semantic relation extraction they choose a linguistic approach.

In [11], authors generated automatically phonetic dictionar-
ies for Tunisian dialect by using a rule approach. The work
is part of an automatic speech recognition framework of the
Tunisian Arabic in the particular field of railway transport.

In [12] is presented STAC (Spoken Tunisian Arabic Cor-
pus), 5 transcribed hours of spontaneous Tunisian Arabic
speech enriched with morpho-syntactic and disfluencies anno-
tations.

For Algerian dialect, in [13], the authors crawled an Alge-
rian newspaper to extract comments that they used to build a
romanized code-switched Algerian Arabic-French corpus. In
this study, the authors highlighted the particular Algerian lin-
guistic situation by discussing its main features. It should be
noted that the corpus is annotated by language identification at
word-level.

KALAM’DZ, An Arabic Spoken corpus dedicated to Alge-
rian dialectal varieties was built in [14] by exploiting Web re-
sources such as Youtube and other Social Media, Online Radio
and TV. The dataset covers a large number of Algerian dialects
with 4881 native speakers and more than 104 hours.

An other Speech corpus dedicated to Algerian dialect, AM-
CASC (Algerian Modern Colloquial Arabic Speech Corpus)
was presented in [15]. Authors used this corpus for the pur-
pose of evaluating their automatic regional accent recognition
approaches based on GMM-UBM and i-vectors frameworks.

In the same vain, authors of [16] presented their method-
ology to build an Arabic Speech Corpus for Algerian dialects.
The authors proceeded by recording speeches uttered by 109
native speakers from 17 different regions in Algeria.

In [17], CALYOU, a Comparable Corpus of the spoken Al-
gerian was built from Youtube comments. It consists of 853K
comments including a total of 12.7M words. This work deals
with the issue of comparability of comments extracted from
Youtube. It presents a Word2Vec based method of alignment
which achieves the best comparability results among the other
methods that the authors experimented.

3.2. Identification

Several efforts dealing with Maghrebi Arabic dialects are those
dedicated to the identification and recognition. In fact, Ara-
bic dialects differ from one country to another and even in the
same Arab country there is a lot of dialect varieties. In this con-
text, authors of [18] addressed the problem of spoken Algerian
dialect identification by using prosodic speech information (in-
tonation and rhythm). They performed an experiment of their
approach on six dialects from different Algerian departments.
An other study [19] showed that Algiers and Oran dialects can
be identified by prosodic cues.

In [20], for the classification of Tunisian and Moroccan di-
alects, two methods were used namely the feed forward back
propagation neural network (FFBPNN) and the support vector
machine (SVM). The former (FFBPNN) performs better than
the later in terms of recognition rates.

In the context of dialect identification within social media
(Facebook comments), authors of [21] used an Algiers dialect
lexicon and perform different ways of identification: total (word
matching), partial (prefix and suffix matching) and by applying
improved Levenshtein distance.
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The work cited in [22] presents DATOOL a graphical tool
for annotating tweets. A native speaker of Moroccan dialect
annotated an average of 250 (mixed-language and mixed-script)
tweets per hour. The obtained corpus has been used for the
purpose of dialect identification.

3.3. Orthography

A particular attention is devoted to dialect orthography because
of their spoken nature and thus a total absence of standard writ-
ing rules. Some efforts were made to resolve this issue. The
authors of [23] presented orthography guidelines for transcrib-
ing Tunisian speech corpora based on the standard Arabic tran-
scription conventions. Later, the CODA map (Conventional Or-
thography for Dialectal Arabic) described in [24] was adapted
to Tunisian dialect [25], Algerian dialect [26] and finally in gen-
eral for Maghrebi dialects [25].

3.4. Morphological analysis

In [27], a morphological analyzer for the Tunisian dialect based
on a MSA analyzer was proposed. Furthermore, as an expan-
sion of a MSA lexicon, a lexicon for the Tunisian dialect was
built. This last lexicon has been used in [28] to convert a stan-
dard Arabic corpus for creating a large Tunisian dialect corpus,
in order to train a POS tagger. A similar approach was adopted
in [29] where the authors exploited also the closeness between
standard Arabic and Tunisian dialect. They developed a POS
tagger by converting a Tunisian sentence to MSA lattice, after
a disambiguation step, a MSA target sentence is then produced
and tagged simply with a MSA tagger.

For Moroccan dialect, in [30] a morphological analyzer has
been developed in addition of an annotated corpus that has been
created within this work. It should be noted that specific CODA
guidelines for Moroccan dialect has been also created (inspired
from [24] cited above).

For Algerian dialect, a morphological analyzer was devel-
oped in [31]. Authors adapted the well-known morphological
analyzer BAMA dedicated for MSA.

3.5. Sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis is a promising and challenging direction re-
search in the area of dialect NLP. Indeed, Arab people use their
dialects on social media and discussion forums to express their
opinions. Sentiment analysis for Maghrebi dialects is still in a
earlier stage. Most of the work are recent compared to contri-
butions related to MSA or a relatively more-resourced dialect
such as Egyptian dialect.

In [32], the authors proposed a lexicon-based approach for
sentiment analysis of Algerian dialect. They used a manually
annotated dataset and three Algerian Arabic lexicons.

Authors of [33] presented an approach for emotion analysis
of Tunisian Facebook pages. They introduced a new method to
create emotion dictionaries by using emotion symbols as senti-
ment polarity indicators. Recently, in [34] the focus was also
made on Tunisian dialect sentiment analysis. Their approach
is based on machine learning techniques for determining com-
ments polarity. Within this research, a corpus of 17K Facebook
comments has been created and annotated.

3.6. Machine translation

Machine translation is an other issue related to Arabic dialects
and Maghrebi ones particularly. In fact, Machine translation
requires specific resources like parallel corpora in the context

of data-based approach and strong linguistic studies in the case
of rule-based approach, while this dialects suffer from a lack
of resources especially parallel corpora. Few efforts have been
deployed to deal with machine translation of Maghrebi dialects,
most issues are not yet solved. There is still much work to be
done in this area.

In [35] is proposed a machine translation system between
MSA and Tunisian dialect verbal forms (in both directions). It
is based on deep morphological representations of roots and pat-
terns (a specific feature of Arabic). Another work dedicated to
Tunisian dialect is described in [36]. The authors attempted to
translate Tunisian dialect text of social media into MSA by us-
ing a bilingual lexicon and a set of grammatical mapping rules
and a disambiguation step.

In [37], a machine translation system from Moroccan di-
alect to MSA is presented. The work used a rule-based approach
in addition to a language model. The system used transfer rules
based on a morphological analysis (with Alkhalil morpholog-
ical analyzer [38] which the authors adapted to Moroccan di-
alect).

In [39] a hybrid machine translation system combining sta-
tistical and rule-based approaches is presented. It translated
from Arabic dialects to English. Dialects concerned by this
study were those of the middle-east in addition to Tunisian, Mo-
roccan and Libyan. MSA was as a pivot language. This system
showed that the hybridization of statistical and rule-based ap-
proaches performs better than using each approach separately.

Authors of [40] presented PADIC a multi-dialect Arabic
corpus that includes MSA, Maghrebi dialects (Algerian and
Tunisian and in the last version Moroccan) and Levantine di-
alects (Palestinian and Syrian). They conducted several exper-
iments on different Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) sys-
tems between all pairs of languages (MSA and dialects). They
studied the impact of the language model on machine trans-
lation by varying the smoothing techniques and by language
model interpolation.

3.7. Other resources

In [41] authors dealt with the detection of sentence boundary
in transcribed spoken Tunisian Arabic. They proposed a rule-
based method and a statistical method, in addition to a third
method which combines these two last. Their detection system
has been used to improve the accuracy of a POS tagger of tran-
scribed Tunisian dialect.

In [42] an automatic diacritics restoration system was built
for Algiers dialect. The system was based on a statistical ap-
proach and allowed to vocalize the Algerian part of PADIC [40].
This vocalized corpus has been used in [43] for the purpose of
grapheme to phoneme conversion. This last combined a rule-
based and a statistical approaches.

In [44], the authors proposed a method to disambiguate the
output of a morphological analyzer of the Tunisian dialect (cited
in [27]) by using machine-learning techniques.

4. Conclusion
We focused in this paper on Maghrebi Arabic dialects particu-
larly Algerian, Moroccan and Tunisian Arabic. After a linguis-
tic overview, we provided a survey of the research work dealing
with these languages. Several comments can be made based on
this work. In view of the various published works, we can see
that the research efforts dealing with Maghrebi Arabic dialects
are at an early stage. Most of the research work dealing with
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these dialects has been devoted to the construction of corpora
and lexicon. This is mainly due to the fact that these languages
are under-resourced. The identification task has also been re-
searched. While the morphology of the Maghrebi Arabic di-
alects has been addressed in few papers, the syntactic analysis
remains totally ignored. It is also worth noting the small num-
ber of works devoted to machine translation of these dialects.
In addition, these few existing contributions are dedicated to the
translation between dialects and MSA, no work has considered
the French language.
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper describes the first participation of UQAM’s 
NLP team at the Arabic Multi-Genre Broadcast (MGB) 
Challenge for ASRU 2017. 
The data used in this shared task was collected from 
Egyptian multi-genres YouTube videos and includes 
seven genres as follows: comedy, cooking, family/kids, 
fashion, drama, sports, and science. 
In this shared task, we used supervised learning 
methods that emphasize only on labelled data, to 
discriminate and distinguish between four major Arabic 
dialects: Egyptian, Levantine, North African, Gulf and 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).  
Our experiments rely on several machine learning 
algorithms and their combinations involving Voting 
Ensemble, Multi-Layer perceptron and Logistic 
classifiers. 
Our best results were obtained during this shared task 
on closed submission using the Voting Ensemble with 
an overall accuracy of 56.10, followed by the simple 
logistic and Multi-Layer perceptron with an overall 
accuracy of 54.56 and 53.55, respectively. 
 

Index Terms— Arabic dialects; broadcast speech; 
multi-layer perceptron; logistic; ensemble combination 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Dialects Identification (DID) is very crucial and hard 
task for many NLP applications, especially when 
dealing with noisy and unstructured data such as social 
media and speech. 

The task of DID is a special case of the more general 
problem of Language Identification (LID). LID refers 
to the process of automatically identifying the language 
class for given speech segment or text document. DID 
is arguably a more challenging problem than LID, since 

it consists of identifying the different dialects within 
the same language class [13]. 

Arabic is a morphologically rich and complex language, which 
presents significant challenges for Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) and its applications [14, 15]. It is the official language in 
22 countries spoken by more than 350 million people around the 
world. Moreover, the Arabic language exists in the state of 
disglossia where the standard form of the language, Modern 
Standard Arabic (MSA) and the regional dialects (AD) live side-
by-side and are closely related [16]. Arabic has more than 22 
dialects; some countries share the same dialect, while many 
dialects may exist alongside MSA within the same Arab country.  

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the lingua franca of the so-
called Arab world, which includes northern Africa, the Arabian 
Peninsula, and Mesopotamia. However, Arabic speakers 
generally use dramatically different languages (or dialects) in 
daily interactions and in social media. Both NLP and Speech 
community are interested in the problem of DID, which has 
potential to improve Speech and Language applications [13]. 
 
The Arabic MGB3 challenge targets dialectal Arabic speech and 
uses data collected from YouTube videos across different genres 
[12]. 
This paper deals with DID using supervised learning methods 
that emphasize only on labelled data, to discriminate and 
distinguish between four major Arabic dialects: Egyptian, 
Levantine, North African, Gulf and Modern Standard Arabic 
(MSA).  We conducted several experiments using machine 
learning algorithms and their combinations and involving Voting 
Ensemble, Multi-Layer perceptron and Logistic classifiers.  
Our best results were obtained during this shared task on closed 
submission using the Voting Ensemble with an overall accuracy 
of 56.10, followed by the simple logistic and Multi-Layer 
perceptron with an overall accuracy of 54.56 and 53.55, 
respectively.  
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related 
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work. Sections 3 and 4 describe the methodology and the 
conducted experiments and their results. Conclusions and future 
work are presented in Section 5.  
 

2. STATE OF THE ART  
 
There have been several works on Arabic Natural 
Language Processing (NLP). However, most traditional 
techniques have focused on MSA, since it is 
understood across a wide spectrum of audience in the 
Arab world and is widely used in the spoken and 
written media. Few works relate the processing of 
dialectal Arabic that is different from processing MSA. 
First, dialects leverage different subsets of MSA 
vocabulary, introduce different new vocabulary that are 
more based on the geographical location and culture, 
exhibit distinct grammatical rules, and adds new 
morphologies to the words. The gap between MSA and 
Arabic dialects has affected morphology, word order, 
and vocabulary [17]. Almeman and Lee [18] have 
shown in their work that only 10% of words (uni-gram) 
share between MSA and dialects.  

Second, one of the challenges for Arabic NLP 
applications is the mixture usage of both AD and MSA 
within the same text or speech.  
In relation to multimodal or speech data, an effective 
and well-studied method in language and dialect 
recognition is the i-vector approach [7, 16, 17]. The i-
vector involves modeling speech using a universal 
background model (UBM) – typically a large GMM – 
trained on a large amount of data to represent general 
feature characteristics, which plays a role of a prior on 
how all dialects look like. The i-vector approach is a 
powerful technique that summarizes all the updates 
happening during the adaptation of the UBM mean 
components to a given utterance. Malmasi et al. [6] 
find that character p-grams are “in most scenarios the 
best single feature for this task”, even in a cross-corpus 
setting. Their findings are consistent with the results of 
Ionescu and Popescu [23] in the ADI Shared Task of 
the DSL 2016 Challenge [7], as they ranked on the 
second place using solely character p-grams from 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) transcripts.  
This year (2017), ADI shared tasks, such as 
VARDIAL1 was the first shared task to provide 
participants with the opportunity to carry out Arabic 
dialect identification using a dataset containing both 
audio and text (transcriptions). The first edition of the 
ADI shared task, organized in 2016 as a sub-task of the 

                                                
1 http://ttg.uni-saarland.de/vardial2017/sharedtask2017.html 

DSL shared task [7] used a similar dataset to the ADI 
2017 dataset, but included only transcriptions.  
The 2017 ADI Shared Task data set [7] contained the 
original audio files and some low-level audio features, 
called i-vectors, along with the ASR transcripts of 
Arabic speech collected from the Broadcast News 
domain. Some experiments have indicated that the 
audio features produced a much better performance, 
probably because there are many ASR errors (perhaps 
more in the dialectal speech segments) that make 
Arabic dialect identification from ASR transcripts 
much more difficult.  
 

3. METHODOLOGY  
 
Our proposed approach for Arabic DID focuses on the 
concatenation of i-vector audio representation vectors 
with bi-gram character-based vectors.   
Character n-gram model is well suited for language 
identification and dialect identification tasks that have 
many languages and/or dialects, little training data and 
short test samples.  
One of the main reasons to use a character-based model 
is that most of the variation between dialects, is based 
on affixation, which can be extracted easily by the 
language model, though also there are word-based 
features which can be detected by lexicons.  
The i-vector system was initially developed by Dehak 
et al. [19], with an improvement made by Burget et al. 
[20]. The system involves training a matrix T to model 
the total variability of a set of statistics for each audio 
track. The statistics primarily involve the first-order 
Baum-Welch statistics of the low-level acoustic feature 
frames (i.e., MFCCs) of each audio track [22].  
Our methodology relies on the combination of bi-grams 
vectors with the i-vectors. Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA) was used for dimensionality reduction. LDA is 
based on a hypothetical generative process for a corpus 
and has many advantages for topic modeling, including 
its relative simplicity to implement and the useful 
topics that it unearths [21].  
 

 
Figure 1. The full process of our methodology on 

generating and combining the vectors  
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We fixed the number of topics to generate the 
dimensions and the matrix to 200 topics for each 
paragraph. Moreover, we have made a combination of 
the vectors generated using LDA with vectors 
generated by the i-vector compression. 
The complete combination process is explained in 
Figure 1. 
In relation to the classification algorithms, we used the 
Voting Ensemble, Multi-Layer perceptron and Logistic 
classifiers.  
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show how these algorithms were 
used in the Arabic DID. 
The Arabic Dialect Identification (ADI) task requires 
the discrimination of the speech at the utterance level 
between five different five Arabic dialects. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Multi-Layer Perceptron for Arabic DID 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Voting ensemble for Arabic DID 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Logistic Classifier for Arabic DID 

 
4. EVALUATIONS  

 
In this challenge, both acoustic and lexical features 
were used as explained in [12].   
Our experiments were based only on labeled data. The 
results, we obtained using the test file that was 
provided by the shared task organizers are shown in 
Table 1, in terms of the accuracy measure. While, using 

cross-validation and in relation to VARDIAL 2017 
shared task2 on Arabic DID, we obtained the results of 
Table 2, in terms of Precision, Recall and accuracy 
measures. Detailed experiments in terms of precision, 
recall and F-measures, using the three classification 
algorithms and the cross-validation are shown in Table 
3, 4 and 5 for the three classification algorithms. 
Based on these results, we can notice that combining 
different classification algorithms (Voting ensemble), 
gives the best results in term of accuracy. Moreover, 
using the cross-validation, we notice that our obtained 
F-measures for the three algorithms and for each 
Arabic dialect are situated between 72 % and 89%.  
The average F-measure on the five dialects is situated 
between 81% and 84%, which is very promising. 
 

Classification algorithms Accuracy  
Voting Ensemble 56.10 
Logistic 54.56 
Multi-layer perceptron 53.6 

Table 1. Results on the test file of ASRU/ MGB 
challenge 

Accuracy 53.6  
Precision 54.3  
Recall 59.5  

Table 2. Results on the test file of VARDIAL 2017 
Arabic DID challenge using the Multi-layer perceptron 

classifier 
 

Dialect Precision   Recall  F-Measure   
GLF 0,841       0,840     0,841       
LAV 0,771       0,772     0,772     
NOR 0,895       0,900     0,897       
EGY 0,840       0,857     0,848       
MSA 0,849       0,821     0,835       
Avg.     0,840       0,840       0,840       

Table 3. Results of the Arabic DID using Cross-
validation and the multi-layer perceptron classifiers 

 
Dialect Precision   Recall  F-Measure   
GLF 0,819       0,863     0,840 
LAV 0,768       0,741     0,754       
NOR 0,893       0,894     0,893       
EGY 0,843       0,856     0,849       
MSA 0,849       0,808     0,828       
Avg.     0,834       0,834       0,834       

 
Table 4. Results of the Arabic DID using Cross-

validation and the voting ensemble classifiers  

                                                
2 http://ttg.uni-saarland.de/vardial2017/sharedtask2017.html 
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Dialect Precision   Recall F-Measure   
GLF 0,820    0,818     0,819       
LAV 0,737       0,716     0,726       
NOR 0,878       0,885     0,881       
EGY 0,812       0,821     0,816       
MSA 0,790       0,803     0,797       
Avg.     0,809       0,810     0,810       

 
Table 5. Results of the Arabic DID using Cross-

validation and the Logistic classification algorithm 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we presented the methodology and results 
related to our participation at ASRU MGB Arabic DID 
shared task; which is considered as a very hard and 
challenging task. We studied the impact of the 
character n-gram model and its combination with i-
vectors representation. 

In this shared task, we used supervised learning 
methods that emphasize only on labelled data, to 
discriminate and distinguish between four major Arabic 
dialects: Egyptian, Levantine, North African, Gulf and 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).  
Our proposed approach for Arabic DID focuses on the 
concatenation of i-vector audio representation vectors 
with bi-gram character-based vectors.   
We used several machine learning algorithms and their 
combinations involving Voting Ensemble, Multi-Layer 
perceptron and Logistic classifiers. 
Our best results were obtained during this shared task 
on closed submission using the Voting Ensemble with 
an overall accuracy of 56.10, followed by the simple 
logistic and Multi-Layer perceptron with an overall 
accuracy of 54.56 and 53.55, respectively. 

As for future work, it would be interesting to explore 
semi-supervised learning algorithms using more 
unlabelled data. Another interesting extension to this 
work is to study a hybrid model for dialect 
identification involving character-based and word-
based models.  
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Abstract
Moroccan Darija is one of the Arabic dialects, a continuum
of under-resourced vernaculars. We develop a Moroccan Dar-
ija Wordnet (MDW) using a bilingual Moroccan-English dic-
tionary, from which we collect nearly 13,000 definitions and
over 15,000 lemmas. A Moroccan alphabet is set to make the
MDW user-friendly. We link the Moroccan-English definitions
to the Princeton WordNet using a method that found matches for
about 77% of these, and estimated accuracy using confidence
scores. Over 2,300 Moroccan synsets were verified as a first
step of manual validation and are now included in the MDW,
which is released as part of the Open Multilingual WordNet.
Index Terms: Moroccan Darija, WordNet, Arabic Dialect,
Language Resource, Under-resourced Language

1. Introduction
Moroccan Darija is one of many variants of the Arabic language
that can be defined as "informal spoken dialects that are the
media of communication for daily life" [1]. Ethnologue lists
it as Arabic, Moroccan Spoken (ISO 639-3 ary) [2]. In the
2014 census by Morocco’s Higher Planning Commission [3], it
is reported that Morocco has around 33.6 million inhabitants,
and that 90.9% of them speak Moroccan Darija. It is therefore
spoken throughout the country, albeit with small regional dif-
ferences. It is called a dialect in Morocco, and as such has no
standard orthography or official alphabet.

This paper is about the development of the Moroccan Dar-
ija Wordnet (MDW). It is released as part of the freely available
Open Multilingual WordNet (OMW) [4, 5], and is the first di-
alect to be included in it. It is not however the first wordnet
for a dialect, as a wordnet for the Iraqi dialect (IAWN) [6] was
developed.

In this paper, we first describe the WordNet and previous
work in Languages Resources for Arabic Dialects and in Word-
Net linking. Then, a dictionary of Moroccan Darija to English
[7] is used to get the vocabulary for the MDW, for which an al-
phabet is set. Finally, the Moroccan vocabulary is linked to the
English-language Princeton WordNet [8].

2. Related Work
2.1. Language Resources and Work on Arabic Dialects

Arabic dialects remain considered as under-resourced lan-
guages [9] and limited work has been done around them in Nat-
ural Language Processing.

Cavalli-Sforza et al. [6] develop an Iraqi Arabic WordNet
(IAWN) and a method to link Arabic dialects to the PWN, as
well as to the Arabic WordNet (AWN) [10]. The assumption
used to make the IAWN is that a dialect is close enough to its

base language so that their respective wordnets would have sim-
ilar structures. This assumption is not used for the development
of the MDW.

Habash and Rambow [11] present a morphological analyser
for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), and then adapt it for Lev-
antine Arabic with linguistic data from Jordan. Chiang et al.
[12] also exploit the similarities between MSA and Levantine
Arabic to study the parsing of the latter through experiments in
sentence and grammar transduction. Zbib et al. [9] crowdsource
large English-Egyptian and English-Levantine parallel corpora
to create a Machine Translation model.

Belgacem et al. [13] build a vocal corpus for nine dialects
(Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, the
GCC countries, Yemen) and then propose a model for automatic
recognition of Arabic dialects using Gaussian Mixture Models.
Their results show how complex it is to distinguish Arabic di-
alects as they form a continuum.

2.2. Moroccan Darija Language Resources

Tachicart et al. [14] develop the Moroccan Dialect Electronic
Dictionary (MDED). MDED is a MSA-Moroccan bilingual dic-
tionary of 15,000 entries, obtained by translating an MSA dic-
tionary to Moroccan Darija, and by translating a Moroccan
Darija dictionary to MSA. The Moroccan Darija dictionary
used was the French-Moroccan bilingual “Dictionnaire Colin
d’arabe dialectal marocain” [15]. The alphabet used in MDED
for Moroccan Darija is the Arabic one.

Samih and Maier [16] introduce an annotated Moroccan
Darija code-switched corpus influenced by MSA. They demon-
strate its possible uses by using it to detect code-switching at
token and text level in Moroccan social media [17].

2.3. The Princeton WordNet

The WordNet is a lexical database created in the Cognitive Sci-
ence Laboratory of Princeton University. It was first a database
for the English language known as the Princeton WordNet
[18, 19]. It regroups words by meaning in synsets, which are
unordered sets of synonyms. Its latest release (WordNet 3.0)
contains more than 150,000 unique words and around 120,000
synsets and is available for use via a web browser1.

The WordNet divides synsets into four main parts of
speech: nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. However, it does
not reference function words like prepositions and determiners.
Therefore, these are excluded from the Moroccan Darija Word-
net. The noun synsets are also connected through relationships
such as hyponymy, hypernymy, meronymy and homonymy.
Likewise, verb synsets can have relationships such as hyper-
nymy, troponymy and entailment. The advantage of the Word-

1Accessible on http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
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Net is that correctly connecting a new language’s synsets to the
existing synsets keeps most of these relationships relevant.

2.4. The Open Multilingual WordNet

Wordnets were created for other languages and linked to the
Princeton WordNet to form the Open Multilingual WordNet
(OMW) [5]. It is akin to a programming-ready multilingual
dictionary mainly used in applications of Machine Learning and
Natural Language Processing, as it can be accessed through the
Python-based NLTK package [20].

At the start of the OMW, it contained 26 wordnets. As of the
time of writing, it lists 34 open wordnets merged. Linking the
MDW to the OMW will therefore link it to 34 other wordnets
and to 33 other languages, including Afro-Asiatic languages
such as Arabic [10], Indo-European languages like French [21]
and East Asian languages like Chinese [22, 23].

2.5. WordNet-linking approaches

Most of the freely available wordnets use the expand approach
[24], which is mapping lemmas of the new language to the ex-
isting PWN English synsets. An English-Moroccan dictionary
therefore enables the use of this approach for the MDW. Word-
nets such as the Thai [25] and Indonesian [26] ones use it, al-
though it is recognised as an imperfect method [27]. The ap-
proach in this paper is similar to the one presented in [28]. It
uses two WordNet-linking attempts, and confidence scores to
gauge the accuracy of the links they establish.

There exists also the merge approach for wordnet construc-
tion, which consists of building an independent monolingual
wordnet and then mapping it to the PWN using bilingual re-
sources. The EuroWordNet [29] is a multilingual wordnet
project that uses this approach and has introduced an interlin-
gual index (ILI) [30] to merge ontologies between different lan-
guages. Bond et al. [31] propose a collaborative ILI to expand
it to other languages. The merge approach is used by wordnets
such as the Urdu one [32], as well as along with the expand
approach for the Russian one [33].

3. Creating a Moroccan Darija Wordnet
The OMW is based on the English-language Princeton Word-
Net, and it is the wordnet with the biggest number of synsets.
Therefore, it makes sense to look for English definitions of Mo-
roccan words and then link them to the Princeton WordNet.
Moreover, even though there are French-Moroccan dictionar-
ies, using them could cause inaccuracies as the French Word-
Net is sometimes deemed not as semantically reliable as the
English one. Therefore an English-Moroccan bilingual dictio-
nary would be most useful.

3.1. The Bilingual Dictionary

The dictionary used as basis for the MDW is the 1963 A Dic-
tionary of Moroccan Arabic: Moroccan-English, edited by
Richard S. Harrell. The entries were compiled by Thomas
Fox and Mohammed Abu-Talib. Their goal was to collect the
words that make up the core everyday vocabulary used by Mo-
roccans. The dictionary does not cover dialect variations or
terms deemed too technical. The entries were collected by in-
terviewing educated Moroccans in three cities: Rabat, the cap-
ital; Casablanca, the most populated city; and Fez, the second-
most populated city, according to the 2014 census. The choice
of cities therefore ensures that the Moroccan Darija vocabulary

Figure 1: Example of entries in Richard S. Harrell’s A Dictio-
nary of Moroccan Arabic: Moroccan-English

collected is typical Moroccan urban speech, understood in most
parts of the country.

The entries are Moroccan lemmas followed by their English
definitions or translations. Examples of entries can be seen in
Figure 1. These could be either their direct translations, or a
definition for words that are more specific. Another type of en-
try has one or more Moroccan lemmas followed by "same as"
and one or more Moroccan lemmas, which have each an English
definition entry somewhere else in the dictionary. Verbal nouns
are denoted as "[verbal noun] v.n. of [corresponding verb]"
in a separate entry, or as "[verb] v.n. [corresponding verbal
noun]" in the entry of the corresponding verb. The plural forms,
feminine forms, active and past principles are denoted like-
wise. Only the Moroccan-English definitions and "[...] same as
[...]" entries are considered for simplification purposes, as other
forms are inflected ones and cannot be linked to the WordNet.

In total, the dictionary contains 12,923 Moroccan-English
definitions, or Moroccan synsets, with 14,409 lemmas, to which
720 are added from the "same as" entries, making a total of
15,129 lemmas.

3.2. Alphabet

There are existing Arabic transliterations such as the one pro-
posed in [34] and the romanized Arabic transliteration engine
proposed in [35]. However, the Moroccan Darija Wordnet is
meant to be user-friendly and therefore it must be largely in-
spired by the unofficial alphabet that is used in daily life by
Moroccans. Moreover, there are Arabic letters not used in Mo-
roccan Darija, such as 	X, �H, and Moroccan sounds that cannot
be denoted by the Arabic alphabet, such as l. (l.-l.ur. ), r. and z.
(z. er. biya).

The alphabet used by the Moroccan-English dictionary is
based on the Latin alphabet and differentiates between short and
long vowels. It denotes sounds not present in the Latin alphabet
by Arabic letters, unlike the unofficial alphabet, or by using dots
below letters for emphatic letters. Emphatic letters in the Arabic
alphabet are 	� (d. ),   (t.),

	  (d. or t.) and � (s. ). Their non-
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Dictionary Alphabet ġ h ž P Z
MDW Alphabet 8 7 j 2 3

Table 1: Differences between the dictionary’s alphabet and the
one used in the Moroccan Darija Wordnet (MDW)

emphatic equivalents are respectively X (d), �H (t), 	X (/ð/) and

� (s). The dictionary’s alphabet is based on phonology and has
a one-letter-one-sound rule.

The alphabet used in this paper is as close as possible to the
unofficial Moroccan alphabet to make it readable for the Mo-
roccan public. The phonology rule was kept, and the alphabet
includes emphatic letters and distinguishes between short and
long vowels. In keeping with the writing that Moroccans use in
daily communications, the Arabic letters were replaced by their
respective numerals. The letters that were changed are refer-
enced in Table 1. All other letters (a, ă, b. , d, d. , e, f, g, h, i, ı̆, k, l,
l., m, m. , n, o, q, r, r. , s, s. , š, t, t., u, v, w, x, y, z, z. ) remain the same.
The correspondance between both alphabets is reversible. In
future work, we would like to explore how to facilitate looking
up a lemma in the MDW, as errors may be frequent given that
the orthography is not set and depends on pronunciation.

KṫbDarija [36] is an example of a project that tries to define
a specific alphabet for Moroccan Darija. It defines an alphabet
in Arabic and an equivalent one in Latin letters with accents,
but with no numbers. It follows Moroccan phonology as close
as possible in both versions. To do so, it also associates one
letter with one sound.

4. Linking to the WordNet
The Moroccan-English definitions are connected to the Word-
Net with a linking method consisting of two attempts. Then, we
validate the results manually.

4.1. WordNet-linking Method

To connect Moroccan-English definitions to WordNet synsets,
those definitions are first separated and given a Moroccan Darija
Wordnet ID. Then there are two attempts, with the pseudocode
of the first one provided in Algorithm 1.

In both attempts, everything that is between parentheses is
discarded, as it could be noise or explanations that did not con-
tain the bulk of the definition. With regards to the format of the
dictionary, in which verb definitions start with "to", the part-of-
speech tag is assumed to be verb when that occurs and therefore
the definition would only be connected to synsets referring to
verbs (lines 3 to 5 in Algorithm 1). Moreover, Part-of-Speech
(PoS) tags in the beginning of the definition are taken into ac-
count to search for the correct PoS tag in the WordNet (lines 23
and 27 in Algorithm 1).

Each definition is split in one or more sub-definitions by
commas or semicolons (line 6 in Algorithm 1). Each word in
a sub-definition is filtered and thrown out if it belongs to the
English "stop words" list of NLTK [20], with the exception of
words such as "up, down, out, in, on, off " which accompany a
verb and change its sense. A stop word is kept in the exceptional
case where there is only one word in the sub-definition (lines
10 to 22 in Algorithm 1). The first attempt is stricter than the
second. The second attempt was necessary to pick up matches
with the WordNet that the first attempt could not establish.

4.1.1. First Attempt

In the first attempt, when searching for matching WordNet
synsets, the lemma search uses underscore ("_") to connect the
words in each filtered sub-definition (line 23 in Algorithm 1).
For instance, the verb "2amen b-", with English definition "to
believe in", is recognised as a verb because the definition starts
with to. The WordNet is queried for "believe_in" with the part-
of-speech tag being verb. The query yields one synset.

If searching with words connected with an underscore does
not give results, the search takes each word in a sub-definition
and matches it with synsets to form one set of synsets per word
(line 27 in Algorithm 1). The final set of synsets for the sub-
definition is the intersection of each word’s set of synsets (line
29 in Algorithm 1). The sub-definition is considered only if
its set is non-empty. Likewise, the final set of synsets for the
definition is the intersection each of its sub-definitions’ set of
synsets (line 33 in Algorithm 1). If the definition’s final set
is non-empty, the synsets are associated to it. Otherwise, the
definition cannot be connected to WordNet in the first attempt.
The confidence score given to each match is 1.0 divided by the
number of synsets.

As an example, the Moroccan noun "2as. el" has the English
definition "origin, lineage". We query the WordNet for "origin"
and "lineage", and we get respectively 6 and 5 synsets. These
sets of synsets have as intersection 1 synset, which becomes the
synset corresponding to this Moroccan noun. The confidence
score given is 1.0.

4.1.2. Second Attempt

While the first attempt only considers one possible set of Word-
Net synsets per Moroccan synset, the second attempt considers
more than one. The second attempt repeats the same WordNet-
matching method as the first attempt, starting by joining words
with an underscore, and then splitting them if no results are ob-
tained. However, it considers each sub-definition as an indepen-
dent definition. Therefore, this attempt returns the final sets of
synsets of individual sub-definitions rather than their intersec-
tion.

For example, if a definition has two sub-definitions, each
with a non-empty set of synsets, that definition is split into two
Moroccan synsets, respectively associated with the two sets of
synsets. It is the case of the Moroccan noun "amir" with English
definition "emir, prince". The WordNet queries for the words
"emir" and "prince" give 1 distinct synset each, and therefore
do not overlap. Therefore this definition’s two sub-definitions
"emir" and "prince" are considered as two separate definitions,
each with 1 link to the WordNet.

The confidence score given to each match in the second at-
tempt is 0.7 divided by the number of synsets. Therefore the
maximum confidence score here is 0.7, hereby penalising the
flexibility of this second run. In the above example, the two
sub-definitions, which are linked to 1 synset each, both have
0.7 as confidence score.

4.2. Results and Validation

The matches resulting from the WordNet-linking method are
given in Table 2.

The two attempts have resulted in a total of 12,224 Moroc-
can synsets connected to the WordNet. The 2,936 unconnected
Moroccan synsets are mostly specific words embedded in the
Moroccan culture and thus are not present in the WordNet. We
have also left a list of 1,877 verbal nouns which are associated
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Attempt Synsets linked out of the total of 12, 923 Links with 1 synset out
of attempt’s links

Links with 2 synsets out
of attempt’s links

First 59.6% (7, 704) 33.0% (2, 540) 17.6% (1, 355)
Second 17.7% (2, 283), split into 4, 520 sub-definitions 22.0% (998) 18.6% (825)

Table 2: Results of the two attempts of the WordNet-linking method for the Moroccan-English dictionary

to verbs in the dictionary. In future work, they could be asso-
ciated to the Moroccan Darija Wordnet through an additional
relation.

The confidence scores enable us to quantify the accuracy
of a WordNet link for manual validation. The validation here
was conducted by one of the authors, who is a native speaker of
Moroccan Darija. We first selected the 2,540 Moroccan synsets
that are linked to the WordNet with confidence score 1.0. This
confidence score means that they were each matched to exactly
1 synset.

Each link between a Moroccan synset and a WordNet synset
is validated or rejected using the lemmas and definitions in the
Moroccan-English dictionary and in the WordNet. During the
validation, 8.7% (221) of the synsets were rejected. A main
source of the errors is that there are adjectives and adverbs that
are not tagged as such in the dictionary. Another error in linking
are concepts which definitions contain light verbs, such as get
and make, or started with kind of.

The 2,319 (91.3%) correctly linked Moroccan synsets are
added to the version of the Moroccan Darija Wordnet that is
now part of the OMW. They correspond to 2,571 Moroccan
lemmas. In the future, we aim at completing the validation for
all WordNet links to the MDW and add the verified data conse-
quently.

5. Conclusions
We propose a Moroccan Darija Wordnet (MDW), with an alpha-
bet close to the informal one popularly used in Morocco while
complying with a one-letter-one-sound rule. The MDW is re-
leased as an extension to the Open Multilingual WordNet and
is linked to the Princeton WordNet with a lexicon from a bilin-
gual Moroccan-English dictionary. The dictionary has 12,923
Moroccan-English definitions, totalling 15,129 lemmas.

The dictionary is connected to the WordNet using two
synset-connecting algorithms. Both attempts ignore English
stop words with the exception of one-word definitions and sep-
arate verbs from nouns, adjectives and adverbs. The first one
queries the WordNet for synsets and tries to find the common
ones between words, cutting definitions into sub-definitions by
commas or semicolons. The second one allows for more than
one Moroccan synset per Moroccan-English definition. Both
attempts attribute confidence scores to the matches they estab-
lish.

The first attempt has connected 59.6% of the the Moroc-
can definitions, and the second one has linked an additional
17.7%. They both resulted in 12,224 Moroccan-English defi-
nitions or sub-definitions connected to the WordNet. The 2,936
definitions remaining with no WordNet link are mostly words
embedded in Moroccan culture and have no equivalent in the
WordNet.

At the time of writing, all 2,540 Moroccan synsets with a
1.0 confidence score have been verified manually and 91.3%
(2,319) passed the test. These are now included in the Moroccan
Darija Wordnet. The latter will be enlarged as more synsets are
validated.

Algorithm 1 First Attempt in WordNet Matching
1: function FIRST-MATCH(entry) . Where entry is an entry

in the dictionary
2: Let def be the definition in entry, id its ID, and pos

its WordNet Part-of-Speech Tag
3: if pos starts with "to" then
4: pos = wordnet.V ERB
5: end if
6: subDefs = def.split(′,′, ′;′)
7: Let finalSynsetSet and defSenses be empty arrays
8: for subDef in subDefs do
9: words = subDef.split(′ ′)

10: if pos == wordnet.V ERB then
11: for word in words do
12: if size(subDef) > 1 and word in

stopwords except (up, down, out, in, on, off) then
13: Remove word from words
14: end if
15: end for
16: else
17: for word in words do
18: if size(subDef) > 1 and word in

stopwords then
19: Remove word from words
20: end if
21: end for
22: end if
23: union = wordnet.synsets(′_′.join(words), pos =

pos)
24: if union is empty then
25: Let subDefSenses be an empty array
26: for word in words do
27: Append wordnet.synsets(word, pos =

pos) to subDefSenses
28: end for
29: union = intersection of non-empty sets in

subDefSenses
30: end if
31: Append union to defSenses
32: end for
33: finalSynsetSet = intersection of non-empty sets in

defSenses
34: return finalSynsetSet
35: end function
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Abstract
Community Question Answering (cQA) continues to gain mo-
mentum owing to the unceasing rise of user-generated content
that dominates the web. CQA are platforms that enable people
with different backgrounds to share knowledge by freely asking
and answering each other. In this paper, we focus on question
retrieval which is deemed to be a key task in cQA. It aims at
finding similar archived questions given a new query, assuming
that the answers to the similar questions should also answer the
new one. This is known to be a challenging task due to the ver-
boseness in natural language and the word mismatch between
the questions. Most traditional methods measure the similarity
between questions based on the bag-of-words (BOWs) repre-
sentation capturing no semantics between words. In this pa-
per, we rely on word representation to capture the words se-
mantic information in language vector space. Questions are
then ranked using cosine similarity based on the vector-based
word representation for each question. Experiments conducted
on large-scale cQA data show that our method gives promising
results.
Index Terms: Community question answering, Question re-
trieval, Word embeddings, Cosine similarity

1. Introduction
Over the last decade, with the boom of Web 2.0, the world has
witnessed a huge spread of user-generated content, which be-
came a crucial source of information on internet. This brings
great attention to the emerging concept of community Question
Answering (cQA) that refers to platforms that enable users to
interact and answer to other users’ questions [10]. Nowadays,
there exists a full panoply of cQA services such as Yahoo! An-
swers1, Stackoverflow2, MathOverflow3 and LinuxQuestions4.
Such community services have built up massive archives of
question-answer pairs that are considered as valuable resources
for different tasks like question-answering [21]. The cQA
archives are continuously increasing accumulating duplicated
questions. As a matter of fact, users cannot easily find the good
answers and consequently post new questions that already ex-
ist in the archives. In order to avoid wasting time waiting for
a new answer, cQA should automatically search the commu-
nity archive to verify if similar questions have previously been
posted. If a similar question is found, its associated answer can

1http://answers.yahoo.com/
2http://stackoverflow.com/
3http://www.mathoverflow.net
4http://www.linuxquestions.org/

be directly returned. Owing to its importance, significant re-
search efforts have been recently put to retrieve similar ques-
tions in cQA [21, 3, 2, 16, 22, 12]. Indeed, question retrieval is
a non trivial task presenting several challenges, mainly the data
sparseness, as questions in cQA are usually very short. Another
great challenge is the lexical gap between the queried questions
and the existing ones in the archives [21], which constitutes a
real obstacle to traditional Information Retrieval (IR) models
since users can formulate the same question employing differ-
ent wording. For instance, the questions: How to lose weight
within a few weeks? and What is the best way to get slim fast?,
have the same meaning but they are lexically different. The
word mismatching is a critical issue in cQA since questions are
relatively short and similar ones usually have sparse representa-
tions with little word overlap. From this, it is clear that effective
retrieval models for question retrieval are strongly needed to
take full advantage of the sizeable community archives.

In order to bridge the lexical gap problem in cQA, most
state-of-the-art studies attempt to improve the similarity mea-
sure between questions while it is hard to set a compelling
similarity function for sparse and discrete representations of
words. More importantly, most existing approaches neither take
into account the contextual information nor capture enough se-
mantic relations between words. Recently, novel methods for
learning distributed word representations, also called word em-
beddings, have shown significant performance in several IR
and Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, amongst other
questions retrieval in cQA [28]. Word embeddings are low-
dimensional vector representations of vocabulary words that
capture semantic relationships between them. It is worth not-
ing that to date, the investigation of word embeddings in ques-
tion retrieval is still in its infancy but the studies in this line are
encouraging.

Motivated by the recent success of these emerging meth-
ods, in this paper, we propose a word embedding-based method
for question retrieval in cQA, WECOSim. Instead of represent-
ing questions as a bag of words (BoW), we suggest represent-
ing them as Bag of-Embedded-Words (BoEW) in a continu-
ous space using word2vec, the most popular word embedding
model. Questions are therefore ranked using cosine similarity
based on the vector-based word representation for each ques-
tion. A previous posted question is considered to be semanti-
cally similar to a queried question if their corresponding vector
representations lie close to each other according to the cosine
similarity measure. The previous question with the highest co-
sine similarity score will be returned as the most similar ques-
tion to the new posted one. We test the proposed method on
a large-scale real data from Yahoo! Answers. Experimental
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results show that our method is promising and can outperform
certain state-of-the-art methods for question retrieval in cQA.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section (2), we give an overview of the main related work on
question retrieval in cQA. Then, we present in Section (3) our
proposed word embedding based-method for question retrieval.
Section (4) presents our experimental evaluation and Section (5)
concludes our paper and outlines some perspectives.

2. Related Work
In cQA, the precision of the returned questions is crucial to en-
sure high quality answers. The question retrieval task is highly
complex due to the lexical gap problem since the queried ques-
tion and the archived ones often share very few common words
or phrases.

Over the recent years, a whole host of methods have been
proposed to improve question retrieval in cQA. Several works
were based on the vector space model referred to as VSM to
calculate the cosine similarity between a query and archived
questions [7, 3]. However, the major limitation of VSM is that
it favors short questions, while cQA services can handle a wide
range of questions not limited to concise or factoid questions. In
order to overcome the shortcoming of VSM, BM25 have been
employed for question retrieval to take into consideration the
question length [3]. Okapi BM25 is the most widely applied
model among a family of Okapi retrieval models proposed by
Robertson et al. in [15] and has proven significant performance
in several IR tasks. Besides, Language Models (LM)s [4] have
been also used to explicitly model queries as sequences of query
terms instead of sets of terms. LMs estimate the relative likeli-
hood for each possible successor term taking into consideration
relative positions of terms. Nonetheless, such models might not
be effective when there are few common words between the
user’s query and the archived questions.

To overcome the vocabulary mismatch problem faced by
LMs, the translation model was used to learn correlation be-
tween words based on parallel corpora and it has obtained sig-
nificant performance for question retrieval. The basic intuition
behind translation models is to consider question-answer pairs
as parallel texts, then relationship of words can be constructed
by learning word-to-word translation probabilities such as in
[21, 2]. Within the same context, [1] presented a parallel dataset
for training statistical word translation models, composed of the
definitions and glosses provided for the same term by different
lexical semantic resources. In [24], the authors tried to improve
the word-based translation model by adding some contextual in-
formation when building the translation of phrases as a whole,
instead of translating separate words. In [16], the word-based
translation model was extended by incorporating semantic in-
formation (entities) and explored strategies to learn the transla-
tion probabilities between words and concepts using the cQA
archives and an entity catalog. Although, the aforementioned
basic models have yielded good results, questions and answers
are not really parallel, rather they are different from the infor-
mation they contain [22].

Advanced semantic based approaches were required to fur-
ther tackle the lexical gap problem and to push the question
retrieval task in cQA to the next level. For instance, there were
few attempts that have exploited the available category infor-
mation for question retrieval like in [4, 3, 27]. Despite the fact
that these attempts have proven to significantly improve the per-
formance of the language model for question retrieval, the use
of category information was restricted to the language model.

Wang et al [20] used a parser to build syntactic trees of ques-
tions, and rank them based on the similarity between their syn-
tactic trees and that of the query question. Nevertheless, such an
approach is very complex since it requires a lot of training data.
As observed by [20], existing parsers are still not well-trained
to parse informally written questions.

Other works model the semantic relationship between the
searched questions and the candidate ones with deep question
analysis such as [7] who proposed to identify the question topic
and focus for question retrieval. Within this context, some stud-
ies relied on a learning-to-ranking strategy like [17] who pre-
sented an approach to rank the retrieved questions with multi-
ple features, while [19] rank the candidate answers with a sin-
gle word information instead of the combination of various fea-
tures. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [6] was also employed
to address the given task like in [14]. While being effective to
address the synonymy and polysemy by mapping words about
the same concept next to each other, the efficiency of LSI highly
depends on the data structure.

Otherwise, other works focused on the representation learn-
ing for questions, relying on an emerging model for learning
distributed representations of words in a low-dimensional vec-
tor space namely Word Embedding. This latter has recently
been subject of a wide interest and has shown promise in nu-
merous NLP tasks [18, 5], in particular for question retrieval
[28]. The main virtue of this unsupervised learning model is
that it doesn’t need expensive annotation; it only requires a huge
amount of raw textual data in its training phase. As we believe
that the representation of words is vital for the question retrieval
task and inspired by the success of the latter model, we rely on
word embeddings to improve the question retrieval task in cQA.

3. Description of WECOSim
The intuition behind the method we propose for question re-
trieval, called WECOSim, is to transform words in each question
in the community collection into continuous vectors. Unlike
traditional methods which represent each question as Bag Of
Words (BOWs), we propose to represent a question as a Bag-of-
Embedded-Words (BoEW). The continuous word representa-
tions are learned in advance using the continuous bag-of-words
(CBOW) model [11]. Each question is, therefore, be defined
as a set of words embedded in a continuous space. Besides,
the cosine similarity is used to calculate the similarity between
the average of the word vectors corresponding to the queried
question and that of each existing question in the archive. The
historical questions are then ranked according to their cosine
similarity scores in order to return the top ranking question hav-
ing the maximum score, as the most relevant one to the new
queried question. The proposed method for question retrieval
in cQA consists of three steps namely, question preprocessing,
word embedding learning and question ranking.

3.1. Question Preprocessing

The question preprocessing module intends to process the nat-
ural language questions and extract the useful terms in order to
generate formal queries. These latter are obtained by applying
text cleaning, tokenization, stopwords removal and stemming.
Thus, at the end of the question preprocessing module, we ob-
tain a set of filtered queries, each of which is formally defined
as follows: Q = {t1, t2, ..., tq} where t represents a separate
term of the query Q and q denotes the number of query terms.
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3.2. Word Embedding Learning

Word embedding techniques, also known as distributed seman-
tic representations play a significant role in building contin-
uous word vectors based on their contexts in a large corpus.
They learn a low-dimensional vector for each vocabulary term
in which the similarity between the word vectors can show the
syntactic and semantic similarities between the corresponding
words. Basically, there exist two main types of word embed-
dings namely Continuous Bag-of-Words model (CBoW) and
Skip-gram model. The former one consists in predicting a cur-
rent word given its context, while the second does the inverse
predicting the contextual words given a target word in a sliding
window. It is worthwhile to note that, in this work, we consider
the CBOW model [11] to learn word embeddings, since it is
more efficient and performs better with sizeable data than Skip-
gram. As shown in Figure 1, the CBOW model predicts the
center word given the representation of its surrounding words
using continuous distributed bag-of-words representation of the
context, hence the name CBOW. The context vector is got by

Figure 1: Overview of the Continuous Bag-of-Words model.

averaging the embeddings of each contextual word while the
prediction of the center word w0 is obtained by applying a soft-
max over the vocabulary V . Formally, let d be the word em-
bedding dimension, the output matrix O ∈ <|V |×d maps the
context vector c into a |V |-dimensional vector representing the
center word, and maximizes the following probability:

p(v0 | w[−b,b]−{0}) =
expvT0 Oc∑

v∈V expvTOc
(1)

where b is a hyperparameter defining the window of context
words, Oc represents the projection of the context vector c into
the vocabulary V and v is a one-hot representation. The strength
of CBOW is that it does not rise substantially when we increase
the window b.

3.3. Question Ranking

Once the questions are presented as Bag of-Embedded-Words
(BoEW), we compute the average vector vq of the queried ques-
tion. Similarly, for each historical question, we calculate its av-
erage vector vd. The similarity between a queried question and
a historical one in the vector space is calculated as the cosine
similarity between vq and vd.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset

In our experiments, we used the dataset released by [23] for
evaluation. In order to construct the dataset, the authors crawled

questions from all categories in Yahoo! Answers, the most pop-
ular cQA platform, and then randomly splitted the questions
into two sets while maintaining their distributions in all cate-
gories. The first set contains 1,123,034 questions as a question
repository for question search, while the second is used as the
test set and contains 252 queries and 1624 manually labeled
relevant questions. The number of relevant questions related
to each original query varies from 2 to 30. The questions are
of different lengths varying from two to 15 words, in differ-
ent structures and belonging to various categories e.g. Comput-
ers and Internet, Yahoo! Products, Entertainment and Music,
Education and Reference, Business and Finance, Pets, Health,
Sports, Travel, Diet and Fitness. Table 1 shows an example of a
query and its corresponding related questions from the test set.
To train the word embeddings, we resorted to another large-

Table 1: Example of questions from the test set.

Query: How can I get skinnier without getting in a diet?
Category: Diet and Fitness
Topic: Weight loss
Related - How do I get fit without changing my diet?
questions - How can i get slim but neither diet nor exercise?

- How do you get skinny fast without diet pills?
- I need a solution for getting fit (loosing weight)
and I must say I cant take tough diets ?

scale data set from cQA sites, namely the Yahoo! Webscope
dataset5, including 1,256,173 questions with 2,512,345 distinct
words. Some preprocessing was performed before the experi-
ments; all questions were lower cased, tokenized, stemmed by
Porter Stemmer6 and all stop words were removed.

4.2. Learning of Word Embedding

We trained the word embeddings on the whole Yahoo! Web-
scope dataset using word2vec in order to represent the words of
the training data as continuous vectors which capture the con-
texts of the words. The training parameters of word2vec were
set after several tests: the dimensionality of the feature vectors
was fixed at 300 (size=300), the size of the context window was
set to 10 (window=10) and the number of negative samples was
set to 25 (negative=25).

4.3. Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the performance of our method, we used
Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Precision@n (P@n) as
they are extensively used for evaluating the performance of
question retrieval for cQA. Particularly, MAP is the most com-
monly used metric in the literature assuming that the user is
interested in finding many relevant questions for each query.
MAP rewards methods that not only return relevant questions
early, but also get good ranking of the results. Given a set of
queried questions Q, MAP represents the mean of the average
precision for each queried question q and it is set as follows:
MAP =

∑
q∈Q AvgP(q)
|Q| where AvgP (q) is the mean of the pre-

cision scores after each relevant question q is retrieved.
Precision@n returns the proportion of the top-n retrieved

questions that are relevant. Given a set of queried questions

5The Yahoo! Webscope dataset Yahoo answers com-
prehensive questions and answers version 1.0.2, available at
“http://research.yahoo.com/Academic Relations”

6http://tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer/
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Q, P@n is the proportion of the top n retrieved questions
that are relevant to the queries, and it is defined as follows:
P@n = 1

|Q|
∑

q∈Q
Nr
N

where Nr is the number of relevant
questions among the top N ranked list returned for a query q.
In our experiments, we calculated P@10 and P@5.

4.4. Main Results

We compare the performance of WECOSim with the following
competitive state-of-the-art question retrieval models tested by
Zhang et al. in [23] on the same dataset:

• TLM [21]: A translation based language model which
combines the translation model estimated using the ques-
tion and the language model estimated using the answer
part. It integrates word-to-word translation probabilities
learned by exploiting various sources of information.

• PBTM [24]: A phrase based translation model which
employs machine translation probabilities and assumes
that question retrieval should be performed at the phrase
level. TLM learns the probability of translating a se-
quence of words in a historical question into another se-
quence of words in a queried question.

• ETLM [16]: An entity based translation language
model, which is an extension of TLM by replacing the
word translation with entity translation in order to incor-
porate semantic information within the entities.

• WKM [29]: A world knowledge based model which
used Wikipedia as an external resource to add the esti-
mation of the term weights to the ranking function. A
concept thesaurus was built based on the semantic rela-
tions extracted from the world knowledge of Wikipedia.

• M-NET [28]: A continuous word embedding based
model, which integrates the category information of the
questions to get the updated word embedding, assuming
that the representations of words that belong to the same
category should be close to each other.

• ParaKCM [23]: A key concept paraphrasing based
approach which explores the translations of pivot lan-
guages and expands queries with the paraphrases. It
assumes that paraphrases contributes additional seman-
tic connection between the key concepts in the queried
question and those of the historical questions.

From Table 2, we can see that PBTM outperforms TLM which
demonstrates that capturing contextual information in modeling
the translation of phrases as a whole or consecutive sequence
of words is more effective than translating single words in iso-
lation. This is because, by and large, there is a dependency
between adjacent words in a phrase. The fact that ETLM (an

Table 2: Comparison of the question retrieval performance of
different models.

TLM PBTM ETLM WKM M-NET ParaKCM WECOSim
P@5 0.3238 0.3318 0.3314 0.3413 0.3686 0.3722 0.3432
P@10 0.2548 0.2603 0.2603 0.2715 0.2848 0.2889 0.2738
MAP 0.3957 0.4095 0.4073 0.4116 0.4507 0.4578 0.4125

extension of TLM) performs as good as PBTM proves that re-
placing the word translation by entity translation for ranking
improves the performance of the translation language model.

Although, ETLM and WKM are both based on external knowl-
edge resource e.g. Wikipedia, WKM uses wider informa-
tion from the knowledge source. Specifically, WKM builds a
Wikipedia thesaurus, which derives the concept relationships
(e.g. synonymy, hypernymy, polysemy and associative rela-
tions) based on the structural knowledge in Wikipedia. The
different relations in the thesaurus are treated according to their
importance to expand the query and then enhance the traditional
similarity measure for question retrieval. Nevertheless, the per-
formance of WKM and ETLM are limited by the low coverage
of the concepts of Wikipedia on the various users’ questions.
The results show that our method WECOSim slightly outper-
forms the aforementioned methods by returning a good number
of relevant questions among the retrieved ones early. A possible
reason behind this is that context-vector representations learned
by word2vec can effectively address the word lexical gap prob-
lem by capturing semantic relations between words, while the
other methods do not capture enough information about seman-
tic equivalence. We can say that questions represented by bag-
of-embedded words can be captured more accurately than tra-
ditional bag-of-words models which cannot capture neither se-
mantics nor positions in text. This good performance indicates
that the use of word embeddings along with cosine similarity is
effective in the question retrieval task. However, we find that
sometimes, our method fails to retrieve similar questions when
questions contain misspelled query terms. For instance, ques-
tions containing sofwar by mistake cannot be retrieved for a
query containing the term software. Such cases show that our
approach fails to address some lexical disagreement problems.
Furthermore, there are few cases where WECOSim fails to de-
tect semantic equivalence. Some of these cases include ques-
tions having one single similar question and most words of this
latter do not appear in a similar context with those of the queried
question. M-NET, also based on continuous word embeddings
performs better than our method owing to the use of metadata
of category information to encode the properties of words, from
which similar words can be grouped according to their cate-
gories. The best performance is achieved by ParaKCM, a key
concept paraphrasing based approach which explores the trans-
lations of pivot languages and expands queries with the gener-
ated paraphrases for question retrieval.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we lay out a word embedding based method to
tackle the lexical gap problem in question retrieval from cQA
archives. In order to find semantically similar questions to a
new query, previous posted questions are ranked using cosine
similarity based on their vector-based word representations in
a continuous space. Experimental results conducted on large-
scale cQA data show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
However, word embedding models assume that each word pre-
serves only a single vector. It is the reason why it faces lexical
ambiguity due to polysemy and homonymy, and it is therefore
an important problem to address. On the other hand, while the
cosine similarity is shown to be effective in identifying semanti-
cally closest words, this measure becomes insufficient when the
order of words is not needed. In future work, we look forward
to improving our method by investigating the performance of
certain powerful techniques such as Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) along with word embeddings. We also consider incorpo-
rating various types of metadata information into the learning
process in order to enrich word representations.
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Abstract
We examine methods for improving models for automatically
labeling social media data. In particular we evaluate active
learning: a method for selecting candidate training data whose
labeling the classification model would benefit most of. We
show that this approach requires careful experiment design,
when it is combined with language modeling.
Index Terms: machine learning, active learning, social media
data, political science, fastText

1. Introduction
Social media, and in particular Twitter, are important platforms
for politicians to communicate with media and citizens [1]. In
order to study the behavior of politicians on Twitter, we have
labeled tens of thousands political tweets written in four lan-
guages (Dutch, English, Swedish and Italian) with respect to
several categories, like function and topic. Labeling tweets is a
time-consuming manual process which requires training of the
human annotators. We would like to minimize the effort put in
labeling future data and therefore we are looking for automatic
methods for classifying tweets based on our annotated data sets.

The task of automatically assigning class labels to tweets
is a variant of document classification. This is a well-known
task for which several algorithmic solutions are known [2]. A
recently developed tool for document classification is fastText
[3]. It consists of a linear classifier trained on bags of character
n-grams. This is a useful feature for our task: in a compound-
ing language like Dutch, useful information can be present at
the character n-gram level. For example, if a word like bitter-
sweet appears in the data only once, an n-gram-sensitive system
could still pickup similarities between this word and the words
bitter and sweet. FastText also includes learning language mod-
els from unlabeled text [4], an excellent feature for our task,
where labeled data is scarce and unlabeled data is abundant.

In a typical time line of our work, we would study the
tweets of politicians in the weeks preceding an election and then
again in the weeks preceding the next election, some years later.
Given the long time between the periods of interest, we expect
that the classification model will benefit from having manually
labeled data of each period. However, we would like to limit
the human labeling effort because of constraints on time and re-
sources. We will apply active learning [5] for selecting the best
of the new tweets for the classification model, and label only a
small selection of these tweets. Active learning has previously
been used for reducing the size of candidate training data with
more than 99%, without any performance loss [6].

The contribution of this paper is two-fold. Firstly, we will
show that fastText can predict a non-trivial class of our political
data with reasonable accuracy. Secondly, we will outline how
active learning can be used together with fastText. We found
that this required careful experiment design.

After this introduction, we will present some related work
in Section 2. Section 3 describes our data and the machine
learning methods applied in this study. The results of the exper-
iments are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude.

2. Related work
Social media have amplified the trend towards personalization
in political communication. Attention has shifted from political
parties and their ideological stances to party leaders and individ-
ual politicians [7]. One way of studying personalization, is by
examining the behavior of politicians on social media, in par-
ticular during campaigns leading to an election. Studies have
focused on various social media like Twitter [1], Facebook [8]
and Instagram [9]. Because of its open nature, Twitter is espe-
cially popular for studying online political communication [10].

Document classification is a well-known task which origi-
nates from library science. Automatic methods for performing
this task, have been available for more than twenty years, for
example for spam filtering [11] and topic detection in USENET
newsgroups [12]. While the restricted length of social media
text poses a challenge to automatic classification methods, there
are still several studies that deal with this medium [13, 14]. Pop-
ular techniques for automatic document classification are Naive
Bayes [15] and Support Vector Machines [16]. Despite its rela-
tively young age, fastText [3] has also become a frequently used
tool for automatic document classification and topic modeling
[17, 18]. The word vector-based language models used by fast-
Text, were originally proposed by Mikolov et al. [19].

The term of active learning was introduced in the context of
machine learning in 1994 [20], referring to a form of learning
where the machine can actively select its training data. Since
then active learning has been applied in many contexts [5]. A
well-known application in natural language processing was the
study by Banko and Brill [6], which showed that with active
learning, more than 99% of the candidate training data could be
discarded without any performance loss.

In the study described in this paper, we employ labeled
tweets developed by the Centre for Media and Journalism Stud-
ies of the University of Groningen [21]. Broersma, Graham
et al. have performed several studies based on these data sets
[22, 1, 23]. Most importantly for this paper, Tjong Kim Sang et
al. [24] applied fastText to the Dutch 2012 part of the data set.
They also evaluated active learning but observed only decreas-
ing performance effects.

3. Data and methods
Our data consist of tweets from Dutch politicians written in the
two weeks leading up to the parliament elections in The Nether-
lands of 12 September 2012. The tweets have been annotated by
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the Groningen Centre for Media and Journalism Studies [21].
Human annotators assigned nine classes to the tweets, among
which tweet topic and tweet function. In this paper we exclu-
sively deal with the tweet function class. This class contains
information about the goal of a tweet, for example campaign
promotion, mobilization, spreading news or sharing personal
events. A complete overview of the class labels can be found
in Table 3. A tweet can only be linked to a single class label.

The data annotation process is described in Graham et al.
[1]. The tweets were processed by six human annotators. Each
tweet was annotated by only one annotator, except for a small
set of 300 randomly chosen tweets. The small tweet subset was
used for computing inter-annotator agreement for four classes
with average pairwise Cohen kappa scores [25]. The kappa
scores were in the range 0.66–0.97. The function class proved
to be the hardest to agree on: its kappa score was 0.66. This cor-
responds with an pairwise inter-annotator agreement of 71%.

Twitter assigns a unique number to each tweet: the tweet
id. We found that the data set contained some duplicate tweet
ids. We removed all duplicates from the data set. This left
55,029 tweets. They were tokenized with the Python’s NLTK
toolkit [26] and converted to lower case. Next we removed to-
kens which we deemed useless for our classification model over
long time frames: reference to other Twitter users (also known
as tweet handles), email addresses and web addresses. These
were replaced by the tokens USER, MAIL and HTTP. Finally
the tweets were sorted by time and divided in three parts: test
(oldest 10%), development (next 10%) and train (most recent
80%). We chose to have test and development data from one
end of the data set because there are strong time dependencies
in the data. Random test data selection would have increased
the test data scores and would have made the scores less com-
parable with the scores that could be attained on other data sets.

We selected the machine learning system fastText [3] for
our study because it is easy to use, performs well and allows for
incorporation of language models. We only changed one of the
default parameter settings of fastText: the size of the numeric
vectors used for representing words in the text (dim): from 100
to 300. The reason for this change was that pretrained language
models often use this dimension, for example models derived
from Wikipedia [4]. By using the same dimension, it becomes
easier to use such external language models and compare them
with our own1. We explicitly set the minimal number of word
occurrences to be included in the model (minCount) to 5. This
should be the default value for this parameter but we have ob-
served that fastText behaves differently if the parameter value is
not set explicitly.

Because of the random initialization of weights in fastText,
experiment results may vary. In order to be able to report reli-
able results, we have repeated each of our experiments at least
ten times. We will present average scores of these repeated re-
sults. We found that the test evaluation of fastText (version May
2017) was unreliable, possibly because some test data items
are skipped during evaluation. For this reason we did not use
the test mode of the tool but rather made it predict class labels
which were then compared to the gold standard by external soft-
ware [27].

In active learning, different strategies can be used for se-
lecting candidate training data. In this study, we compare four
informed strategies with three baselines. Three of the informed
strategies are variants of uncertainty sampling [5]. The machine

1See Tjong Kim Sang et al. [24] for a comparison between models
build from tweets and models build from Wikipedia articles.

learner labeled the unlabeled tweets and the probabilities it as-
signed to the labels were used to determine the choices in uncer-
tainty sampling. As an alternative, we have also experimented
with query-by-committee [5]. We found that its performance
for our data was similar to uncertainty sampling.

The data selection strategies used in this study are:

Sequential (baseline) choose candidate training data in
chronological order, starting with the oldest data. Be-
cause there are strong time-dependent relations in our
data, we also evaluate the variant Reversed sequential
(baseline) which selects the most recent data first.

Random selection (baseline) randomly select data.
Longest text choose the longest data items first, based on the

number of characters.
Least confident first select the data items with an automati-

cally assigned label with the lowest probability.
Margin choose the data with of which the probability of the

second-most likely label is closest to the probability of
the most likely label

Entropy first select data items of which the entropy of the au-
tomatic candidate labels is highest.

The methods Entropy, Margin and Least confident select
the data the machine learner is least confident of while Longest
text selects the data that are most informative. The entropy is
computed with the standard formula −∑

i pi ∗ log2(pi) [28]
where pi is the probability assigned by the machine learner to
a candidate training data item in association with one of the
twelve class labels.

In their landmark paper, Banko and Brill [6] observed that
having active learning select all the new training data, resulted
in the new data being biased toward difficult instances. They
solved this by having active learning select only half of the new
training data, while selecting the other half randomly. We will
adopt the same approach. Dasgupta [29] provides another mo-
tivation for this strategy: the bias of an initial model might pre-
vent active learning from looking for solutions in certain parts
of the data space. Incorporating randomly chosen training items
can help the model to overcome the effect of this bias.

4. Experiments and analysis
We started our experiments with reproducing the results re-
ported by previous work on this data set. Tjong Kim Sang [24]
reported a baseline accuracy of 51.7±0.2% when training fast-
Text on the most recent 90% of the data and testing on the old-
est 10% (averaged over 25 runs). We repeated this experiment
and derived a model from the train and development section of
the data set and evaluated this model on the test section. We ob-
tained an accuracy of 51.6±0.7%, averaged over 10 runs, which
is similar to the earlier reported score. This baseline score is
not very high but as the low pairwise interannotator agreement
(71%) showed, this is a difficult task.

In this study, we will compare several techniques and select
the best. In order to avoid overfitting, we will leave this data
set alone. Unless mentioned otherwise, scores reported in this
paper will have been derived from testing on the development
data section after training on the training data section, or a part
of this section. We repeat the initial experiment, this time train-
ing fastText on the train section and evaluating on the develop-
ment section. We obtained an average accuracy over ten runs
of 54.2±0.4%, which shows that the labels of the development
section are easier to predict than those of the test section.
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Figure 1: Performance of seven data selection methods, aver-
aged over thirty runs. The Random selection baseline (red line)
outperforms all active learning methods at 3.0% of the train-
ing data. Margin sampling (black line) is second best. There
is no significant different between the accuracies of the best six
methods at 3.0% (see Table 1). Note that the horizontal axis is
logarithmic.

Next, we evaluated active learning. Earlier, Tjong Kim
Sang et al. [24] performed two active learning experiments.
Both resulted in a decrease of performance when the newly an-
notated tweets were added to the training data. We do not be-
lieve that data quantity is the cause of this problem: their extra
1,000 tweets (2%) of the original training data size should be
enough to boost performance (see for example Banko and Brill
[6]’s excellent results with 0.7% of the training data). However,
the quality of the data could be a problem. The data from the
active data set and the original data set were annotated by differ-
ent annotators several years apart. While there was an annota-
tion guideline [21], it is possible that the annotators interpreted
it differently. It would have been better if both training data and
the active learning data had been annotated by the same anno-
tators in the same time frame.

In order to make sure that our data was consistently anno-
tated, we only use the available labeled data sets. We pretend
that the training data is unannotated and only use the available
class labels for tweets that are selected by the active learning
process. The process was split in ten successive steps. It started
with an initial data set of 1.0% of all labeled data, selected with
the Sequential strategy. FastText learned a classification model
from this set and next 0.2% of the data was selected as addi-
tional training data: 0.1% with active learning and 0.1% ran-
domly, as described in Section 3. These steps were repeated
ten times. The final training data set contained 3.0% of all la-
beled data. In order to obtain reliable results, the active learning
process was repeated 30 times.

The random initialization of fastText pose a challenge to a
successful combination with active learning. During the train-
ing process, fastText creates numeric vectors which represent
the words in the data. However, when we expand the train-
ing data set and retrain the learner on the new set, these word
vectors might change. This could invalidate the data selection
process: the newly selected training data might work fine with

Train size Accuracy Method
80.0% 55.6±0.3% Ceiling (all training data)

3.0% 50.0±0.9% Random selection
3.0% 49.9±0.9% Margin
3.0% 49.6±0.7% Longest text
3.0% 49.6±0.9% Sequential
3.0% 49.5±1.0% Least confident
3.0% 49.1±0.8% Entropy
3.0% 45.3±1.3% Reversed sequential
1.0% 46.3±0.8% Baseline

Table 1: Results of active learning experiments after training on
3.0% of the available labeled data in comparison with training
on 80.0%. The Random selection baseline outperforms all eval-
uated active learning methods on this data set, although most of
the measured differences are insignificant. Margin sampling is
second-best. Numbers after the scores indicate estimated error
margins (p < 0.05).

the old word vectors but not with the new word vectors. In or-
der to avoid this problem, we need to use the same word vectors
during an entire active learning experiment. This means that
the word vectors needed to be derived for all of the current and
future training data before each experiment, without using the
data labels. We used the skipgram model for this, with the fast-
Text parameter setting described in Section 3. A set of such
word vectors is called a language model. Providing the ma-
chine learner with word vectors from these language models
improved the accuracy score: from 54.2±0.4% to 55.6±0.3%.

The results of the active learning experiments can be found
in Figure 1 and Table 1. All the data selection strategies improve
performance with extra data, except for the Reversed sequential
method. The initial 1.0% of training data selected with the Se-
quential method was a good model of the development set, since
it originated from the same time frame as the development data.
The data from the Reversed sequential process came from the
other end of the data set and was clearly less similar to the de-
velopment set.

The differences between the other six evaluated methods
proved to be insignificant (see Table 1). It is unclear why nei-
ther Margin, nor Entropy, nor Least confident could outperform
the Random selection baseline. Perhaps the method for esti-
mating label probabilities (fastText-assigned confidence scores)
was inadequate. However, we also evaluated bagging for es-
timating label probabilities and this resulted in similar perfor-
mances. The Longest text method did not have access to as
much information as the other three informed methods. It would
be interesting to test a smarter version of this method, for in-
stance one that preferred words unseen in the training data.

It is tempting to presume that if Margin, Longest text, Least
confident and Entropy perform worse than Random selection,
then their reversed versions must do better than this baseline.
We have tested this and found that this was not the case. Short-
est text (49.1%), Smallest entropy (48.9%), Largest margin
(48.9%) and Most confident (48.8%) all perform worse than
Random selection and also worse than their original variant.

Since no active learning method outperformed the random
baseline, we used Random selection for our final evaluation:
selecting the best additional training data while evaluating on
the data sets of Tjong Kim Sang at al [24]: train (49,526 tweets),
test (5,503) and unlabeled (251,279). A single human annotator
labeled the selected tweets. At each iteration 110 tweets were
selected randomly. After labeling, the tweets were added to
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Method Train size Accuracy
Baseline 90.0% 51.6±0.7%
+ language model 90.0% 55.5±0.4%
+ active learning data 1 90.2% 55.4±0.4%
+ active learning data 2 90.4% 55.6±0.5%
+ active learning data 3 90.6% 55.6±0.3%

Table 2: Results of active learning (with Random selection) ap-
plied to the test set. Additional pretrained word vectors improve
the classification model but active learning does not.

the training data and the process was repeated. Three iterations
were performed. Each of them used the same set of skipgram
word vectors, obtained from all 300,805 non-test tweets.

The result of this experiment can be found in Table 2. The
extra training data only marginally improved the performance
of the classifier: from 55.5% to 55.6%. The improvement was
not significant. This is surprising since we work with the same
amount of additional data as reported in Banko and Brill [6]:
0.6%. They report an error reduction of more than 50%, while
we find no effect.

However, the percentages of added data do not tell a com-
plete story. A close inspection of Figure 4 of the Bank and
Brill paper shows that the authors added 0.6% of training data
to 0.1% of of initial training data. This amounts to increasing
the initial training data with 600%, which must have an effect
on performance, regardless of the method used for selecting the
new data. Instead, we add 0.6% to 90% of initial training data,
an increase of only 0.7%. Unfortunately, we don’t have the re-
sources for increasing the data volume by a factor of seven. The
goal of our study was to improve classifier performance with
a small amount of additional training data, not with a massive
amount of extra data.

If relative data volumes are not enough to explain the dif-
ferences between Table 1 and Table 2, there could be two other
causes. First, the distribution of the labels of the active learn-
ing data is different from that of the original data. The latter
were collected in the two weeks before the 2012 Dutch parlia-
ment elections while the first were from a larger time frame:
2009-2017. We found that the original data contained more
campaign-related tweets, while the active learning data had
more critical, news-related and non-political tweets (Table 3).

The second reason for the differences between Tables 1 and
2 could be low inter-annotator agreement. We have included
110 tweets from the training data in each iteration, to enable
a comparison of the new annotator with the ones from 2012.
While Graham et al. [1] reported an inter-annotator agreement
of 71% for the 2012 labels, we found that the agreement was
of the new annotator with the previous ones was only 65%, de-
spite the fact that the annotator had access to the guesses of the
prediction system. A challenge for the annotator was that some
of the contexts of tweets that earlier annotators had access to,
was not available on Twitter anymore and therefore could not
be used for choosing the most appropriate label. The resulting
lower quality of the new labels might have prevented the ma-
chine learner from achieving better performances.

5. Concluding remarks
We have evaluated a linear classifier in combination with lan-
guage models and active learning on predicting the function
of Dutch political tweets. In the process, we have improved
the best accuracy achieved for our data set, from 54.8% [24] to

Class Frequency Frequency
Campaign Promotion 12,017 (22%) 53 (16%)
Campaign Trail 10,681 (19%) 61 (18%)
Own / Party Stance 9,240 (17%) 50 (15%)
Critique 8,575 (16%) 71 (21%)
Acknowledgement 6,639 (12%) 32 (10%)
Personal 4,208 (8%) 19 (6%)
News/Report 1,662 (3%) 32 (10%)
Advice/Helping 1,292 (2%) 0 (0%)
Requesting Input 307 (1%) 0 (0%)
Campaign Action 216 (0%) 0 (0%)
Other 116 (0%) 12 (4%)
Call to Vote 76 (0%) 0 (0%)
All data 55,029 (100%) 330 (100%)

Table 3: Distribution of the function labels in the annotated
data set of 55,029 Dutch political tweets from the parliament
elections of 2012 (left) and the 330 tweets selected with ac-
tive learning (right). The 2012 data contain more campaign-
related tweets while the active learning data contain more criti-
cal, news-related and non-political tweets (class Other).

55.6%. We found that combining the classifier fastText with ac-
tive learning was not trivial and required careful experiment de-
sign, with pretrained word vectors, parameter adjustments and
external evaluation procedures. In a development setting, none
of the evaluated four informed active learning performed better
than the random baseline, although the performance differences
were insignificant. In a test setting with the best data selection
method (random sampling), we measured no performance im-
provement. The causes for this could be the small volume of
the added data, label distribution differences between the new
and the original training data and the fact that it was hard for
annotators to label the data consistently.

We remain interested in improving the classifier so that we
can base future data analysis on accurate machined-derived la-
bels. One way to achieve this, would be re-examine the set of
function labels chosen for our data set. We could make the task
of the classifier easier by collapsing labels but this would make
them less informative and less interesting for follow-up work.
Alternatively, we could split labels, for example by creating a
separate binary label for each current label value. This would
make possible assigning multiple labels to one tweet, freeing
the current burden of annotators of having to choose a single
label even in cases where three or four different labels might be
plausible. Making the task of the annotators easier would im-
prove the inter-annotator agreement and may even improve the
success of applying active learning to this data set.

How to best split the labels while still being able to use the
current labels in the data, remains a topic for future work.
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Abstract
The past few years have seen growing interests in the develop-
ment of online virtual assistants. In this paper, we present a
system built on chatbot data corresponding to conversations be-
tween customers and a virtual assistant provided by a French
energy supplier company. We aim at detecting in this data
the expressions of user’s opinions that are linked to interac-
tion problems. The collected data contain a lot of ”in-the-wild”
features such as ungrammatical constructions and misspelling.
The detection system relies on a hybrid approach mixing hand-
crafted linguistic rules and unsupervised representation learn-
ing approaches. It takes advantage of the dialogue history and
tackles the challenging issue of the opinion detection in ”in-the-
wild” conversational data. We show that the use of unsupervised
representation learning approaches allows us to noticeably im-
prove the performance (F-score = 74.3%) compared to the sole
use of hand-crafted linguistic rules (F-score = 67,7%).
Index Terms: Chatbot dialog, Interaction problem, Opinion
mining, Human-computer interaction, Written interactions

1. Introduction
Virtual agents and chatbots taking the role of on-line advisers
have recently gained in popularity in the websites of the com-
panies. The challenge remains the same as for human advisers:
to improve customer satisfaction. In this paper, we propose to
contribute to the detection of problematic interactions in a writ-
ten chat with a virtual adviser with a system named DAPI 1. The
present study takes place in the concrete application context of
a French energy supplier EDF, using EDF chatbot corpus, gath-
ering ”in-the-wild” and rich spontaneous expressions.

We rely on the definition of [1] which defines a problem-
atic situation as a reflection of the user’s dissatisfaction with
the conversational system answer. We call such kind of situa-
tions interaction problems (IP). We propose a hybrid approach
to detect IP: hand-crafted linguistic rules based on finite state
transduction over annotations and unsupervised representation
learning to determine the word semantics.

Hitherto, the majority of studies that have tried to predict or
to detect problems in human-machine interactions, were carried
out for spoken dialog systems (SDS). Various types of cues are
thus used to detect IP: prosodic cues [2, 3], speech-based sys-
tem logs [4] – such as the low confidence of the outputs of the
speech recognition, the direct feedback of the users about their
satisfaction towards the interaction [5], semantic [3] and lin-
guistic cues [6, 3, 7]. The studies carried out on chat-oriented

1”Détection Automatique de Problèmes d’Interaction” (automatic
detection of interaction problems)

dialog systems are still less numerous, even though the use of
chatbot systems by companies is increasing.

Linguistic features for the detection of IP are classically
used as an input of supervised machine learning techniques.
They range from basic linguistic features such as bag of words,
n-grams [6, 3] and basic linguistic distances [3, 8] to Parts of
Speech (POS) and statistic term frequency-inverse document
frequency features [9]. The linguistic cues integrate various
context of the dialogue history ranging from one to six user -
agent turns [6, 3].

Some approaches integrate scores of semantic similarity be-
tween utterances in order to detect IP. For example, [3] use the
inner product to calculate the score of semantic similarity be-
tween sentence vectors. The sentence vectors are build using
neural network approaches. [1] use a knowledge-base for the
same task for a general domain chat.

Other studies choose to also use opinion or affect cues in
order to detect IP : [3], (in a SDS) and [1] (in a general do-
main chatbot in Chinese) use a lexicon-based approach for the
detection of the affect or a sentiment in order to detect a prob-
lematic communication. [1] enhance a lexicon-based approach
by regular expressions to model sentiment patterns.

In line with [1]’s approach on a general domain online chat-
bot in Chinese language, we propose a pioneering study that
considers the user’s opinions and emotions for the detection of
IP in a domain-specific chatbot (customer relationship for elec-
tricity company) in French. Our main contributions are as fol-
lows: i) to take advantage of the entire dialogue history: the
rules integrate linguistic cues contained in all preceding user’s
utterances; ii) to model the IP as the expressions of user spon-
taneous opinion or emotion towards the interaction; iii) to inte-
grate web-chat and in-the-wild language specificities as linguis-
tic cues for our rules; iv) to take advantage of word embeddings
representations learned on our big unlabelled chatbot corpus in
order to model semantic similarities.

In the following, we present our corpus of human-virtual
agent written dialogues (Section 2). We introduce our system
architecture (Section 3) and discuss our system evaluation re-
sults (Section 4). Finally we conclude and speak about our fu-
ture work directions (Section 5).

2. Human - Virtual Agent Chat Corpus
The corpus (described in detail in[10]) contains all the interac-
tions between users and the virtual agent (VA) collected from
EDF company web-site from January to November 2014 total-
ing 1,813,934 dialogues. The role of the VA is to answer the
users’ questions about the EDF website navigation or the ser-
vices and products of the company. A dialogue is composed at
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least of one adjacent pair (AP) that contains a user’s utterance
and a VA utterance.
The dialogues contain ”Failed” metadata given by the chatbot
system but we are not using those as to remain as generic as
possible in our corpus usage. The corpus of the EDF company
has been anonymized and is private.

The main feature of the corpus is that it carries character-
istics of French chat as described by [11]: emoticons (though
rare), abbreviations, a phonetic spelling, ”echo characters”,
multiple punctuation and Anglicisms. The corpus contains
typing and misspelling errors: 12% of words are tagged as
<unknown> by TreeTagger [12] 2. This specificity of a gath-
ered ”in-the-wild” corpus renders the data difficult to process.
However, such linguistic specific features are important because
they carry information on the user opinion or emotions [10], e.g.
”Parfait merci ;)” or ”pfff”.

A subset of the big corpus was annotated in IP using GATE
interface [14]. Following the strategy presented in [15] in order
to simplify the annotation task, we define an annotation process
guided by questions and information summaries. An IP taxon-
omy was thus proposed (see Figure 1) and integrated within a
simplified decision tree. The taxonomy allows distinguishing
explicit interaction problems (EIP) (an expression of the user
negative emotion or opinion towards the interaction) and im-
plicit interaction problems (IIP) (other linguistic clues: user’s
repetitions, user’s contact request or ”how does it work?” in-
quiries). The EIP are represented by a relation consisting of a
triplet: source - opinion - target. The representation of a user’s
opinion or a user’s emotion is based on the relation model from
the appraisal theory of [16]. We have chosen this model accord-
ing to the analysis of existing approaches exposed in [17]. We
will use OPEM acronym which stands for OPinion and EMo-
tion in order to gather all the opinion-related phenomena. Only
the OPEM that have the interaction as a target were annotated.
The interaction as the target, can be mentioned by the user ex-
plicitly (e.g. ”tu es virtuelle, tu ne peux pas m’aider” [you
are virtual, you can not help me]) or implicitly (e.g. Agent:
”Veuillez m’excuser, je n’ai pas compris ce que vous venez de
dire.” [I beg your pardon, I have not got what you said.] User:
”pffff”).

We have held two manual annotation campaigns to create:
i) the ”DevCorpus”, for the development of the current system;
ii) the ”T-Corpus” for the evaluation of the current system. We
choose to call upon a specialist in semiology – familiar with
the analysis of the corpora of the EDF company – for the an-
notation. Even though this choice does not allow us to obtain a
quantitative measure of the annotation reliability, it corresponds
to a good compromise between reliability and annotation cost.
The corpora statistics are presented in Table 1 and shows that
both corpora contain a similar proportion of IP. In both cor-

Table 1: Statistics of manually annotated corpora.

Main Statistics DevCorpus T-Corpus
Dialogues 3,000 3,000
Adjacent Pairs (AP) 8,576 8,630
Dialogues with at least one IP 741 845
AP with IP 15% 17%
Problematic AP in a prob-
lematic dialogue (mean)

2 1.5

pora, the ratio of dialogues with at least one IP is relatively low:

2It’s worth noting that, a similar assessment was done in the cus-
tomer - human agent chat corpus presented in [13]

25% and 28% respectively. Only 15,5% of all user’s utterances
contain an IP. Only 11% of IP in the development corpus and
6% of IP in the reference corpus are explicit. IP are annotated
at the utterance level. Despite the fact that our system does not
need to detect the fine classes of IP, they are a good support for
the linguistic analysis of the system annotation results.

3. Hybrid Approach
The DAPI system aims to detect utterances containing IP in
written conversations between a user and a VA by analyzing
in real-time the user’s utterances. The overall architecture of
our system based on the GATE framework [14] is presented in
Fig. 2. It relies on a hybrid approach combining hand-crafted
linguistic rules and unsupervised representation learning to de-
termine the word semantics. After a preprocessing step, the lin-
guistic rules are used in order to extract expressions of user’s
negative opinion towards the interaction and other linguistic
cues of IP. They rely on the GATE JAPE (Java Annotation Pat-
terns Engine) that provides finite state transduction over anno-
tations [18] based on regular expressions. The linguistic rules
take advantage of dialogue history and integrate Internet French
chat features. The learned word semantics is used to improve
the detection of user’s repetitions and problem reformulations
that are featuring IP (Section 3.3.3).

The preprocessing is composed of the data anonymization,
the elimination of hyper-links, the text tokenization, and the
POS and chunks annotation by TreeTagger [12]. According to
the used version of DAPI (see Section 4), it is possible to in-
clude a spell checking step using PyEnchant3 library of Python.
In order to avoid cleaning valuable clues of IP, before applying
the spell checker, we verify that words are not in the dictionar-
ies of Internet slang4 (e.g. lol), emotions (lists of emotions and
insults from LIWC for French [19]) and business terms (lexicon
of business terms grouped into concepts and consisting of 400
entries provided by the EDF company and constructed on the
basis of different business corpora including our DevCorpus).
This preliminary check is carried out using ”difflib” library5 of
Python, which is an extension of the Ratcliff and Obershelp al-
gorithm [20]. We describe the following processing steps ac-
cording to the type of context which is taken into consideration.

3.1. At the level of the user’s utterance

The annotation rules are designed to detect relations between
a source, an OPEM, and a target. They combine lexical clues
based on Internet slang, LIWC and several small hand-made
lexicons of: basic emoticons, potential sources of opinion (first
personal pronoun variants, as we focus on the user’s opin-
ion), opinion verbs and expressions (20 entries), expressions
of different concepts (e.g. gratitude, greetings, demand) (30
entries). Relations are modelled by seven relation patterns
[SourceOPEM Target] depending on the presence of a tar-
get, a source and an OPEM in the same sentence. First, each
element (source, OPEM or target) that can potentially be a part
of a relation is detected. Then, if matching a relation pattern,
the user’s utterance is annotated as containing an IP. The poten-
tial OPEM is modelled by thirteen rules of three and four levels
of complexity. They include the negation processing which is

3http://pythonhosted.org/pyenchant/
4http://fr.wiktionary.org/wiki/

Annexe:Liste de termes d%E2%80%99argot Internet
5https://docs.python.org/3/library/difflib.html

#difflib.SequenceMatcher
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of Interaction Problems

Figure 2: DAPI System Scheme

based on [15] chunk approach. Typographical clues such as the
multiple punctuation and the smileys, and expressions of dissat-
isfaction (ex. ”Laisse moi tranquille”) [leave me alone] are used
to detect relations with an implicit target.

The explicit interaction target is modeled by eleven sub-
concepts linked to: the mutual comprehension during the inter-
action, the efficiency of the VA’s work or the adequacy of the
VA’s answer. The sub-concept ”réponse”, for example, contains
the following list of synonyms: ”réponse, résultat, réaction, so-
lution, explication, réplique, retour”6.

3.2. Using the context of agent’s utterance

Spontaneous Contact Requests. We define a spontenous user
contact request as a set of lemmas of the following groups of
words: 1) ”contacter” [to contact], ”téléphoner” [to phone],
”téléphone” [a phone]; 2) conseiller [advisor], EDF [company
name], where at least one word of each group should be present
in the user’s utterance, otherwise a string ”appel” [a call] should
be present. The rules based on the detection of the user contact
requests are the following: 1) contact requests (like in [9]) and
inquiries on the chatbot functioning are treated as problematic if
they are not in the first user’s utterance; 2) if the Agent’s contact
suggestion comes before the user’s request, the user’s utterance
is not considered as problematic.

Expressions of dissatisfaction towards agent’s answer. We
use expressions of user dissatisfaction to detect IP according to
the following rule:
IF the agent expresses its inability to help the user
AND the user’s utterance contains echo characters and/or ono-
matopoeia (”pfff”) or Internet slang expressions as means to
close the dialogue (ex. English word ”bye”),
THEN the user’s utterance is labeled <interaction
problem>.

6answer, result, reaction, solution, explanation, reply, feedback

3.3. Modelling over several user’s turns : user repetition
and reformulation

We use the following approaches to detect the user repetitions
or reformulations: linguistic distances, the detection of the rep-
etition of business concepts or terms and semantic similarity.

3.3.1. Detecting user’s repetitions by using linguistic dis-
tances.

We calculate linguistic distances between the current user’s ut-
terance and all the preceding user’s utterances by applying the
Jaccard distance improved by [21] and the Levenshtein distance
[22]. The Jaccard distance measures the common part of the vo-
cabularies for two user’s utterances. The Levenshtein distance
measures the differences between the character sequences in or-
der to manage typing errors. It is worth noting that, though these
distances are the most commonly used metrics for user repeti-
tion detection [3, 8], the Jaccard distance we use allows a better
performance in long phrases. The final distance for an utterance
is the minimal distance between the current utterance and each
previous utterance. The rules are based on the comparison of
the distances to thresholds (6 4 for Levenshtein and 6 0.85 for
Jaccard) that have been optimized on the DevCorpus in order
to detect IP. The Levenshtein distance is complementary to the
Jaccard distance as it detects user repetitions containing mis-
spelled words.

3.3.2. Detecting user’s repetitions by retrieving business con-
cepts.

Two different rules are based on business concepts7 or terms.
The retrieving of business concepts is carried out with the lex-
icon of business concepts and with patterns dedicated to re-
trieve multi-word expressions of business terms such as ‘cus-
tomer space’. The first rule is based on multiple punctuation
and constant presence of business terms in user’s utterances. It
also takes into account the dialogue history. The presence of

7a business concept is a synset of business terms
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business terms in the previous user’s utterances disambiguate
multiple punctuation concerning the interaction from that con-
cerning products or services. The rule is as follows:
IF a user’s utterance contains a business term followed by a
multiple punctuation (ex. !!, ??),
AND a business term was already contained in the previous
user’s utterances,
THEN the user’s utterance is labeled <interaction
problem>.

In the second rule, we are looking for the presence of the
same business concept in the previous user’s utterances. If a
business concept on the current user’s utterance was already
mentioned in one of the previous user’s utterances, the current
utterance is annotated as containing an IP. This is the case of the
third user’s utterance (U3) in Example 1. In this example, the
business terms ”carte bleue” [credit card] and ”carte bancaire”
[bank card] belong to the same concept ”Carte Bancaire”.

Example 1 Detection of an interaction problem based on the
repetition of business concepts
User [U1]: je régler par carte bleu je ne le trouve plus8

Agent: EDF met plusieurs [URL] modes de paiement à votre
disposition. (...)9

User [U2]: [URL]
Agent: Je viens de vous rediriger vers la page demandée.10

User [U3]: je veut régler par carte bancaire11

Agent: (...)

3.3.3. Detecting user’s reformulation by using semantic simi-
larity measures and word embeddings.

We use the semantic similarity in order to detect more user re-
formulations (DAPI-3 and DAPI-4). The computation of the
semantic similarity between two user’s utterances is based on
the representation of words in a vector space. We have allo-
cated the larger part of our corpus (named the ”ChatBot Embed-
ded” corpus) for training the word/utterance embeddings mod-
els. The ”ChatBot Embedded” raw corpus contains 2,112,860
user’s utterances (11,087,419 words). The corpus went through
the following transformations: the separation of articles from
words, the letter case homogenization, deletion of numbers,
nonce words and stop words. The final number of words is
8,888,049. We have chosen the word2vec model [23] to trans-
form the words of our corpus into vectors. We use the standard
word2vec library for python 12 with the following training pa-
rameters: size = 100, cbow = 0, verbose = False, iter = 5. The
word vectors are summed to obtain the vector of the utterance.
The cosine distance between the vectors of two utterances with
a threshold of 0.85 (optimized on the DevCorpus) determines
whether two utterances are similar. If so, the second user’s ut-
terance is annotated as an IP. The following section presents the
results of the evaluation of DAPI system.

4. Evaluation and Discussion
To our knowledge, there is no other system that can serve us as
a baseline for the detection of IP in a French written chat with
a virtual adviser. Hereafter, we describe the steps we follow to

8I pay with a credit card I can not find it any more
9EDF puts several payment methods at your disposal.(...)

10I have just redirected you to the requested page.
11I want to pay by bank card
12https://pypi.python.org/pypi/word2vec

establish a baseline.
As the major clues of IP are the users’ repeti-
tions/reformulations and the users’ opinions/emotions on
the interaction, we apply two methods separately: the classique
Jaccard distance [24] to detect repetitions and the Naı̈ve Bayes
classification which is commonly used for sentiment analysis
[25]. The 0.15 threshold for the Jaccard distance is determined
on the basis of the best trade-off between recall and precision
on the DevCorpus. The 10-fold cross-validation is applied to
the Naı̈ve Bayes classification on the T-Corpus. Considering
the low results of the both approaches (see Table 2), we choose
the basic configuration of our system (DAPI-1) as a baseline.
In order to evaluate the contributions of the spell checker and of
the word embeddings representation, we compare four versions
of our system: DAPI-1 system with only linguistic rules;
DAPI-2 integrating the spell-checker, DAPI-3 integrating the
computation of the score of semantic similarity but not the
spell-checker and DAPI-4 combining both the spell-checker
and the computation of the score of semantic similarity. The
systems are evaluated on the T-corpus by computing Precision,
Recall and F-score [26] for the detection at the utterance level.
The IP detection scores are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Results in % for the detection of IP in the T-corpus.

System Precision Recall F-score Accuracy
Naı̈ve Bayes 25.9 14.6 18.6 90.1

Jaccard 55.5 38.6 45.6 79.2
DAPI-1 72.4 63.6 67.7 90.1
DAPI-2 72.0 65.4 68.5 90.2
DAPI-3 72.0 77.0 74.4 91.4
DAPI-4 71.1 77.8 74.3 91.3

The use of word embeddings (DAPI-3 and DAPI-4) pro-
vides a noticeable improvement of the system performance.
DAPI-3 obtains the best F-score. However, DAPI-4 allows a
higher recall, which is important in our context (it is important
to detect the maximum of existing IP). It is worth noting that
we have also experimented to train word2vec on the corpus pro-
cessed with the spell-checker but the results of the calculation
of the score of semantic similarity dropped. The utterances de-
tected as similar using the semantic similarity can be character-
ized as: user repetitions with a highly misspelled context (rules
using linguistic distances detect simpler cases of repetitions);
reformulations containing words with the same word-root (e.g.
the word ”payer”13 in the user’s utterance ” je ne trouve pas
ma facture pour la payer en ligne”14 and ”paiement”15 in ”je ne
veux pas le télépaiement je veux le paiement par carte bleu”16,
similarity score 0.877) and reformulations containing at least
one expression in common (e.g. the expression ”je souhaite”17

in the following user’s utterances ”bonjour, je souhaite voir le
récapitulatif de mes prélèvement18”/ ”je souhaite savoir com-
bien je suis relevé par mois19”, similarity score 0.869).

The linguistic rules based on the tracking of the repetition
of business concepts detect reformulations as well. These are
reformulations containing business terms with a common root

13to pay
14I can not find my bill to pay it online
15payment
16I don’t want the telebanking, I want the credit card payment
17I would like
18Goodday, I would like to see the summary of my withdrawals
19I would like to know how much is my bank withdrawal per month
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(e.g. ”pourquoi paie t on d’avance l’abonnement”20/ ”paiement
abonnement d’avance”21, where the words with the common
root are ”payer”22 and ”payement”23). The joint use of both ap-
proaches to the detection of the user reformulation as a mark of
IP contributes to the robustness of the system to cope with the
challenges of the ”in-the-wild” corpus. However, both our ap-
proaches to the user reformulation detection (business concept
repetition and semantic similarity) still create a lot of false pos-
itives (e.g. in the cases when the user clarifies his/her previous
utterance or carries on with the same topic) that are difficult to
handle.

The joint model of the specificities of the chat language and
the dialogue history contributes, for example, to detecting a user
irritation towards the interaction with the chatbot (the rule com-
bining multiple punctuation and business terms). In particular,
multiple punctuation clues take an important role in the detec-
tion (78,5% of correct matches done with the rules exploiting
the specificities of the chat language, are done considering the
multiple punctuation clue).

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present the DAPI system based on a hybrid
approach for the detection of interaction problems in dialogues
between a human and a virtual adviser. The system focuses on
the expressions of user spontaneous opinion or emotion that fea-
ture interaction problems. DAPI combines an approach based
on hand-crafted rules for finite state transduction over annota-
tions and semantic similarity measures computed on word em-
beddings learnt from a big unsupervised corpus. We have tried
different configurations of DAPI system. The best performance
from the application point of view (higher recall) is obtained by
the version of the system combining the semantic similarity and
the linguistic rules with the spell-checker. The semantic simi-
larity based on word embeddings detects complex user refor-
mulations and misspelled repetitions. In future work, we would
like to investigate other types of hybridization between unsu-
pervised representation learning and rule-based approaches, al-
lowing to take advantage of our big unlabeled chatbot corpus.
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Abstract 

Relation extraction between named entities presents a 

useful task for several applications of Natural Languages 

Processing (NLP) such as a question-answering system 

[1], automatic summarization [2] and ontology 

construction [3].  This paper reports our semi-supervised 

system SMRE to extract relations between medical named 

entities. Given that semi-supervised learning approach 

relies on a few labeled data, it requires less human effort 

and time consuming. Our system is applied to a well-

known medical corpus [4] that is built from a Medline 

medical bibliographic database. The evaluation of our 

system showed promising results of 83.20% in terms of 

accuracy without knowing the medical named entities and 

100% otherwise. 

Index Terms: Named entity, Relation extraction, Semi-

supervised learning, Medical domain. 

1. Introduction 

The task of medical relation extraction serves to discover 

useful relationships between two medical named entities 

(NEs). A medical NE is a NE1 related to the medical field 

such as diseases (Asthma, Diabetes mellitus), treatments 

(Antibiotic, analgesic), symptoms (Vomiting, dry mouth), 

medications (Metformin, Omeprazole) and examinations 

(Computed tomography, pulmonary x-ray).The medical 

field is characterized by the complexity and the instability 

of its vocabulary. This problem, in a sensitive field such 

as medicine, forces us to develop base of knowledge 

(medical NE and relations between medical NEs).This 

base helps us to better understand the text, discover new 

information and improve the quality of patient care. 

Given the usefulness of the task of relation extraction 

between NEs, many researchers have been interested to 

this task where each of them has tried to find the most 

optimal solution for solving this problem. Indeed, some 

works have used linguistic methods (rules, grammars) 

[5] to solve this problem. Others have chosen to work 

with automatic classification techniques based on 

supervised learning [6]. However, these supervised 

methods are based on large annotated corpora. The 

annotation of these corpora requires a lot of effort, 

expertise and time consumption. These limitations have 

encouraged the introduction of the semi-supervised 

learning paradigm as a reliable classification tool. 

Therefore, we have resorted to working with semi-

supervised learning methods. The paper is organized as 

the following: first, we will survey prior semi-supervised 

                                                           
1
NE includes the proper names of persons (e.g. Louis), 

locations (e.g. New York), and organizations (UNESCO). 

 

studies on relation extraction between medical NEs. The 

third section is going to illustrate the architecture of our 

semi-supervised system, in which we detail its main steps. 

Afterward, we will present the different experiments from 

which we are going to discuss the reported results. 

Finally, some conclusions are drawn in order to structure 

future works. 

2. Semi-supervised relation 

extraction 

Semi-supervised learning use both labeled and unlabeled 

data [7]. It falls between unsupervised learning  (without 

any labeled training data) and supervised learning  (with 

completely labeled training data). From the labeled data, 

we can predict labels from the unlabeled data. Several 

kinds of methods have been developed to carry out the 

task of semi-supervised learning, among which we can 

mention Self-training, Co-training, Tri-training. Self-

training [8] consists in training a classifier on labeled data 

(DL). This classifier is then used to label the unlabeled 

data (DU). Labeled data with a high degree of confidence 

are then added to the training data (DL). The classifier is 

re-trained on the DL data and the procedure is repeated 

until the unlabeled data disappears. Self-training has been 

applied to several NLP tasks. [9] are based on self-training 

for the morpho-syntactic categorization of sentences using 

a Markov model classifier. They obtained a rate of 

accuracy2 of 85% when applied to the North American 

News Corpus NANC. The authors in [10] proposed a 

method for the classification of sentiments. They showed 

that the classification rate obtained by their method (84%) 

is better than the rate obtained by a supervised method 

(73%). Self-training is a wrapper algorithm. However, this 

method encounters the problem of the lack of external 

information; the classifier is supposed to provide 

additional information from the non-annotated examples 

based on its own output, including his confidence score. In 

order to avoid these problems of divergence, the idea here 

is to use several different classifiers to improve the 

classification task. This strategy was recognized as a Co-

training method. Co-training [11] can be perceived as an 

extension of the Self-training method. Instead of using a 

single classifier, Co-training uses two classifiers, and the 

set of attributes is divided into two independent sets. Its 

main idea is to train a first classifier with a first set of 

attributes in order to label the unlabeled data (DU). Then, 

the labeled data with a high degree of confidence are 

added to the training data (DL) to learn the second 

classifier. Subsequently, the same procedure is repeated 

                                                           
2Calculated by the percentage of correct classified data 
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with the second classifier to learn the first classifier. The 

procedure is repeated until the unlabeled data disappears. 

An extension of Co-training is recognized as a Tri-training 

method [12]. This algorithm uses three classifiers. These 

three classifiers are first trained in labeled data and then 

used to label unlabeled data. The labeling phase is done by 

combining the classifiers using the majority vote. Authors 

in [13] have relied on Co-training for lexical 

disambiguation of medical words. They have defined two 

sets of attributes where the first set contains the context of 

the words around the ambiguous word, and the second set 

is used to find the different meanings related to that word 

using the semantic network UMLS3. They obtained an 

accuracy of 85%. The system proposed by [14] is based on 

a Co-training method for the extraction of two types of 

relations, one between a disease and symptom, and the 

other between a symptom and a treatment from Medline. 

For this purpose, the authors constructed two corpora: the 

first contains disease-symptom relations and the second 

contains symptom-treatment relations. They obtained an f-

measure of 80% for the second type of relations. To use 

the Co-training method, the authors [11] defined two 

conditions: one must have two different views (set of 

attributes) of the data to be classified, and these two views 

must be compatibles and independents. A last hypothesis 

for the proper functioning of Co-training is that each view 

must be sufficiently consistent to learn a classifier 

independently. However, the use of this method with the 

constraints cited above is sometimes impossible because 

in some cases we cannot have two independent views. 

3. Proposed method 

Since we seek to rely on a few labeled data, we propose 

our semi-supervised system "SMRE" for relation 

extraction between medical NEs. Its general architecture is 

composed of three general modules of processing, as 

illustrated in Figure 1: (1) building training data, (2) 

selection of relevant subsets of attributes, and (3) Semi-

supervised training process. 

3.1. Building training data 

In this module, we construct our training corpus. We used 

the same corpus of [4] which was also used by [15], [16] 

and [17].This corpus which is called the Berkeley4 corpus, 

is constructed from the titles and abstracts of Medline. It 

has been annotated with seven types of semantic 

relationships between the medical entities disease (DIS) 

and treatment (TREAT).  As a first step, we apply a 

morphological and syntactical analysis using the 

Stanford5tool, which allows segmentation, lemmatization, 

and morph syntactic categorization. This corpus is used 

subsequently to extract the different features (attributes) of 

training in order to build our training base. The different 

features used in our work are listed in Table 1. 

 

                                                           
3https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/ 
4biotext.berkeley.edu   
5http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml 

3.2. Selection of relevant subsets of attributes 

The process of selecting attributes consists on reducing the 

number of used attributes by choosing from a large set of 

attributes the more interesting subset. This reduction can 

improve the performance of a relation extraction system. 

We distinguish three approaches to attribute selection: the 

wrapper approach [18] which uses the classification 

algorithm to evaluate the subset of generated attributes, 

the filter-type approach [19] that is completely 

independent of the used algorithm and uses an evaluation 

function based on statistical, entropy, consistency and 

distance to evaluate the subset of attributes. Finally, the 

embedded approach that combines the two previous 

approaches [20]. We can notice that the filtering methods 

are the best in terms of execution time and generality6. 

This is probably the main reason why these methods are 

the most popular. In order to have the best compromise 

between the time constraints and the quality of the results, 

we are interested to filtering methods. However, it is 

important to note that these filters require choosing the 

appropriate number of attributes to be selected. For this 

reason, we try to find an efficient solution to find the right 

number of attributes to select. The application of a 

filtering method generates a list of all the attributes sorted 

in decreasing order according to an evaluation function. In 

our case, we will use the following functions: dependence 

measure [21], information gain measure and Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) [22]. 

The idea of selecting the most relevant d attributes from 

this list is to calculate the accuracy of the first attribute 

that has the highest score using a training corpus and a test 

corpus. Then, with every iteration, we add the attribute 

that succeeds it in the list until to arrive to evaluate all 

attributes.The selection of d attributes is done by selecting 

a subset of attributes, which presents the maximum 

accuracy. In order to have n subsets of relevant attributes, 

we follow the same approach while using n evaluation 

criteria (information gain, gain ratio, etc.). 

3.3. Semi-supervised training process 

The third module presents the core of our method. It takes 

place in five phases, which are: training phase, selection 

phase of K unlabeled data, labeling phase, combining 

phase of the classifiers and finally the phase of updating 

the corpus. 

 First phase : training phase 

This phase consists in inducing n classifiers (same 

classifier with n different subsets of relevant attributes, the 

n subsets were obtained in the second module) on the 

training kernel which contains only a small number of 

labeled data, evaluate these n classifiers using a test 

corpus. The purpose of using a test corpus is to calculate a 

confidence score for each classifier. This score is the 

accuracy measure calculated using the following formula: 

                                                           
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_selection 
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Figure 1:The architecture of our semi-supervised method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table1.The used features. 

 

 

Type Feature Description 

 

 

 

Lexical 

catM1E1 

catM2E1 

catM1E2 

catM2E2 

catM1E1E2 

catM2E1E2 

The part of speech of the first word before NE1 

The part of speech of the second word before NE1 

The part of speech of the first word before NE2 

The part of speech of the second word before NE2 

The part of speech of the first word between the two NEs 

The part of speech of the second word between the two NEs 

 

 

Semantic 

typeEN1 

typeEN2 

PaireE1E2 

The first NE tag (label) 

The second NE tag 

The appearance order of NEs 

Syntactic Type-phrase Type of sentence(nominal, verbal) 

Numeric NbrM 

posE1 

posE2 

nbrMavE1 

nbrMapE1 

nbrMavE2 

nbrMapE2 

nbrMEnE1E2 

Number of words in the sentence 

Position of the first NE 

Position of the second NE 

Number of words before the first NE 

Number of words after the first NE 

Number of words before the second NE 

Number of words after the second NE 

Number of words between the two NEs 

Module 1 : Building training data 

Module 2: selection of relevant subsets of attributes 

 

Corpus treated by NLP tool 

Training Kernel 

Segmentation 

Morph-syntactic analyser 

Annotated corpus 

Extract features 

Stanford NLPtool 

Evaluation of criterion 1 

Evaluation of criterion n 

Corpus of Berkeley 

Test Corpus 

Filter Method 

1 

Subset of attributes 𝐸𝐴2 

Subset of attributes𝐸𝐴𝑛 

. 

. . 
. 
. 

Module 3 : Semi-supervised trainingprocess 

K Unlabeled data 

Classifier Cn=Classifier C+ 𝐸𝐴𝑛 

 

Label phase of K  

Unlabeled data by 

C1, C2,…, Cn 

 

Combination phase of  

classifiers 

 

Add this data to the learning kernel 

Training Kernel 

 

K labeled data 

Selection of K unlabeled   

That are the most similar  

Data of learning Kernel 

Subset of attributes 𝐸𝐴1 

2

 

 1 

Classifier C1=Classifier C+ 𝐸𝐴1 

 

Evaluation of criterion2 

Training phase  

Classifier C2=Classifier C+ 𝐸𝐴2 

 
. 
. 
. 

Unlabeled data 

5

 

 1 

3

 

 1 

4

 

 1 

. 
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Score(C) = 1- error rate                                  (1) 

error rate=number of misclassified data /number total of 

data    (2) 

 

 Second phase : selecting K unlabeled data 

In this phase, we select the K unlabeled most similar data 

to the training kernel. The similarity calculation is done by 

calculating the distance between the unlabeled data and the 

labeled data. If we have m labeled data and m1 unlabeled 

data, we will perform m * m1 distance calculations. This 

requires a lot of time, which will decrease the execution 

time of our method. To solve this problem, we present the 

following solution: 

1) We start by decomposing the training kernel into M 

groups with M being the number of classes. 

2) For each group, we calculate its barycenter (b) of 

coordinates x1 , x2, … . . xlusing the following formula: 

xi =
∑ xij

l
j=1

l
                (3) 

Where l is the number of attributes 

3) We calculate the distance between the M groups and the 

unlabeled data using the Euclidean distance: 

D (b, data) =∑ |xi − yi|
l
i=1         (4) 

4) For each data, it is allocated the smallest distance among 

all the distances of M groups. 

5)  The data is sorted increasingly according to distance 

6) We select the K data that have the smallest distances 

where n is the number of attributes, x and y are coordinates 

of barycenter and the data respectively and i ∈ [1...number 

of attributes]. 

 Third phase : labeling phase 

The K similar data that is obtained from the second phase 

will be labeled by the n classifiers, where each classifier 

assigns a probability for a data, by knowing  

each class. This probability is of the form  𝑃 (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎/

𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠ℎ, 𝐶) : 

∑ P (data/classh, C) numberofclass
h=1 =1 (5) 

 

Where h ∈ [1, number of class]. 

 Fourth phase: combination of classifiers 

Our method is based on weighted vote. This is a vote based 

on weights associated with basic classifiers. All classifiers 

must label each data. Since each classifier assigns for this 

data a probability of belonging to each class, this data takes 

a class h if the probability of belonging to this class is 

maximum, with respect of the other classes. Then, using 

this formula (formula 6), we can easily know the class 

attributed by a classifier c to the instance: 

 P′ (data/classh, Cj)= arg-max P (data/classh, Cj)    (6)                         

For each classifier, we multiply its maximum probability of 

belonging to a class h for a data by its confidence score 

(according to formula 1) to obtain a calculated weight of a 

data for its belonging to a class: 

Weight (data/classh, Cj) =   Score (Cj) ∗arg-max P′ (data/

classh, Cj)                (7) 

For each class, we sum up the weights: 

S (classh) =  ∑ Weight (data/classh, Cj) (8) 

The final labeling of an instance is done by assigning the 

class whose S ‘(classeh)is maximal. 

S’ (classh)=Arg-max(S (classh))            (9) 

 Fifth phase: update of all corpus 

As a last step of our method, we add the K labeled data by 

the n classifiers to the training kernel and remove them 

from the corpus of unlabeled data.  

The third module (Semi supervised training process) is 

repeated until the unlabeled data disappears. After having 

presented the architecture of our system, we present the 

different results obtained when applying our system on our 

medical corpus. 

4.  Experimentations and results 

The Berkeley corpus has been used by several researchers. 

Some research studies treated only three relations (Cure, 

Prevent, SideEffect), others are based on seven relations. 

For this, we propose to treat these two cases. The statistical 

study of our corpus reveals the following characteristics7 as 

represented in Table 2. 

Relations Number of instances 

Cure 783 

Only DIS 600 

Only TREAT 163 

Prevent 58 

Vague 45 

SideEffect 41 

No Cure 4 

Table 2.The statistical characteristics of our medical 

base 

Our corpus is divided into three sub-corpora: the first sub-

corpus is a training kernel, the second is a test sub-corpus, 

and the third is a sub-corpus of unlabeled data. Table 3 

shows the amount of instances allocated for each sub-

corpus. We choose to assign 347 instances for the test; it 

presents the same number of instances used by [4]. 

 

 

Table 3.The distribution of data for each sub-corpus 

We treat the relation extraction task in two cases: the first 

where the two NEs are not recognized, and the second 

when the NEs are recognized. Indeed, the recognition of 

the types of medical NE facilitates certainly the 

identification of the type of interacting relationship 

between these NEs, as illustrated in example 1 and 2: 

                                                           
7The number of sentences available for  downloads is not the 

same as the ones from the  original data set published in [Rosario 

and Hearst, 2004] 

Number of instances in the training kernel 229 

Number of instances in the test corpus 347   

Number of unlabeled data 1080 
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<DIS_PREV> Measles </DIS_PREV><TREAT_PREV> 

vaccination </TREAT_PREV> and inflammatory bowel 

disease (1). 

Over half thought <DISONLY> HIV</DISONLY> 

transmission occurred most times or always (2). 

As illustrated in example 1, the recognition of the two 

types of NEs (DIS-PREV and TREAT_PREV) makes it 

easy to identify the "Prevent" relationship without the need 

to apply a training algorithm. The same for example 2, 

when knowing that the NE is annotated by DISONLY, it 

will be easy to know that the relation is disonly. 

We evaluate our method using many classifiers and the 

best result is obtained by the classifier PART. We use this 

classifier from WEKA project which is implemented in 

Java [23]. The parameters used in our system are n=3 

(number of relevant subsets of attributes), K=10% (number 

of unlabeled data selected in each iteration). 

Afterwards, we evaluate three semi-supervised algorithms 

Self-training, Co-training and YATSI [24] on the used 

medical corpus. YATSI contains two steps. It can use any 

training algorithm (Wrapper algorithm) with the nearest 

neighbor algorithm. In the first step, an algorithm is trained 

on the labeled data to construct a training model. Then, this 

model is used to label unlabeled data. In the second step, 

the nearest neighbor algorithm is applied using the initial 

labeled data and the newly labeled data. In addition to the 

initial classification algorithm, the nearest neighbor 

algorithm is used to adjust or correct labels assigned to 

unlabeled data. For the YATSI implementation, we use 

collective classification package available from 

MARSDEN project8 Programs which are written and tested 

in Java programming language in Eclipse environment. 

While for Self-training and Co-training, we implement 

them. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study that 

has adopted the semi-supervised method using this corpus. 

Thus, our proposed method represents the first semi-

supervised work using the corpus of [4]. 

 

As reported in Table 6, we note that our method is more 

efficient than the three semi-supervised methods 

considered. Indeed, with the base of 7 relations without 

recognizing the NEs, we get an accuracy of 83.20%, while 

with YATSI we get 54%.When applying Self-training 

method, we get 31.38%. The application of Co-training on 

the same corpus obtains 57.06% of accuracy. By knowing 

the types of NEs, the value of accuracy is high for the four 

algorithms. Here, it is not logical to use NE types as 

attributes because we have seen previously that the 

recognition of NEs types facilitates the task of relation 

extraction and we do not even need to apply a training 

algorithm. 

The originality of our semi-supervised method can be 

assumed in the contributions acquired, of each phase. For 

the selection phase of the relevant subset of attributes, we 

                                                           
8http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/fracpete/projects/collective 

classification/ 

used filtering methods to evaluate the attributes of the data 

rather than their interactions with a particular classifier. 

The evaluation of these methods shows more generality 

(they do not depend on the classifier). Each subset of 

attributes is the best according to a criteria to be optimized 

(information gain, ACP,..).The subsets obtained according 

to the various evaluation criterions may be overlapping or 

independent. At this level, there are no assumptions or 

conditions on the relationship between the subsets of 

attributes found, unlike other works like the work of [11] 

where they defined a condition that concerns the 

independence between the subsets of attributes. For the 

labeling phase of the unlabeled data, we intend to improve 

it somewhat by selecting in each iteration the most similar 

data to the labeled data. In addition, our method combines 

several classifiers. The combination of these classifiers is 

based on the weighted sum vote. As a conclusion, we can 

mention that the combination of several classifiers 

improves the classification results better than the Self-

training method that uses only one classifier. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we described our semi-supervised system 

SMRE to extract relations between medical  NEs .The 

obtained results are encouraging and promising since the 

used techniques allowed us to reach a classification rate 

equal to 100% when we recognize the NEs , and 83.20% 

without recognizing this information. Using our semi-

supervised method, we were able to resolve the labeling 

problem using semi-labeled corpus. Our proposed method 

treats only binary relations (between two NEs). As a future 

works, we intend to treat relations holding between more 

than two NEs. In addition, we are planning to evaluate our 

system with other NEs types and different corpora 

languages and domains. 
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Table 6.Comparison of our system with other semi-supervised systems  in term of accuracy 
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Base with 3 relations  (NEs are un known) 57.22% 86.67% 82.87% 90% 

Base with 3 relations  (NEs are known) 70% 100% 92.72% 100% 

Base with 7 relations  (NEs are unknown) 31.38% 57.06% 54% 83.20% 

Base with 7 relations  (NEs are known) 65.68% 93.95% 100% 100% 
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